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The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a temporaly, independent, bipartisan.

agency established by Congress in 1957 and directed to:

Investigate camplaints,alleging'that citizens are being deprived
of their right to vote by reason of theirzace, coloc, religion,

sex, or national origin, Or by reason of fraudqlent Practices;

Study and collect information concerning legal developments con-
stituting a denial of equal. protection of the laws under the
Constitution because of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin, or in the administration of justice;

4.

Serve as a national clearinghouse for information in respect to
denials o equal protection of the laws because of race, color,
religion, sex, or, national Origin;

Submit reports, findings, and reccumendations to the President and

the Congress.

Members of the-Ccumission

Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman
Stephen HoFn, Vice Chairman
Frankielg. Freeman
Robert_ S. Rankin
-Manuel Ruiz, Jr.
--Murray Saltzman-

.John A. Buggs, Staff Director
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TErra3 cE_A;RANsmrrrAL

iiiE PRESIDENT,
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE,,
THE SPEAKER OF IHRHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SIRS: )
1

. . ,

The U.S. Ccumission on Cifl Rights transmits this report to
you pursuant to Public Law 850-315 as amended.

( "The Navajo Nation: An American Colony" describes haw this
countey's largest Indian reservation is handicapped in its quest
for economic development by a host of problems arising primarily
out of its legal status, deficiencies in the Federal administrative
structure, and inadequate funding_af the Federal health delivery
systemI The report is based on the Commission's hearing in Window,
Rock, Arizona, capital of the Navajo Reservatian, in October 1973,-
and on months of research preceding and follawing that hearing.

Sane of the problems discussed will require legislative remedies,
while others may be solved much more readily by administrative action.
It is our hope that this report, with its findings' and recommendations,
will stir a prompt response We believe this neglected segment of
the American populace already has suffered too long from the burdens
attendant to its deplorable status as "the poorest of America's
poor."

RespeCtfully,

Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freanan
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.
Murray Saltzman

iii

John A. Buggs, Staff Director
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PREFACE

In October 1973 the United States COmmissignpn Civil Rights

can3uct1 its first hearing an an American Indian reservation.' The

3-day hearing, in Window Rock, Arizona'; capital of the Navajo Nation,

was arfollowup to hearings 1 year earlier in Phoenix, Arizona, and

Albuquerque, New Mexico, on'the status of other reservation Indians

4 in thoSe tWo States.

The coAcern of the Window Rock hearing, however, was morp specific.

It focused on the quettion of self - determination for the largest Indian

reservation in the United States, and it did so, in part, by concentrating

on three key areas in which the current system of Indian trusteeship has

failed dismally to meet the 20th century needi of same 137,000 people.

Those areas of ooncertration were education, health, and econamic

development.

Approgimately 80 witnesses were subpenaed to appear at the Navajo

Civic Center,. and others came forward Aluntarily Testimony was

heard from both Indians and "Anglos," in both Navajo and English, and

was translated on reqUest by Navajo educator Dr. Samuel Billisan, the

official interpreter.

Same of the witnesses were accompanied by legal counsel; same

were openly hostile; but many went to great effort to describe to the

COMmission from their own first-hand knowledge same aspect. of the self-

perpetuating systiantlat_has exploited the Navajo and has kept than

among the poorest of'America's poor. Because those witnesses described

that system better than any terse summary, this report draws frequently

from their own words.

MIS Commission -requested and received comments fram the tribe

and relevant Federal agencies on the final draft of this report, and

pertinent observations have been incorporated into the test. Among
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those asked to comment were the Department of the Interior ,(the Office

of the Solicitor and the Cbumissioner of Indian Affairs), the U.S.

Office of Education, the Indiandiealth Service, the Small Business

AdMinistration, and the Economic Development Administration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Q: Have you seen any change in the relationship
between the tribe and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs or the Indian Health Service...since
that philosophy [of Indian self-determination)
was established 3 years ago?

[By Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonaldi Yes,

I have seen a change of three Commissioners of

Indian Affairs--
[Laughter]

--and a couple of Secretaries

of the Interior. 1
-- Navajo Hearing, Opening Session

The above exdhange between counsel for the Commission and Navajo

Tribal/Chairman Peter MacDonald evoked a rare moment of laughter in

3 days of testimony on the status of the Navajo Nation. The focus

of the question, and of the hearing itself, was the policy of self-

determination announced by President Nixon in July 1970, in a special

message to Congress on Indian affairs. 2 In the context of life on

America's Largest Indian reservation, that policy refers tR development

of the tribe's human and natural resources in terms of what the Navajo

people want and need in order 'Ito live lives that are meaningful and

full acoOrding to the tenets of the Navajo culture." 3 It is not

a policy of termination, which would put an end to all Federal

responsibility under treaties, laws, and agreements dating back to

the mid -19th century. With few exceptions, as the testimony indicated,

1, Transcript of Hearing before United States Commission on Civil

Rights, Window ROOk,' Arizona, October 22-24, 1973, p. 29 (all

citations to testimony'and exhibits refer to this transcript).

2. President Richard Nixon, Message to the COngreSs on Indian Affairs,

July 8, 1970, in Public Papers of the President at 565 (hereinafter cited

as Message on Indian Affairs).

3. Supplementary Statement of Chairman MacDonald, Exhibit No. 3.

1
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development on the Navajo Reservation both before and since enunciation

of that self-- determination policy has not only failed to reflect the

Navajo viewpoint, but has run counter to it. And the basic stumbling

block has been the Federal madhinery that policy sought to modernize

or at least to scale down.

That machinery "has helped to maintain a standard of living that

is among the lowest in the United States, with per capita income about

one-fourth the national rage and falling even further behind, an

unemployment rate about 10 times the national average, an educational

level of less than one-half the national median, and an infant mortality

rate more than double the national average. Despite a documented

abundance of development potential, the tribe exists in a welfare

ecenaMY, and that economy, in the opinion of experts,
4

has been fostered and maintained by the Federal Government in stubborn

resistance to a viable and promising alternative--a realistic development

effort.

Legal Status

The Navajos, like nest reservation Indians in the United States,

are a unique legal entity. While they are citizens of the United States,

the Navajos are not generally subject_ to the jurisdiction of State

(jovernments. This was made clear by the United States Supreme Court

in Williams v. Lee which ruled that a non-Indian, who operated a store

under Federal license on the Navajo Reservation, and sued a Navajo for

ddebts, cou 5
ld not bring the action in a State court. The Court based

its decision on past cases which held that the States had no jurisdiction,

even in criminal matters, over Indians living on reservations or non-

Indians conducting business with Federal permission on reservations.
6

4. See testimony of William Miller and David Aberle, pp. 75-96.

5. Williams v. Tee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959).

f. Id. at 218-20.
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The Court explained:

Originally the Indian tribes were separate nations
with inn what is now the United States. Through
conquest and treaties they were induced to give up
complete independence and the right to go to war in
exchange for federal protection, aid, and grants of
land. 7

Without commenting on the inequities of that hArgain for the Indian,

the Court built upon the above assumption the concept that only where

Congress grants the States power over the Indians, may they exercise it,

and that wren Congress had wished the States to have such power, it

had expressty granted it. 8

The Court then stated that in the Treaty of 1868 the Navajo agreed

to keep peace with the United States and in return for this premise the

U.S. had set apart a reservation for the Navajo.

Implicit in these treaty terms...was.the understanding
that the internal affairs of the Indians remained
exclusively within the jurisdiction of whatever tribal
government existeoth Since then, Congress and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs have assisted in strengthening the
Navajo tribal government and its courts...Tbday the
Navajo Courts of Indian Offenses exercise broad criminal
and civil jurisdiction which covers suits by outsiders
against Indian defendants. NO Federal act has given the
State courts jurisdiction over such controversies. 9

NoL'ing that Congress had given the States power to assume judicial

jurisdiction over the Indian tribes within thdir boundaries by amending

their State constitutions (67 Stat. 590), theCourt pointed out that

absent such anxmdment, a State had no jurisdiction over Indians within

its boundaries.
10

7. Id. at 218; see also, Kent Gilbreath, Red Capitalism: An Analysis
4 of the Navajo Eoonour4 32 (1973).

8. Williams v. Lee, supra at 220-21.

9. Id. at 221-22.

10. Id. at 222-23 (Note 10).

I4
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The Supreme Court reaffirmed its position as to the legal status

of the Navajo Tribe 6 years later in thOcase of Warren- Trading Post v.

Arizona Tax Commission.
11

Congress has repealed the act allowing States to assume jurisdiction

over Indians by mending their constitutions, and replaced it with Title

IV of the 1968 Civil Riyhts Act, 25JJ.S.C. sec. 1321-1326, which allocas

States to assume civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indians only with

the express consent of a majority of Indians voting in a special election.

TheSupreme Court ruled that by virtue of this 1968 Act, State

control of Indian judicial matters could only be assured after approval

by a majority vote of all Indians within the affected area, not by a

vote of a tribal council.
12

Thus, the legal status of the Navajo Tribe is one of partial

sovereignty. The States can have judicial control over Navajos living

on the reservation only if a majority of those living on that part of

the reservation within the State which seeks judicial control approve.

But the Federal Government, especially the Secretary of Interior and

the BIA, retains control over the judicial affairs of the Navajo if

the States lack consent to exercise it.
13

Dual Entitlement

Navajos are entitled to all the benefits and services due other

American citizens from Federal and State resources by virtue of their

citizenship. They are also entitled to special services and benefits

by virtue of treaty obligations and special laws enacted to benefit

Indians. The special "entitlement" programs include the Indian Health

Service and programs operated and funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

11. 380 U.S. 685 (1965).

12. Kennerly v. The District Court of Montana, 400 U.S. 423, 428-29
(1971).

13. See 25 U.S.C. sec. 2 (1970), and Navajo Tribal Code (N.T.C.) sec. 1
(19697, as amended, incorporating 25 C.F.R. sec. 11 with approval by the
Secretary of riTZFlor as required by law.
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This is what is known as the dual entitlement of reservation Indians.

This dual entitlement is violated when the BIA reduces or refuses to

provide services which it claims are being provided by other sources,

for example a State or another Federal agency.' It is also violated

when a State or a-Federal agency refuses to provide or diminishes a

service provided to other American citizens on the grounds that the

BIA is providing the service.
14

A Local Government

Another point of serious confusion has resulted from the Federal

Government's lack of a consistent policy towards Indian tribes as

equivalent units of local governments.
15

The General Revenue Sharing

Act
16 formally recognized Indian tribes as units of local government.

Other crucial pieces of legislation enacted by Congress have either

ignored the issue altogether, implied a recognition of Indian tribes'

as local units of government without so stating (e.g., Manpower Revenue

wring),
17

or have left the tribes to try their luck with State agencies

(in the case of a number of formula grant programs) in the face of a

rather consistent history of unsuccessful relations between Indian tribes

and State governments.
18

14. For further discussion of the entitlement rights, see Office

of Special Concerns, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, A
St of the ct of Decentralization Within the Departs t Of Health,

Education, Welfare on Services to Ethnic Minorities, p. 183 April

1974).

15. tbid., p. 187.

16. State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972, 31 U.S.C. sec. 1221,
et seq. (Sapp. III) (1973).

17. Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973, Pub. L. 93-203

- (Dec. 28, 1973).

18. DREW, Study p.187.
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When the Navajo Tribe needs something which is directly available

to State or county governments from a Federal agency--for example, a

road building 'allocation from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

its access to that agency is blocked if the particular enabling legislation

does not include Indian tribes among the units of local government to be

funded; As Chairman MacDonald told the Catinissicn:

I wculd say 90 percent of the time when we go to all
the other agencies, like the Department of Agriculture
and many other places, they say," Here's the law. It

just says State and county. You are not a State. You
are not a county. Therefore, I am sorry. We are going
to be violating the law if we ever give you any money,
although we sympathize with your situation. It fits into
your scheme of planning, but we cannot give you any
mcney." 19 y

The inconsistent Federal policy toward tribal governments not only

prevents the Navajo from receiving benefits and services available to

other American citizens, but also requires the payment of taxes from

which other local governments are exempt. For example, as Chairman

MacDonald testified:

...just last week, the Navajo Tribe was forced to
pay $70,000 in Federal excise tax. Now, here, you
know, all of us know,'- everybody knows, that the
Navajo Tribe runs a government. There is a govern-
ment here, no different from the State government
or Federal government so far as it is exercising the
kind of services to its people.

Yet, we bought some automobiles to be used by the
police for community use, and we said that we are
not subject to a Federal excise tax, just as the
State and the counties are not subject to Federal
excise tax.

This went on for about a year.

19. Testimony of Chairman MacDonald, p. 28.
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We finally got an opinion...[to the effect] that
"We know you are a government. Everybody knows you

are a government. But according to the law of the

Internal Revenue, the Federal excise tax...exemption
refers only to State and county governments. It

doesn't talk about Indian tribal governments. Therefore,
you have to pay." 20

Three States

This problem of an at best ill- defined legal status is further

complicated by the reservation's geographic location, spreading across

three State boundariesArizona, New Mexico, and Utah. %hen asked by

Commissioner Rankin what was the greatest problem confronting the tribe

in the field of education, Chairman MacDonald said it was the multiplicity

of school systemsthree State systems in addition to the schools

operated by the BIA:

It affects the employment of Indian teachers; it affects
the construction of needed school buildings; it affects
the establishment of a uniform curriculum that is
necessary for the Indian culture, bilingual education
and other education that is relevant to the needs of
the Navajo people. 21

Several witnesses expressed the view that the tribe's legal.status

is not only a problem in special areas, such as education, but in all

aspects of economic development. Development as it occurs under the

tribe's current status, according to expert testimony, is no more than

exploitation, with profits flowing off the reservation to the majority,

non-Indian population. As BIA development expert William Miller testified,

there will be no significant economic development for the Navajo Nation

until the political questions surrounding the tribe's legal status are

resolved.
22

20. Ibid., p. 29. The opinion referred to is a letter from Bernard H.
Fisdhgrund, Chir7-Excise Tax Branch, Internal Revenue Service, to the
Navajo Nation, June 27, 1973.

21. Ibid., pp. 13-14.

22. -ee section on Economic Development, below.

'*1



The BIA

Federal law gives the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner

of Indian AfAirs broad powers over "all Indian affairs" and "all matters

arising out of Indian relations."
23

This includes veto power over all

tribal contracts.
24

Under this broad authority, the Bureau of Indian

Affairs has also promulgated extensive rules as to haw the Indian tribes

may govern thegeelves.

The result\of all this, as President Nixon stated in his message

to CcrigreeS, has been "a burgeoning Federal bureaucracy, programs which

are far less effective than they ought to be, and an erosion of Indian

initiative and morale."
25

Several witnesses described in detail how Indian initiative and

morale are eroded by this system. Chairman MacDonald testified, for

exaMple, that many-of the tirbe's plans and proposals for development

or improvement "have sat in the hands of the bureaucrats for 2 to 3

years"--as he described it, frustrating and backbreaking situation.

...we are always being:aaked,"Ckay, what does
the Navajo want?"

Our want is very clearly and definitely spelled out
by resolution or same plan of operation which the
Navajo Tribal COUncil adopts. We forward this (to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs]. Before that action
is everpaken, before we can be authorized to take
this action, the Bureau has to say yes or no to that
particular initiative that we have started. 27

23. 25 U.S.C. sec. 2 (1970).

24. 25 U.S.C. sec. 81 (1970).

25. eNf2.22tallnai-811Lf±24-1, P. 566.

26. Testimony of Chairman MacDonald, p. 17.

27. Ibid., p. 23.

4
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With the exception of hospitals and health-related programs, which

are operated by the Indian Health Service under the Department of

Health, Education:and Welfare, all Navajo development proposals must

be directed to the Bureau of Indian Affairs Virtually every action

of tire tribal counli. must receive the approval of the BIA before it

can beccae law or be acted upon by the tribe. 28 Frequently, Chairman

MacDonald testified, "we have as many as 30 or 40 major pieces of

legislation passed by the council, resolutions outstanding, not being

acted on for any time up to 2 years.'
29

The process, he testified, works something like this. A resolution

passed by the tribal council is sent to the BIA for approval:

[The BIA refers it back to the tribe, saying,]
"You need to rewrite this sentence here because
we don't understand really what it says." So
the tr*be rewrites it and sends it back. [It

comes back-to the tribe, with the notation]
four or five paragraphs down, "Rewrite this
sentence again... ." [The next time, the BIA
says] "By the way, did you realize that another
fiscal year has passed? So why don't you do it
all over again."30

The tribal council, for example, passed a resolution in early 1972

to set up an Office o Navajo Labor Relations to help solve some of the

reservation's staggerirp unemployment problems. The BIA withheld

approval of that office for more than a year, until'SepteMber 16, 1973-

after the Office of Federal Contract Compliance had approved the off ice's

guidelines and after the BIA itself had already approved two budgets.

(Approval also came, as Vice Chairman Horn noted, after the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights annOunced its Navajo hearing.) 31

28. See 83 IAIM 6.0, Release 83-1, 10-1-57.

29. Testimony of Chairman MacDonald, p. 23.

30. Ibid.

31. Window Rock Hearing Transcript, p. 281.

)i )4.2 rj
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Such delays, the tribal chairman testified, occur all the time,

and for a nation as large as the Navajo, "it can become very

devastating as far as progress is concerned." 32'

The BIA is the logical agency to act as tribal advocate, since

it has only one constituent -- reservation Indians. However, the crucial

issue concerning the BIA and the Navajo Tribe (and all Indian tribes),

as one observer put it, is that "the BIA is a 19th century colonial

institution' which, as structured, is wholly out of-step with the

requirements of a new era of self-determination. "
33

On January_4,

1975, Congress enacted into law the Indian Self-Determination and

Education Assistande Act,
34

a major piece of legislation that will

affect the Federal Government's policy framework for years to come in

tmplementing its self-determination policies. The law is not as

positively written as the tribe would have liked, as was pointed out by

Chairman MacDonald in remarks before two congressional subcommittees.
35

Responsibility for promulgating regulations pursuant to the law rests

with the BIA, which the tribe considers ironic in view of BIA inaction

in implementing the self-determination policies outlined' in the 1970

32. Testimony of Chairman MacDonald, p. 23.

33. Letter to Pala Alexander, Assistant GenerakCounsel, USCCR, from
Jerome S. Bernstein, Consultant to the Navajo Tribe, March 24, 1975.

34. Pub. Law 93-638.

35. See Testimony of Peter MacDonald, Chairman, Navajo Nation, an Title
I of S. 1017, The Indian Self-Determination Act, Before Senate Subcommittee
an Indian Affairs of the Senge Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,
June 1973, and Statement of Peter Macdonald, Chain, Navaho Nation,
on Title I of S. 1017, the Indian Self - Determination Act, given before
the House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the House Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee, July 1974. Chairman MacDonald .1. v =, for example:
(1) A new office-of Assistant Commissioner for Self-De,- tion should
be created. This Office would be responsible for develi.ing and
implementing jointly with tribal officials plans for effecting self-
determination; (2) Tribes must have full participation in budget and
policy formulation if self - determination is to be fully realized; (3)

Mechanisms for BIA accountability Should be provided under the at for
review of BIA decisions and to insure full two-party negotiations in
contracting.



message on Indian affairs. Despite all its shortcomings, however, the

BIA, in the view of the Navajo Tribe, must continue to exist for the

protection of Indian rights. The problem, as Chairman MacDonald told

a House Subcomittee, lies in. BIA policies and operations, and not

its mere existence:

Like it Or not, the future protection of the Tribe'
rightful program funds and services are inextricably
tied up with the BIA, and therefore our Tribe's future
in many ways is dependent upon the continuance of a
"healthy" BIA. We recognize the need for the preserva-
tion of the BIA as the primary mechanism through wbiCh
Indian tribes and individual Indians can obtain their
entitlement which is their due through treaty rights
and under law. Ourissue is not whether the BIA should
exist or not --we cannot survive without it--but haw it
functions and its ability to respond to tribal initiative.

More often than not, the cry that self-determination
will lead to termination because it threatens the
existence-of the IAA comes frart elements within the
BIA itself who are cummitted to the status quo. They
holler "termination" whenever tribes advocate changing
the status quo and whenever tribes attempt to exercise
self-determination.

This situation will not change until the BIA in Washington
lays out a comprehensive plan tor implementing self-
determination --one which recognizes the changes which
must come within the Bureau as'well as within the tribes
if self-determination is to beam a reality, but at the
same time one which provides for transition rather than
upheaval. It is the absence of a clear definition and
policy on self-determination and the absence of clear
directives from Washington to the areas, which have
resulted in..ohaos. 36

In short, the chairman told Congress, the tribes and the Bureau must

travel the road to tribal self-determination together, and the BIA

must remain a viable and relevant agency _"if we are to assure that it

does not ultimately lead to termination." 37

36. Chairman MacDonald before House Subcommittee an Indian Affairs,

July 1974, pp. 3-4.

37. ibid., p. 5.

( "
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History

,A brief history of the Navajo might help to put the tribe's current

status into proper perspective. According to Navajo mythology, the

people, or Dineh, as the Navajo call themselves, came to this earth

after escaping fran four underworlds. On earth, the "Holy Ones"

created four mountains known today as Sierra Blanca Peak, Mount Taylor,

San Francisco Mountain, and Mount Hesperus. 39-,The land between these

four mountains is the area the Navajo call home.

Historians say the tribe descended from bands of hunters and

gatherers and intermarried with the Pueblo Indians, adopting much fran

their customs and culture. 39 Apparently, the Navajo's most important

adoptions from the Pueblo were agriculture and the crafts of pottery
4d

and weaving.

It was from the Spanish, who first came to the Navajo territory

in the 1530's, that the Navajo learned the arts of horse riding and

stockraising.
41

Spanish attempts to subdue and enslave the Navajo

were singularly unsuccessful. The would-be conquerors were subject to

raids b' the Indians, who ironically had learned to use the horse well

fonlOuiCk striking and mobility. So frequent and harsh were these

attacks that the Spanish were forced to retreat fran the Navajo area

in 1680.
42

Although they later returned and enslaved many Navajo,

neither the Spanish nor their Mexican successors were able to conquer

them.
43

38. Marvin A. Link, Navajo: A Century of Progress 1869-1968 (Window -
Rock: Navajo Tribe, 1968), Introduction.

39. D. Leighton & C. Kluckhohn, Children of the People (Nsio. York:
Octagon Books, 1969), p. 234.

40. John Upton Terrell, The Navajo (New York: Weybright & Talley,
1970), pp. 15-16; Link, Century of Progress, Introduction.

41. Terrell, The Navajo, pp. 17-51.

42. Ibid.

43. ibid., pp. 49-77.
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But "the people" were to fall victim to another culture. By

virtue of its victory over Mexico in 1848, the United States acquired

the land where the Navajo lived :.

In 1850 a treaty between the United States and the Navajo provided

that the tribe was placed under exclusive control of the United States

and that the Navajo were to be subject to the same lamertas all other

Indian tribes under U.S. control.
44

This treaty, however, did not insure peace between the Indians

and Anglos. AnglpS treated the Navajo no better than the Spanish and

Mexicans had. Navajos were enslaved, raped; and even scalped by the

"new" white man.
45 The period between the American takeover and the

Civil War can be characterized as one of Ohaos and treachery, of

broken prOmises, hostile actions, and atrocities by Anglo renegades,

soldiers, and settlers on one hand, and of savage revenga by Navajo

raiders on the other.
46

Raiding of white settlers' camps to steal livestock and other

settlers' possessions had made some Navajos rich; the poorer in the

tribe wanted to gain by the same method. In fact, raiding was a part

of Navajo life, something they had practiced against other tribes long

before the white man came.
47

The Federal Government, however, was

determined to protect the settlers and townspeople and their possessions.

44. Treaty between the United States of America and the Navajo Tribe

of Indians, 1850, 9 Stat. 974.

45. Terrell, The Navajo, pp. 80-82.

46. Ibid., pp. 79-155.
A

47. Ibid., p. 80.

48. Tbid., p. 82.

48
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The Government's response was to attempt to rid the Navajo

territory of the Navajos. A plan was conceived during the Civil War

to round up these "savages" and relocate them tib the east in a barren

area called Basque Redondo, in what is now eastern New Mexico. But

before this was accomplished the Navajo had to be literally starved

into surrender, Under the leadership, of KitICarson,,thousands of U.S.

trocps roamed the countryside destroying everything the Navajo could

use. Every field, storehouse, and Kogan was burned. 49

Terrell described the plight of the Navajo in the winter of 1863

1864r

No one understood better than the Navajos themselves
how desperate their situation was. Carson's holocaust
had destroyed the greater part of their stores. There
would ie no opportunity to plant crops in the coming
spring. Starvation rode with the soldiers against them,
and it was an enemy far more formidable than the guns... . 50

Although it took 4 years before the laSt Navajo holdouts were forced to

surrender, by autumn of 1864 more than 8,000 Navajos had been detained

at Basque Redondo, having made the trip by foot, suffering from disease

and starvation. Many died en route, same shot by the soldiers. Others
51

fell victim to slavers with the full complicity of the U.S. officials.

Conditions at the 40-sqUare-Imile reservation were desperate:

...Navajos lived in holes in the ground sheltered
only by pieces of discarded army tents, cowhides,
and brush. Many were dying of malnutrition, many
were almost naked, and most of them were barefoot.
They were suffering from pneumonia, tuberculosis
and venereal disease. 52

49. Ibid., pp. 157-165.

50. Ibid., pp. 165-68.

51. Ibid., pp. 168-74.

52. Ibid., p. 174.
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So awful is the memory of this forced march across 300 miles of rugged

land that even today the Navajo bitterly refer to it as "The Long

Walk."
53

Numerous attempts were made to establish farming at the Bosque

Redondo, but all failed owing to the harsh conditions of the land,

droughts, and pests.
54

The relocation effort was a catastrophe for

the Navajo; 2,000 died there--one-quarter of the number interned--in

4 years. Even the Federal GOvernment could see it was a failure; and,

in 1868, a new treaty was signed allowing the Navajo to return to their

homeland.

The treaty with the Navajo Indians of June

3.5 million-acre reservation, but this was only

that the tribe had previously needed to survive.

leaders were glad to sign in order to return to

of that home was to be theirs, and this was not

treaty.

Article V provided for a grant of land of up to 160 acres to any

Indian family willing to farm it; but, generous as this provision might

seem, it was modeled after an Eastern, white concept of homestead law,

and it suited neither the communal tradition nor the economic realities

of the arid Southwest.
56

Still worse was the provision that every Navajo dhild_between the

ages of 6 and 16 must attend and reside at a school teaching "an English

education." This provision would '-lead to many abuses in the future by

the Federal Government. 57 Othersections of the treaty provided for

supplies to be given to the Navajo by the Government, and for the

1, 1968, provided for a

one-fifth of the land
55

Although the tribal

their home, only part

the worst section of the

53. Link, Century of Progress, Introduction.

54. Ibid., p. 1.

55. Terrell, The Navajo, pp. 197-98; and Treaty between the United States
of America and the Navajo Tribe of Indians, concluded June 1, 1868, 15
Stat. 667," Art. II.

56. 15 Stat. 668, Art. V; and Terrell, The Navajo, p. 198.

57. 15 Stat. 669, Art. VI; Terrell, The Navajo, pp. 199-220; and see
section on Navajo Education, below.
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punishment of those who violated the peace between the U.S. and the

Navajo.

The treaty is most important now because it set the basis for

Federal control of the Navajo's destiny and placed the tribe in a

position of inferiority and dependency that continues today.

So restricted was the land to which the Navajo returned in 1868

that, 10 years,later, the Federal Government had to restore More land

to the growing tribe, and additional lands were given back in 1880,

18
58

83, and 1884. By 1883 the impovprished Navajo had regained same

soonamic strength:- The tribe numbered 19,000 -and awned 35,000 horses,

300,000 goats, and more than 1 million sheep. 59

But Navajo farmers and heaers were seen as unwelcome "intruders"

by greedy railroaders, prospectors,, and settlers, and the Indian often

suffered violence and loss of land and livestock at the hands of lawless

whites.
60

In the early 1900's, President Theodore Roosevelt granted 4,056,000

additional acres to the Navajo in an effort to put a buffer between white

settlers and Indian farmers. But many portions of this land were lost

in 1911 when President William Howard Taft restored to Federal control

parts of the Roosevelt grants east of the original reservation that were

not already allated to individual. Navajos.
61

Between 1917 and 1934 new grants were made totaling 1,079,000-acres,

and the tribe later purchased- 250,000 additional acres with money earned

from mineral royalties. Today, the Navajo Reservation contains about

58. Century of Progress, p. 11.

59. Ibid.

60. Ibid., p. 25; Terrell, The Navajo, pp. 249-50.

61. Terrell, The Navajo, pp. 250-51.
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12.5 million acres,
62

but about a fifth of this is useless for farming

and grazing and another 48 percent is rated only poor to fair for sudh

u
63

ses..

Structure of the Navajo Government

Up to the time when the U.S. took over the Southwest, the Navajo

had no unified political structure or single leader. The only

organization was of matrilocal, matriarchal families or bands of people

whose leaders, called naat' aanii ("speechmakers"), were chosen by the

group or clan and removed by the same process.
64

In fact, it was not until 1923 that the Navajo had their first

formal governm_nt the tribal council, composed of six delegates- -

created in part so that oil companies would have sate legitimate

representatives of the Navajos through wham they could lease reservation

lands an which oil had been discovered. This was necessary because the

Treaty of 1868 provided that no part of the Navajo Reservation could be

ceded without the consent of three-fourths of the tribe.
65

Also formed were the Navajo community chapters, made up of people

in local areas throughout the reservation who meet to disdUss common,

local problems. In 1970, more than 100 such chapters existed.
66

62. Navajos also own about 147,000 acres of noncontiguous lands in New
Mexico that are distinct from the main body of tribal land. Survey by
BIA Office of Trust Services (June 30, 1973). See Demographic and
Socia-Edonomic Characteristics of the Navajo, U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights Staff Report, October 1973, Exhibit No. 5 (hereinafter cited as
Staff Report).

63. Terrell, The Navajo, pp. 250-51.

64. Ibid., p. 279.

65. Ibid., pp. 279-80.

66. Ibid., p. 281.
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The Anglo-imposed system was far from perfect, however. For one

thing, the council had no real governing power over the local bands

and families, and few Navajos understood what it was supposed to do,

since a centralized governing body was a concept alien to their

tradition. 67

Reorganized in 1938, the Navajo government has expanded its

representation and broadened its powers. The legislative powers

still derive from the tribal council, but that council is now made up

of 74 delegates instead of 6. Every member of the council must be

over 30 and a member of the Navajo Tribe.
68

The delegates serve 4-year

terms, are forbidden to hold other employment that creates a conflict of

interest, and are subject:to removal by a two-thirds vote of the council

or by'petition of 50 percent of the voters in their home precinct. 69

The council meets four times a year, with its agenda set'largely

by the Advisory Committee of the Navajo Tribal Council and the BIA Area

Director (again evidence of the Federal supervision of Indian affairs) .
70

/:The chief executive of the tribe is the chairman of the tribal

council, with responsibility for "directing and supervising the personnel

and executive business- staff -of the tribe" and over the various council

committees.
71

The tribe has its own court system and an extensive code, covering

not just the structure of government, but also matters of importance to

the Navajo's daily life, such as agriculture, ceremonies, commerce and

trade, estates, domestic relations, elections, law and order, etc. 72

67. Ibid., pp. 281-82.

68. 2 N.T.C. §§101, 102 (1969), as amended.

69. 2 N.T.C. §§103, 104, 105 and 11 N.T.C. §§211, 212 (1969), as
amended.

70. 2 N.T.C. §§162-63 (1969), as amended.

71. 2 N.T.C. §§284, 903 (1969), as amended.

72. For a more detailed description of the Navajo court system and
other aspects of triha1 government, see Staff.. Report.
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All of this adds up to a quite detailed structure of self-

government. It is a government structured on Anglo, not Indian

concepts. It is all the more ironic, therefore, that for many

important purposes, such as Federal excise tax exemptions and access

to Federal highway programs, this government is not recognized by the

relevant Federal authorities.

) 30



2. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

when you consider economic
development...our biggest
problem is the fact that we
are almbst starting from
scratch... -

--Frank Hanagarne, Navajo Office
of Program Development 73

Itss not that the Navajos are
lagging behind. It is that the
Navajos are being kept behind.
-David Aberle, Professor of
Anthropology, University
of British Cblumbia 74

A Starting Point

The quest for economic development on the Navajo Rgervation begins

with the staggering fact that Navajo per capita income, at about $900

per year,
75

is less than one-fourth the per capita income of the United

States as a whole.
76

However, the tribe does have valuable resources.

The reservation contains about 12.5 million acres of same of the

most visually magnificent landscape in America. The tribe has historic

water rights to the flow fran two great rivers, the Colorado and the

San Juan.
7?

It has valuable energy resources in oil, natural gas,

coal, arid 'uranium, as well as a lavishly productive forest. And it has

a potential labor force of about 47,000 men and warren.
78

73. Transcript, p. 58.

74. lipid., pi, 81.

75. See Figure 2, p. 44, below.

76. U.S. per capita income in 1970 was $3,921. Statistical Abstract
ofthe'teStates, 1970. See Figure 2, p. 44, below.

77. See Staff Report, Appendix 7, p. 656, for a discussion of disputed
Navajo water rights, a subject not included in the Window Rock hearing.

78. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Estimates
of Resident Indian Population and Labor Force Status, by State and
Reservation, p. 15 (March 1973).

20
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There is also, however, a serious Shortage of development tools.

Transportation, skilled labor, irrigation, and investment capital are
4

all lacking. The land itself supports only subsistence farming and

grazing. An irrigati9p project authorized by Ctngress in 1962 would

bring 110,000 acres into agricultural production, but this project is

lagging behind its scheduled construction; and the tribe's Ten Year

'Plan estimated the need for about $150 millida through 1982, if the

project were to be completed by 1986.
79

Only 1,370 miles of road are pavedlittle more than one-third the

ratio of paved roads to square miles in the rural areas of the States

surrounding the reservation.
80

NO major rail facility has :Shipping

depots on the reservation, and air transportation is limited to small

charter services.
81

Although there is a surplus of labor, there is also a Shortage of

people with critical skills. Tedhnicians and management personnelare

extremely scarce.

Investment capital, the single greatest development factor, is also

the most elusive. Tribal land held in trust by the United States may

not be used as collateral for loans.
82

Exploitation:1112ELL±
The reservation's mineral resources are its prime attraction for

outside investors. For the tribe, the immediate questions are ticwmuch

79. The Navajo Tribe, Me Navajo Ten Year Plan (June 1972), Exhibit
NO. 4, pp. 525-26.

80.-, Ibid., p. 521. Road corstruction and maintenance needed to provide
a transportation infrastructure for the Navajo equivalent to that in

surrounding rural areas would cost a total of $730 million over a 10-year
period. Ibid.

81. Needed airport facilities on the reservation would cost an estimated
$10 million, bringing the needed road and transportation total to $740
million, employing an average of 1,400 workmen a year in construction,
maintenance, and administration over a 10-year period. Ibid.

82. 25 U.S.C. 3177 (1970).

U 3
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exploitation to allow and-M(4'th get Maximum long term benefit foam

the depletion of its major assets. As stated by one witness, economic

development for the reservation 'is not simply a question of how the

reservation can most profitably be milked by outside interests... .

"83

Two development specialists, William P. Miller, intergovernmental

relations officer for economics, BIA, and David Aberle, professor of

anthropology, University of British Columbia, agreed that the status

of the reservation today is very much like that of an underdeveloped

nation in the grip of a colonial system. As Mr. Miller expressed it,

the problem is not are of,echnology but of political power:

And I think until the political issue surrounding the
status of the Navajo Nation as a legal, legitimate
government,pntity within... the overall sovereign power
of the United States...unless those questions of
jiarisdictidh and power, political power, are settled, t

in my judgment, ...I see little that can be done in tern;--
of economic development, mainly because, historically, a
peo61e do not really develop until they control,/the
decisionmaking authority of their government, until they
control the means of creating the infrastructure which
is necessary for the develoOment of an economic base. 84

Dr. Aberle, whop like Mr. Miller has studlqd the obstacles to Navajo

economic development,
85

told the Commission he believed the problem

is also one of conflicting economic interests:

Power is not merely politics, and I think that
underlying the problem of power is the problem
of economic interests, that oil companies do
not like to share profits with the Navajo Tribe,
that whenever there is a choice between a settle-
ment that could be made on the reservation and
could be made in Farmington, Gallup, Flagstaff,
or Winslow, the choice will be made in favor of
the border communities, and that, in other words,

83:-) Testimony of Dr. David Aberle, p. 79.

84. Testimony of William P. Miller, pp.-80-81.

85. See D. Aberle, A Plan for-Navajo Econbmic Development, in Toward
Econcia Development for Native American Communities, Subcommittee on
Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Comm., 91st Ccng., 1st Sess.
at 223-76 (1969), Exhibit NO. 9, p. 718.

it 1:i
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whenever it is a question of Navajo interests
and other interests, the choice goes in favor
of other interests. 86

Dr. Aberle cited several indicators of the reservation's neocolonial

status: the fact that whatever development is allowed must be

noncompetitive with outside interests Or done by those interests,

the absence of taxing paver, and the characteristic draining off of

profits.
87

(See figure 1.)

Nearly all of the investment funds that go into the reservation

also flaw out of it, simply because, as Mr. Miller testified, the

tribe does not control the institutions for developmentfinancial

insitutions, trade and commerce, and the like.
88

The capital that

could be generated on the reservation is instead drained off, and as

Dr. Aberle put it, "drained off in 100 ways."

It is not that the Navajos are lagging behind.
It is that the Navajos are being kept behind.
And the devices are multiple.

In the first place, it is outside interests
who manage to pay royalties and still'make a
profitand a handsome profit, to judge by the
dividends of oil companies and coal companies.
None of those profits remain here. There is
the drainoff that results from the lack of
opportunity to tax and there is the drainoff
that results from 100 ways of providing hidden
and overt subsidies to business firms: that
operate on the reservation, but no sufficient
direct subsidy to the tribe to provide oil
depletion allowance and training programs... . 89

Dr. Aberle noted that, if the dolar value of those benefits reaped

by outside private enterprise on the reservation were applied instead to

86. Testimony of Dr. David Aberle, p. 82.

87. 1 i4., p. 81

88. Testimony of William Miller, p. 81.

89. Testimony of Dr. David Aberle, pp. 81-82.

) gi 4
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the reservation itself, "it would be called either relief or socialism,"

but as applied to the outside corporations, it is money considered to

be "supportive of free private enterprise." 90

Revenues received by the tribe from oil leases and royalties are

largely absorbed by administrative costs--the day7to-day expenses of

running agovernment--and by basic welfare needs on the reservation.

Less than 4 percent of the tribe'S own revenue of $16.9 million is

available as investment capital. 91

Mr. Miller, who was assigned by the BIA at Chairman MacDonald's

request to work with the tribe in identifying same of the Obstacles to

'economic development, agreed with Dr. Aberle that the'Federal Govern-
]

ment Should subsidize administrative and welfare costs and allow the

tribe to use-
92

its own revenue for investment capital. As Dr. Aberle

ecpressed it, there is an "urgent need" for capitalization by the

Fladeral Government to work the tribe out of the "vise" in which it now

exists.
93-

The elements of that "vise" were summed t this way: If

the tripe foregoe8 opportunities for mineral exploitation, it foregoes

the chance for immediate income. Yet, it must haVe this income to

operate that which, because of the 1..serviltion's general underdevelopment

coupled with other historical factors; is a welfare economy. 4

Exploitation.of those resources, however 4 is a Short term answer because

of the depletion factor:- The reservation's mineral`resOuroes are given

a predicted maximum depletion span of 35 years. 95 The pertinent

questions are what kind of life and what kind of land will be left

after these resources have been exploited.

90. Ibid.

91. Testimony of William F. Miller, p. 83.

92. Ibid., pp. 83-84.

93. Testimony of Dr. David Aberle, p. 79.

94. Ibid.

95. Ibid., p. t8.

If )
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Mr. Miller had tried to identify by function and objective all

Federal GOvermumtassistance programs to the reservation. Be testified

that the data were not available from any of three likely sources: the

BIA, the Federal Office ofAanagement and Budget, or the Western Regional

Council, which is responsible for overall coordination of program

assistance to the Navajo and all other Indian reservations in Arizona,

California, and Nevada.
96

Mr. Miller said he could comment in general

terms, however, on haw that money--a gross figure of approximately $200

million annually 97is spent:

...Federal government assistance to the Navajo
over the last 100 years [nuns] into billions of
dollars, [but] very, very little has gone speci-
fically for the development of the Navajo
economy...

..[T]here has been no significant effort in the
history-of Federal Indian affairs policy to
systematically plan and provide the necessary,
capitalization for both resource and human
development meshed with the tribe's own "resources. 98

As one, example, Mr. Miller cited BIA funding assistance to the

tribe for commerce and tradeapproximately $115,000 that is "absorbed

primarily by staff people, travel, and fringe benefits." 99

In summary, the expert testimony of these two witnesses leads to

one conclusion: that the Federal government, faced with several

alternatives, has consistently opted for the one of least benefit to

the Navajo people and their land and the one most likely to perpetuate

a welfare existence on the reservation. The choice, as Dr. Aberle

summed it up, is the "difference between running a relief economy and

96. Testimony of William P. Miller, pp. 82-83.

97. lbid., p. 83.

98. Ibid., p. 83.

99. Ibid., p. 83.
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running a development economy."
100

And for 100 years, the Federal

Government, as thehearingioent an to discuss, has hampered and even

blocked Navajo development.

Figure 1

THE MISSING MULTIPLIER: THE DOLLAR MADE ON THE
RESERVATION IS SPENT ELSEWHERE

SAVINGS
3%

SPENT
INSIDE

13%

SPENT
OUTSIDE
NAVAJO

COUNTRY
67%

SOVACE: Navajo Community College

Reprinted from the %avajo Ten Year Plan, Exhibit No. 4, p. 511.

100. Testuriony of Dr. David Aberle, p. 89.

u 1:47
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Eploitatidn: A Comp unity View

One of the major problems facing the tribe at both the council and

community levels is the lack of expertise to evaluate proposals presented

by. outside interests. A panel of community leaaPrs testified at the

hearing about the difficulty of determining what is actually being

proposed and what costs and benefits it will mean for the Navajo.

Navajo Community College Instructor Harris Arthur, a member of the

Burnham Chapter on the eastern part of the reservation, testified that

he became suspicious of some of the statements Made by a representative

of El Paso Natural Gas at a chapter meeting in August 1972.
101

The

company was seeking local support for its proposal to build three coal

gasification plants in the Burnham Chapter area. It was hitunderstanding,

Mr. Arthur testified, that El Paso and WESCO, a company seeking to build

Lour other gasification plants on the reservation, planned to consume

all coal deposits in the area within 25 years.
102

Mr. Arthur testified that;-because he considered same of the

statements made by the El Paso representative at that chapter meeting

to be "false and misleading," he decided to do some investigating on

his own.

...specifically, there were statements made and
promises made that led the people to Believe that
900 Navajos would be working there, while, in
fact, 900 Navajos weren't going to be working
there, but in each of these plants I think they
estimated 900 employees...but it was presented in
such a tone that 900 Navajos would be employed... . 103

Mt. Arthur said false statements were also made about a water system:

I remember specifically the statement that the water
had been obtained from the San Juan River and that
this water would then be brought damn to be used
in the plant, and...would alto be available for the
local Navajos to use on the farms and in their homes,
which was entirely false.

101. Testimony of Harris Arthur, pp. 37-38.

102. Ibid., p. 37.

103. Ibid., p. 38.

)3
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The fact was that El Paso did not have the water;
they still Glair-not to this day, and it was earmarked
for the plant and no outside use. It was not
earmarked for noncammetcial use such as in homes
or the farm... . 104

On May 5, 1973; almost a year later, when El Paso returned to the

Burnhamdepter with a formal request for approval of th Droject, the

Chapter members voted it down. A similar proposal by WESCO was later

rejected as well 105

Mr. Arthur testified that, in rejecting the proposals, the chapter

specified that it wanted "clarifications on some of the issues and

problems concerning this type of development that would affect the

Burnham pepplp, or the Navajo people."
106

Since then, he told the

Commission, no cue hadrreturne!d to the chapter to negotiate these issues.
107

Mr. Arthur said that the tribal council could still approve the

gasification plant proposals without chapter consent, but that "in the

atmosphere of tribal politics...the tribal government is more responsive

to political pressures at the local level" 108 than is required under
0".

the tribal code. He added, however, that with the worsening of the

country's energy problems the companies '!mod .been applying considerable

pressure on the tribe to develop its energy resources
109

. He testified

,that, at one chapter meeting, 'we were told by representatives of the

tribal government that it was not the decition of the Navajo Tribal

104. ibid.

105. Ibid., pp. 38-39.

106. Ibid., p. 43.

107. Ibid., p. 48.

it8. Ibid., p. 49. Members of the tribe are currently suing Peabody
Coal and the Navajo Tribe for damages incurred through the coal
company's strip mining under a tribal lease on lands traditionally
occupied and"used by the plaintiffs. Lake, v. Peabody Coal, No. 72-209-

PCT4i7PC (D. Ariz., filed Apr. -28, 197?).

109. Testimony of Harris Arthur, p. 47.
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Council to decide these issues, that Washington had the say-so, that

he [the Secretary of the Interior] had the big stick."
110

Almember of the tribal council, Carl Todacheene, chairman of the

resources committee, testified that the tribe had been actively trying

to develop its own resources. He cited as two successful examples the

Navajo Forest Products Industries and the Navajo Tribal Utility

Authority--both 100 percent Navajo owned. Two other efforts, a Navajo

Agricultural Products Board and the Navajo Housing Development Enterprise

were also "on their way."
111

In "more competitive fields, such as the oil and gas business,

the tribe has been "hampered."
112

Mr. Tbdacheene recalled that in

the mid-1950's the tribe approached the Delhi- Taylor Oil Corporation

with a 50-50 partnership proposal for the development of oil and gas

resources. He blamed the proposal's eventual defeat on intensive

lohbying at the Department of the Interior by industry competitors.

The tribe, Mr. Tbdacheene testified, is trying again, this time

to develop its uranium fields along partnership lines:

I think we are at the point where we have gotten
t_ at least five major companies an the same type
of thinking, so-called joint venture, going on a-
50-50 basis whereby we will get the bigger share
of the profit, bigger share for the employment,
and more proper utilization of our resources...

If we could only go that route we probably could
put the land back in better condition, provide
better employment for our people, more training
...because...where we just go on a lease basis
and get royalty, all the things that we expect,
that we put into same of our leases [are] not
forthcoming. 114

110. Ibid., p. 47.

111. Testimony of Carl Tbdacheene,

112. Ibid., p. 41.

113. Ibid.

114. Ibid., pp. 41-42.

( -1

PP. 40-41.

113
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Mr. ltdachetne expressed the fear, however, that there will again

he "a terrific amount of lobbying" at the Department of the Interior

level to discourage this kind of thina:m 115

This problem of Navajo rights and interests ca sting and in

conflict with outside economic interests--a conflict that Dr. Aberle

concluded is always won by the outside interestswas also discussed

by Chairman MacDonald, who cited as one example the strip mining already

being done on the reservation:

I think the conflict [between Navajo and Anglo
ideas on development] is really brought about
simply because same of the wishes of the Navajos
are not brought into the picture of the developments.

For instance, you take the strip mining which has
been one of the controversial things here.
we,the Navajos, did not have an opportunity to
even discuss the pros and cons of strip mining when
it was put to us, that we leased the coal to the
companies and that they were going to mine it,
surface mining or strip mining. The question did
not came about. They mine it as they wish. 116

The questions of land reclamation, water rights, adequate royalties

or profit sharing, the amount of employment grid the degree of managerial

training for Navajosall are issues on which the tribe is in serious

and urgent need of both teChnical and legal advice from trustworthy

sources. C none of these issuis, as the testimony repeatedly asserted,

has the Federal. Government, as trustee of the tribal lands, provided
117

that necessary expertise. On all accounts, either by negligence

115. Ibid., p. 42.

116. Testimony of Chairman NacConald, p. 27. Nor has the tribe been
warted in the past of serious health hazards inherent in certain mining
operations, as docunented in Spake, Navajo Miners and Lung Cancer, The
Washington Post, June 9, 1974 (outlook) p. 1.

1L. Herbert Becker, special assistant to the Associate Solicitor,
Division of Indian Affairs, DOI, comments: "A generalization such
as this is impossible to moment on given the vagueness of the

allegation. I can say, though, that our Division recognizes its high

1
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or deliberate bias, the Government's weight has been on the wrong side

of the bargaining table.

Investment Capital: A Barrier

The availability of investment capital is as vital to economic

development & the Navajo Reservation as it is in any developing nation.

According to 1972 tribal figures, accumulated capital reserves derived
118

fran oil revenues total about $50 million. Very little of this

fund is available for investment in economic development. Most of it

is needed to maintain essential services and its use must be geared

toward the time when oil depletion results in reduced tribal income.
119

The difficulty that Indians have in obtaining credit for businesses

has been noted in practically every study on Indian economic development
120

and was further documented in the Window Rock hearing. The special

institutions that do exist--the Small Business Administration, the

Economic Development Agency of the Commerce Department, and the Navajo

(N. 117 continued)

responsibility and adheres to the most exacting standards in enforcing
the trust responsibility, which includes instituting legal actions on
behalf of tribes to protect their resources. Because of this responsi-
bility, we have established a Field Office in Window Rock, Arizona, made
up of two lawyers who are in continual contact with the Navajo Tribe. It
should also be recognized that in many instances, which are beyond our
control, administrative decisions are made within the Department which
result in the Indian position being discarded in favor of the interests
of another group/client in the Department which the Administration feels
has a paramount interest." Letter from Mr. Becker to Jahn A., Buggs,
Staff Director, USOCR. (The Field Office was established in 1974.1

118. Navajo Ten Year Plan, Hearing Exhibit No. 4, p. 509.

119. See Table 2, Public Investment and Resulting EMployment.

120. See, e.g., K. Gilbreath, R_edi.italsm,AnAn__.palisofthe
Navajo Economy (1973).

1 4 2
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Revolving Credit Fund, for examplehave only a fraction of the capital

needed and are not structured to render the required services. 121

Navajo Revolving Credit Fund

The Navajo Revolving Credit Fund (N1 F) was established in the late

1940's with tribal iUnds and an initial loan of $700,000 from the BIA's

Revolving Credit Fund. 122 As of June 30, 1974, the BIA participaticn

had been reduced to $180,000 and the tribe's investment had grown to

nearly $2<1/2 -million. Retained earnings in the program amounted to

$513,348, making a total investment of more than $3 million. 123

The Objective of the program is to make 166 s to Navajoe,for economic

development purposes, or as Everett E. Wood, the BIA Navajo area credit

officer, described it, to make "major rehabilitative type loans:" 124

121. On April 12, 1974, the Indian Financing Act was enacted into law.
P.L. 93-262, 88 Stat. 77. The act has five parts: the Indian
Revolving Loan Fund, Loan Guaranty and Insurance, Interest SObsidies,
Indian Business Grants, and Management and Technical Assistance. The
Department regulatioris on the Indian Business Development Program
(25 C.F.R. Part-760 (1974)), promulgated December 23, 1974, restrict
eligibility to profit-oriented enterprises, a problem noted below in
the discussion of Small Business Administration programs. The grants
(14p to $50004) are also ),invited to applicants able to Obtain at least
60 percent of their funding'from other sources. 25 C,F.R. f80.17(b).
Part f, Loans to Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund, like Part 80,
above, includes a provisionintended to insure that competent managet-
ment and technical assistance'-is available to the grantee. 25 C.F.R.
f91.7 (1975). See also, 25 C.F.R. Part 93 (1975), tl% regulations
governing the loan Guaranty, Insurance, and Interest Subsidy( which
were published Mardi 19, 1975. While this act and the regulations
pursuant to it represent a step forward in Indian development
assistance, it is still too early to predict their tOpact an the
particular problems faced by the Navajo.

122. Testimony bf Everett E. Wood, p. 104.

123. Telephone interview with Everett E. Wood, April 16, 1975.

124. TestimonyHof Everett E. Wood, p. 104.
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We are not in the small loan, quickie loan business.
We leave that up to the peripheral loan companies
and banks. Our Objective is to get people, members
of the Navajo Tribe, on their feet economically and,
to provide financing where they cannot get their
credit elsewhere on reasonable terms and conditions. 125

Many of the NACU' loans are for home improvement, home construction,

or home purchase.
126

Others are for business development.

I

Mr. Wood testified ,that interest rates are generally. kept 2 to 3

percent below prevailing' rates in the area; and that at the time of

the hearing the NFCF rates were 6 to 7 percent, compared with going

rates of 10 to 12 percent for similar loans. 127 At the end of fiscal

year 1974, outstanding loans included: 46& to individuals (including

partnership8 and private Navajo corporations), amounting to $2,302,034;

two loans to tribal enterprises, the Navajo Arts and Crafts Guild and

the Navajo Housing Development Enterprise, totaling $42,042; and two

loans to cor-ops, $35,571.
128

Although almost all of the money in the find is tribal mcney, under

a 1961 agreement between the tribe and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,

the fund is administered by a BIA employee, rather than by a member of

the tribe.
129

The credit committee of the tribe (composed of five

council members) has authority to approve housing loans up to $10,000

and other loans up to $5,000, except loans to government employees and

loans for education. All Other loans must have the approval of the BIA

Area Director.
130

The major problem with the tribal credit program, however, is that

it simply lacks sufficient funds to support significant small business

development.

125. Ibid., pp. 104-105.

126. Ibid., p. 105.

127. Ibid.

128. Telephone interview with Everett E. Wood, April 16, 1975.

129. See, Exhibit NO. 12, p. 785-89.

130. Testimony of Everett E. %tod, p. 106.

!)()14
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&all Business Administration

The Small Business Administration's loan programs are also ill

suited to serve the Navajo Nation or Southwest Indian coomunities in

general.

Stanley Goldberg, SBA District Director for the State of Arizona,

repeated for the Commission an evaluation he had made 3 months earlier

in a letter to SBA headquarters in Washington:
131

I stated that after 4 years of study of the Indian
economic situation, as it relates to the SBA program,
it is my conclusion that their prOblems are separate
and distinct from that of any minority group. SBA
regulations and policies are not adapted to serving
Indian applicants because of the unique history and
development of the Indian people.

When the minority enterprise program became a part of
the SBA, i am sure that the Indian was not considered
in that light. It was mainly directed to the blacks,
the Mexican Americans, the Asiatics, the Orien6ls.
And solely because the people who administer the
program from Washington are not acquainted with the
habits, the cultural background of the Indians...the
program they devised, in my opinion, excluded aid to
the Indians, per se. 132

Only 35 loans, totaling $460,800, were made by SBA to Indians an the

Navajo Reservation during the 3 fiscal years ending on June 30,

1973.
133

One SBA program that has completely failed the tribe is the community

development program, which is geared to help small communities help

themselves. In order to participate in the program, the community has

to form a local development company (LDC) , consisting of 12 members,

with a State charter. For every dollar the LDC raises, the SBA will

131. Letter from Stanley Goldberg, SBA District Director, to Louis
Laun, Associate Administrator for Operations, SBA, Washington, D.C.,
July 24,-1973.

132. Testimony of Stanley Goldberg, p. 107.

133. Data supplied by_Richard J. Sadowski, Director, Reports Management
Division, SBA, Washington, D.C., November 30, 1973 (in USCCR files).
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lend nine-at aii"'interest rate of 6 3/4 percent. 134 The maximum loan

for any ane project is-$350,000,
135

and it can only be used for land,

buildings, and long term, depreciable equipment.
136

So far, the tribe has been unable to,form an LDC on terms acceptable

to the SBA. According to SBA economic development specialist Roy Snell,
/T

who administers the community development program in Arizona, the

biggest obstacle is the SBA requirement that the LDC project must be

a profit-oriented business.
137

The Navajo Tribe wants to form

cooperatives in nonprofit organizations.

A group of Navajos did form one LDC arid submitted a $350,00a loan

application for a qammercial laundry facility in Tuba City, in tJ

western part of the reservation. In response to this proposal,'the

SBA wanted a guarantee fronIthe BIA that this business would get a

BIA contract for 3 years. The BIA refused to give such a guarantee

and the SBA then refused the loan. SBA Area Director Stanley Goidberg

told the Cammissian:

...we wanted a 3-year guarantee, and [the BIM wanted"
to give us a 1-year guarantee, which meant nothing.
We were even stretching it for 3-years because it
ti fly Should be for a much longer period of time.
We were doing everything we could to try to put this
into the operation. We had very little cooperation. 138

The BIA cites three reasons for not agreeing to a 3-year contract

with the proposed Navajo laundry:

134. Letter from Connie Mack Higgins, Associate Administrator for
Minority Small Business, SBA, to JohtA. Boggs, Staff Director, USOCR,
Mar, 6, 1975. At the time of the Window Rock Hearing, the interest
rate :was 5 1/2 percent.

135. Testimony of Roy Snell, p. 108. As a conduit for the loan funds,
the LDC itself need not be a profitmaking enterprise (13 C.F.R. §108.2(d)
(1974)), but the business for which it seeks the loan must be (13 C.F.R.
§121.3-2(i) (1974).

136. 13 C.F.R. §108.502-1(d) (1974).

137. 13 C.F.R. §108.502 (1974); See also §108.502-1(b) (1974).

138. Testimony of Stanley Goldberg, p. 109.

ut)46
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(1) The Btreau of Indian Affairs operates on annual
appropriations and therefore cannot commit itself
beyond the period of the currently appropriated funds;

(2) Since our laundry business presently and for the
past several years is, and has been, exclusively with
Indian firms, we could offer to any newcomer to the
field only what we offer the existing firmsthe right
to compete among Indian firms. This is in accordance
with BIAM 5.14A.(2) When the products of Indian-
industry to be contracted for are available from more
than one Indian contractor, competitive negotiations
are conducted With each Indian contractor within the
normal competing area.".

I'm sure you would agree.-that even without the above
stipulationr\no useful purpose would be served by
committing our future business to a new or proposed
Indian firm at the cost of the destruction of existing
andian businesses. 139 (amplihasis aOded.)

BIA laundry from TUbaCity is currently sent to an Indian firm in-Cortez,

Colorado, same 200 miles away; all other BIA laundry on the reservation,

amounting to an-ssOnlated $500,000 in business annually, is handled by

only f Indian firms.
140

,The BIA offered no figures to substantiate

its can on that a 3-year contract with a new firm would serve to

destroy an existing Indian business While a 1-year contract apparently

would not.
141

No'other Navajo LDC project has been proposed. Participation, by

other tribes in the LDC program is also minimal, yet the SBA, does not

solicit tribal participation.

139. Letter from Thomas G. Brandt, BIA, Navajo Area Office, Area
Property and Supply Officer, Contracting Offiopr to USOCR, Jan. 29,
1974. Exhibit No. 23.

140. Telephone interview with Walter Dzick, BIA, Navajo Area Office,
Supervisory Procurement Agent Oct. 8, 1974. The other three laundries
are in Gallup and Crownpoint, New Mexico, and Salt Lake City, Utah.

141. The BIA has consistently demonstrated its unwillingness to use
the Buy Indian contracting authority as a developmental tool. See
USCCR, Minorities and Warn as Government Contractors (1975).

-
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Mr. Goldberg testified that he believed one way in which SBA could

be made more responsive to Indian needs would be to establish an Indian

desk within SBA, a suggestion which he said had "not fallen on deaf ears

washingtom 142

Ccumenting recently on the problems described above, an SBA official

wrote the Commission:

The Indian thrust has been centralized in the Office of
the Associate Administrator for Minority Small:Busidess.
This office has had planned meetings with the °Mos of
Tribal Resourcel0evelopment and my expectation is that,
as a result of these meetings, a superior coordinated
program betWeen SBA and BIA will ensue.

* * * *

The IDC program for Indians has been a disappointment to
us. The laundry case is evidence that a more satisfactory
relationshdt'needs to be established, one of the goals of
the interagency-meetings mentioned above. 143

142. Testimony of Stanley.Gbldberg, p. 107. One portion of Mr. Goldberg's ,

testimony revealed an arguably counterproductive viewpoint for a govern-
ment official in the Southwest. Mr. Goldberg testified. that the SBA had
formerly emplOyed a Navajo on the reservation to handle the minority
enterprise program. The Navajo employee resigned, according to Mr. Goldberg,
because "a Navajo cannot effectively operate with Hopis-and other kinds 4

and vice versa." Mr. Goldberg had also concluded that "a Mexican American
cannot deal effectively with the Indians, nor can a woman." ( Testimony,

p. 111.) Mr. Goldberg's contention that the,"only solution" was to
employ " an experienced, qualified, trusted Caucasian" male to work
with the Navajos was challenged by 'ssioners Freeman and Ruiz. TO
Cammissioner Ruiz, a Mexican American, . Goldberg hastily added: "It
is not the Mexican Americans who cannot work with the Indians. It is
the Indians who seem not able to work with the Mexican American
representative. We have them [Mexican Americans] in our office\,..They
are dedicated." `(Testimony, p. 112.) No other testimony indicatOd
that the Navajos, whose tribal culture reoognizes female as well as male
leadership, cannot work effectively with Indian or non-Indian men or
wornen.

143. Letter from Connie Mack Higgins, Ahsociate Administrator for
Minority Small Business, SBA, to John A. Buggs, Staff Director, USOCR,
Mar. 6, 1975.

01,
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Economic Development Administration

The Economic Development Administration of the Department of

COmmerce focuses on improving the economic potential of areas in which

there is substantial and persistent unemployment or underemployment.

By*improving the area's infrastructure (e.g., modernizing public works),

the program helps to attract additional economic activity.

-The EDA selects the projects it will fund on the Navajo Reservation

from a list of priorit.es developed by the tribe. The EDA grant program

has spent approximately $24 million on the reservation in about 35

projects
144

since fiscal year 1966, inc145ding more than $11 million

for water and sewer projects. In fiscal year 1973, EDA projects ranged

from more than $1 million in public works for the 76 acre industrial

park at Church 'Bock, New Mexico, to $24500 for a feasibility study of

recreation development.

EDA's future was uncertain at the time of the Window Rock hearing,

but its enabling legislation has since been extended with certain

modifications. Further study is warranted into possible application of

other-AWE-programs to Navajo needs. -

Private Lenders

In discusSing the problem of capital availability, Navajo Small

Business Development Corporation (NSBDC)
145

Director Joseph R. Hardy

testified that investigations and inquiries had been made into the

possibility of private outside financing.' The results forced the

conclusion that, until the Navajo entrepreneurs can create or receive

equity financing (e.g., by putting up real estate as security), they

will not qualify for debt financing through local institutions. On

numerous occasions, Mr. Hardy recalled, direct appeals were made to

144. Testimony of Paul Luke, Economic Development Representative,
Economic Development Administration, Phoenix, Arizona, p. 63.

145. The Navajo Small Business DeVelopment Corporation is funded by
a September 1972 grant from the Office of Minority Business Enterprise,
Department of Commerce. Mr. Hardy, a Navajo, has headed the'program
since its inceptiOn.

;
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local and statewide banks in Arizona and New Mexico on

clients:

Each time, financing is denied because these
will, not recognize real or personal property
reservation as collateral for loans. In one

case a client had a net worth conservatively
$87,000 but was denied a $4,000 loan.

behalf of NSBDC

institutions
on thek
particular
valued at

In many cases, the clients simply do not have
JO to 15 or 20 percent equity investment with
apply for debtr_financing. 146

Consequently, Mr. Hady testified, NSBDC's efforts

directed towards acquiring the much needed seed capital

money." Applications for assistance have been submitted to a number

of foundati
147

and philanthropic organizations. At the same time,

the NSBDC is giving tedhniCatad managerial assistance to entrepreneurs

who have been able to get their businesses underway; the office is also

working toward development of large scale, comprehensive, management

training programs at the Navajo Community College to overcame another

obstacle to developmentthe great lack of business management skills.
148

the required
which to

have been

or "front

Land and Business Site Leases: Another Barrier

The procedure for obtaining Land for business sites is another of

the principal obstacles to business development on the reservation.

Reservation land may not be sold.
149 In order to acquire a business

site, the individual Navajo must submit an application to the tribal

146. Statement by Joseph R. lia.rdy, Exhibit No. 11, p. 783.

147. Ibid., p. 784.

148. 783.

149. Thibal land, within the boundaries of a reservation, which is
held in trust by the United States for the tribe (the tribe has
beneficial ownership of the land, wherPas the U.S. has .legal title)
may not be sold without an authorizing act of Congress. 25 U.S.C.

§177 (1970).
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gover 150nment and also to the appropriate BIA area agency. In all,

the applicatm involves some 20 steps, which may take 5 years or more

to complete. Those that are not very complicated might be approved

within 1 year, but others can be held up indefinitely in the bureaucratic

Process awaiting further information. 151 As Mr. Hardy observed, "The

result of this the-consuning system is the dissuasion of new business

starts."
152

Given the scarcity bf Navajo investment capital and the red tape

involved in site leasing, it is no surprise that of 196 business

establishments an the reservation, only about 69 are Navajo owned, and

about 56 of these areygas stations or other law capital, service

establishments.
153

The Unmet Need

The following indicators, reprintPd fran the Navajo Ten Year Plan,

Show hcmrmuch must be done to give the Navajo people an even break in

ed4cation, health and necessities of life, and in the opportunity to

make their own way in the economic world. As the tribe notes in the

plan, better indicators could be devised if facts were'rilahle, but the

indicators set out here give a clear picture of the develNpment gap.

150. Approval is needed fran the local chapter in which the site is located
because most land, while not "ordatikPI-17y individual Navajos, is already held
through inherited use-right by Navajo families to wham the request for
transfer of the use -right must be made. The reqpest is next submitted to
the tribal council and finally to the BIA Real Property Management Branch
for the drawing of the-lease. After acquiring the lease, the would -be
entrepreneur must also secure- a trader's license fran tge tribe and file
a-performance bond guaranteeing payment of rent on the lease. See K.
Gilbreath, Red Capitalismi*An Analysis of the Navajo Economy, pp. 40-49
(1973); see also Staff RepOrt, pp. 606-09; and testimony of Joseph Hardy,
Exhibit No. 11, p. 780.

151. Statement by Joseph R. Hardy, Exhibit No. 11,i (-380.

152. Ibid.

153. Testimony of Joseph R. Hardy, p. 101.



NAVAJO CATCH-UP
Income
per capita personal income,
1970 (SA & BIA)

Table

REQUIREMENTS: SOCIAL INDICATORS

Employment
percent of labor force with
jobs, 1970 (MRRE. NCC)

Educe
aVerag
adults,

n
school years by
970 (SA & BIA)

Navajo 40%

Deficit 54%

.S. 94%

U.S. 12

Navajo 5

Deficit 7

Health
infant survival ratio, 1970
(reciprocal of infant
mortality rates) (PHS) Navajo 1 0

Deficit 1 1

U.S. 2.1

Housing
percent of homes With
standard inside plumbing
(SA & PHS) Navajo 6.4%

U.S. 8t8%

Deficit 73.4%

E Transportation
miles of surfitced ,icAls per
1,000 sq. mi. SA & )

Economic Development
percent of labor force
employed in manufacturing
(MRP & NCC)

commercial and service
businesses per 100.000
population (BBR & NCC)

total farm out
(SA & BIA)

t per farm

Navajo 5

Navajo 220

Deficit 94

SW rural roads 154

Deficit 21

Navajo $ 2,360

U.S. 26

Deficit 1280

U.S. $14.620

Deficit $12,260

Sources for Figure 1 SAStatistical Abstract of the United States. 1970; Area Office. Bureau of Indian Affairs; MR9Manpower Report of the
President, 1971; NCC--Navajo Commdnity College; PHS Navajo Area Office. ublic Health Service; BBRBureau of Business Research. University of
New Mexico
Reprinted from the Navajo Ton Year Plan, Exhibit No 11 .p 500-01
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The table below translates the gap shown above into the tribe's own

dollar estimates of investment needs over a 10-year period.

TABLE 2

PUBLIC INVESTMENT EVEN YEAR TOTALSI ANU RESULTING EMPLOYMENT k ANNUAL AVERAGE Si

Soaul ihrthrud (Publu. I SeL tor'
ollwNWItlamHugwoliescRuLA,10t,elkwmelitt

Prvgr.sm I lar,tmoit

Wrar,
mph.i nioa

P1Jm I,0 Wm ate Sector

Vul,IILSILtrO"

of Inst-Ntmritt Wel-Year'

JImki

IN,13,1n:1,1

111,..sPh

."

H too,

_1_':111111.,111,1

NIA, I '..1I1111,..

o

, 4 no, 110,11

11,1101,41,,4

NI PI

% .% A 1,111

I ",

flour r o

o

*Includes current, on-going program expenditures as well as needed
additional expenditures. About half of the expenditure totals are
fior current programs and about half are additional expenditures.

**Public funds udll generate private investment in considerable larger
amounts. ¶1t amount of private funds is estimated in Part II of the
Navajo Ten Year Plan's, determination of specific business potential,.

reprinted from Navajo Ten Year Plan, EXhibit No. 11, p. 504.
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TABLE 3

TRANSFORMIRG TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURE: TEN

YEAR COSTS AND ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT

Navajo Indian Irrigation Project:
Project construction through 1982

Traditional agriculture area
Reseeding, fencing, etc.
Wells, stock tanks, etc.
Reservoirs, runoff controls,

irrigation systems
Income maintenance, stock

feed, etc., during soil
restoration

Cost (10 Years)

$150,000,000

150;000,000
20,000,000

100,000,000

100,000,000

$520,000,000

SOURCE: Navajo Tribal Water Resources Office and BIA.

Reprinted from Navajo Ten Year Plan, Exhibit No. 11, p. 527.

)54

Employment
(average per
year)

500

500 (staff)

(5,000 families
included in
Private Sector
tables and totals)

1,000
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FIGURE 2

THE WIDENI243 GAP BEIVEEN UNITED STATES AND NAVAJO PEikSCNAL MOM
(PER. CAPIZA)

$4000 1
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U.S. PERSONAL INCOME,
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NAVAJOPERSONALINCOME
PER CAPITA

1950 1955

SOURCE: Statistical Abstract of the U.S., and N.C.C.

1960 1965 1970 1972

rrYrE: U.S. and Navajo income data are riot strictly comparable, but
the discrepancy understates the gap that actually exists, i.e.,
results from showing higher Navajo incomes than actually exist.
Income data are in current dollars.

Reprinted from Navajo Ten Year Plan, Exhibit No. 11, p. 506.
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3. EPPLOYMBIT

The dearth of steady employment on the Navajo, Reservation accounts

in sane measure for the lack of substantial private capital for small .-

4 business development. The reservation's-1974 unemployment rate was

40 percent,
154

a 'shocking figure when compared with Arizona's 1974

unemployment rate of 5.6 percent. 155

Navajo unemployment is not explained simply by a shortage of jobs

on and near the reservation. A major part of the problem appears to

be a total lack of awareness on the part of the BIA, as the trustee of

Indian lands, as to what the Navajos' rights are under Title VII of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 156 Another obstacle is the weak wording

of what is krxMn as the "Navajo preference clause" in the tribe's

contracts and leases,
157

and the "local preference clause" in BIA

contracts. An example of the former is paragraph 18 of the Salt River

lease:

Lessees agree to give preference in employment
to qualified local Navajos, it being understood
that "local Navajos" means members of the Navajo
Tribe living on land within the jtrisdiction'of
the Navajo Tribe. All unskilled laboreshall be
employed flan "local Navajos," if available,
providing that applicants for employmentas

154. Office of Navajo Labor Relations. The unemployment figure for
1973 was approximately 50 percent, and for 1971, 65 percent.

155. Arizona Dept. of Economic Security.

156. 42 U.S.C. §2000e (Sum. 1973).

157. Since tribal lands cannot be sold, anyone wishing to conduct a
business on the reservation must obtain a business lease from the
tribal government. These leases, of which more than 100 are currently
outstanding, contain a clause called the Navajo preference clause,
under which the lessee agrees to give Navajos-preference in employment.

45
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pegkilIed laborers net the general eMplaynatt_
'qualifications established by Lessees. Qualified
semi - skilled and skilled labor shall be recruited
and employed from among "local Navajos." In the
event sufficient qualified unskilled, semi-skilled
and skilled local Navajo labor is not available,

the quality of work of available, skilled or
semi-skilled workmen is not acceptable to Lessees,
Lepsees may then employ, in order of 'preference,

,first qualified non-local Navajos, and second, -4

man-Navajos.

The clause is more noteworthy for its omissions then for what it includes.

There is no mention, for example, of training programs, tenure, promotions,

or termination.

The typical effect of this clause in the past can be seen in the

employment records of the Foul Corners project (a major generating

station constructed'in the northeast corner of the reservation in the

1960's), where Navajos comprised only 8 percent of the construction

labor force.
158

In 1970, -as work progressed on the next major construction site,,

the Navajo (generating station) project, the tribe received a flood of

complaints charging that Navajos were being fired without cause and 4pre

being replaced by norrindians. 159 With legal assistance from DNA (the

Navajo legal services program), Navajos on the project organized the

Navajo ConstructionlWorkers Association and filed a discrimination suit

with the Equal EMployment Opportunity Commission (EECC).

Among the corporg'ions named as defendants in the suit was the

Salt River project, a quasi-governmental corporation that operates a

Federal reclamation project under contracts with the Department of the

Interior.

Salt River is one of six participants in the Navajo project and

serves as project'manager. A $900 million venture, the Navajo project

consists of several elements, including three 750-megawatt coal fired

158. Transcript, p. 125.

159. Testimony of Kenneth White, Contract Compliance Officer, Office
of Navajo Labor Relations, p. 122.
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-\enerating units near Page, Arizona, and a railroad running between

the generating station and the Peabody Coal Company's strip mining

operations on the reservation's Black Mesa. Construction is scheduled

for completion in May 1976. Salt River, as project manager, is

responsible for supervising construction of both the railroad and the

generating station and has let those contracts, to Morrison- Knudsen and

the Bechtel Power Corporation, respectively. All three corporaions

were named in the EECC camptaints. L^

Severalmonthsafter the suit was filed, Tribal Chairman Peter

MacDonald. wrote to both the Chairman of the EEOC and the Secretary of

the Interior to urge prampt action. The investigation that followed

in January 1972 was conducted jointly by the EECC, the Office of Federal

Contract Canpliance, and the Department of the Interior. The results of

the investigation were reported on March 9, 1972; and, acakding to the

testimcny of a Salt River executive, the corporation shortly thereafter

was requested "in a very forceful manner" by the Secretary of the Interior

to renegotiate the preferential employment provision of the lease. 160

In the meantime, the conciliation agreement that resulted fran the EECC

oomplaints reflected a "substantial 'and significant thange," as one

Bechtel executive described it, in the interpretation given the Navajo

preference clause:

. . the preferential employment clause is now
interpreted to extend not only to employment, but
also to other personnel actions, including locating,
tenure, promotions, termination and training.
Additionally, the clause has also been extended
to the estabpshment of a separate grievance
procedure for Navajos at the Proje9t. 161

Since that agreement, the Navajo proportion of the labor force at

the Navajo project has increased fran 19 to 22 percent, 162
a significant

160. Testimony of John Pfister, Associate General Manager, Power, Salt
River Project, pp. 177-178.

161. opening statement of Charles W. Lacey, Construction Manager, Bechtel.
0ower Corporation, Exhibit No. 25, p. 919.

162. Testimony of Thomas Bros p. 125.
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improvement over the 8 percent Navajo employment on the Four Garners

project, when the tribe had no enforcement procedure of its own, and

received no Federal enforcement assistance.

Another problem for tile Navajo workers was the insistence by the

unions at the project that all hiring be done through the union hiring

halls in Phoenixeand Flagstaff, Arizona, both considerable distances

fran the construction site. Given the extent of unemployment on the

reservation and the transportation difficulties faced by most Navajos,

the union hiring hall reqUirement kept 'many Navajos fran employment.
163

. Through the efforts of the Office of Navajo Labor Relations (ONLR),

that problem has been alleviated, but only slightly. ONLR Director

Thomas Bros told the Commission:

We have worked out a tentative arrangement by which
an employee or potential employee in an identified
craft far which there appears to be a vacancy at the
project can be in a sense located by our office,but
the steps following that still are the same. That
is to say,' a person would cane to our office, we
wouldAlake the initial determination based uporfwhat
he t6121 us as to whether he is potentially qualified
for-that position, and then he would go to the union

163. Ibid., p. 123. Bechtel maintains that it would be inconsistent
with international union agreements to hire at the jab site rather

than through the hiring halls. Testimony of Charles W. Lacey, pp.

186,87. The power company also takes the position that this practice
is notrprohibited by Arizona's right -to -work law, although there are

no Arizona decisionslealing directly with thawlegality of a
nondiscriminatory hiring hall vis-a-vis the State's right-to-work

law. The power company relies for support on a Texas case that found
nondiscrimimatory union hail hiring compatible with the Texas right-to-

work law. NLRB v. Houston Chapter, Associated General Contractors of
America, Inc., 349 F.2d 449 (1965) cert. denied, 382 U.S. 1026 (1966).
Memorandum to Office of General Counsel, USCCR, from Stephen D. Butler,
Counsel, Bechtel Corp., March 18, 1974. Under Federal law, it is not
unlawful for an employer and a union to enter an agreement whereby the
employer agrees to hire new employees exclusively through the union
hiring hall as long as there is neither a provision in the agreement
nor a practice in effect that discriminates against nonunion members
in favor of4union members or otherwise discriminates an the basis of

union membership obligations. National Labor Relations Board, A
Layman's Guide to Basi7: Law under the National Labor Relations Act,

33, (1971).

0 5 9
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We de, have an arrangement where we can transport'
than to the. union hall and then febm there they
go up to the plant. 164

The arrangement also permits Navajos to keep in contact with the union

halls by telephone or mail, instead of having to revisit the hall.

The ago is still trying to work out the difficulties with this

system. At the same time, it is trying to make sure that the tribe

gets its fair share of jobs from future contractors on the reservation.

For example; the ONLR now appends bid conditions of its own to,federiplly-

assisted construction contracts. These clauses impose upon the contractors

a burden of hiring an all or predominantly Navajo work force. There is

alsoaprovision for an affirmative action program on the part of

contractors to assure training, upgrading, and promotional opportunities

to Navajos at all levels, including management. The office's guidelines

4sarequire)that all apprentices be members of the tribe.
165

'These gtidelines were approved by the Solicitor's Office of the

'Department of Labor as a legal interpretation of Navajo rights under

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Before this opinion was

issued,. a number of Federal agencies resisted the tribe's efforts to

incorporate the stronger guidelines into Federal contracts. ONLR

Director Thames Brose told the Commission:

For instance, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development resisted the inclusion of our documents
and the preference provisions iix contracts which
they were letting to the Navajo Housing Authority
last spring, and only when the U.S. Department of
Labor Solicitor's opinion came down did HUD concede
to us that we can put this document into Federal
contracts on the reservation. 166

164. Testimony of Thomas Brose% p. 124.

165. Guidelines for the Establishmmit of Navajo Manpower Utilization
Requirements in Construction Activity, Office of Navajo Labor Relations
(effective Mar. 1, 1973 and amended Sept. 7, 1973), Exhibit NQ. 13,
p. 799.

166. Testimony of Thomas Brose, p. 131.
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, The contracts of Federal agencies generally provide for 20 to 25

percent minority participation,.a figure which, as Mr. arose put it,

"mocks" the provisions of the Navajo preference' clause. 167 He has.

gone to the Assistant Secretary's level in at least three agencies--HUD,

HEW, and the Federal Highway AdMinistration--seeking some consistency

between the agency's goals and, timetables and the provisions of the

preference clause. Each time, he testified, the tribe's proposals have

met with opposition:

Without exception, no Federal agency has voluntarily'
amended their goals and timetables in their own
administrative prodedUres so that there is some
relationship to a meaningful enforcement of [Indian]
preference . . . . 168

Commissioner Freeman.noted that this lack of Federal response Cattle

as no surprise to the Commission, which in recent studies of 40 Federal

agencies
169

had found that not a single one was adequately enforcing

Federal civil rights laws:

What we are finding out from your testimony, however,
is that those Federal agencies are even worse than I
believe our reports to date had recognized, and this
is very distu1bing because it means that the Federal
Government is sort of in partnership with some
private agencies that certainly would--Well, I don't
want to use the term "rip off" but I think that some
of the people have said that the, Navajo Nation
continues to be exploited and I think this is
indicated. 170

At least 100 contracts and leases on and near the reservation (many

of than 50- to 90-year leases) contain the original Navajo preference 4.

clause.
171

Under these contracts, the (MAR believes the Navajo pro-

portion of the work force should be at least 60 to 70 percent. Instead,

167. Ibid.

168. Ibid., p. 132.

169. See U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights
Enforcement Effort--A Reassessment (January 1973).

170. Transcript, p. 132.

171. Testimony of Thomas Brose, p. 130.
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I

the percentages hover around 20 percent.
172

The tribe, tarcugh
A

negotiations such as those deAcribed above with the Bechtel Power

Corporation, hopes to improve conditions under these contracts and

to persuade contractors and lessees to abide by the new ONLR guide-

lines. As MLR Director Bros4 explained the situation, negotiation,

.at this pint, is the tribe's °nix feasible choice:

. . . the reason why the tribe has come forth
with these guidelines is because we have found
that reliance upon the good faith compliance
with the original leases does not leave sufficient
recourse for the tribe. The tribe =is faced with
the question of breaking the lease and stoppiAg
emgpmept, limited though it is, of Navajo
empanyeds, and it's not a very pleasant dilemma
for thd tribe to' find itself in. 173

The alternative of going to.court with contractors who are in

violation of the preference clause is also impractical for another
±'a

reason --the tribe's limited resources. As Mr. Brose testified:

If you look at the people who hold leases on the
reservation, we are talking about the Fortune 500.
There are very few fly-by-night operators on the
reservation. The funds and legal servidee availz,
able to. those corporations mean, think, unless
one is extremely naive, that those companies will
take this to the last course of legal relief, and
that means for the tribe, $200,000 to $300,000 in
legal fees for each case. 174

Commissioner Freeman suggested thdt it is the duty of the BIA and

the Secretry of the Interim-7_59bn apptoved the contracts, to put the

weight of the Federal Government behind the effort io get compliance.

Mr. Broserindicated the futility of this hope by pointing to the BIAAs

past record, citing, for example, its delay of more than 1 year in

approving the tribe's decision to set up an Office of Navajo Labor
175

Relations.

172. Ibid., p. 132.

173. Ibid., p. 128.

174. Ibid., pp. 132-33.

175. Ibid., p. 133.
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t, .

the BIA and Contract Enforcement

The contrast between-the tribal view of Navajo employment and the

official BIA view became apparent in the testimony of two of .9he BIAts

main contracting officers Tithe Navajo area. They were Rapert A. Dud2A71

Acting Chief of the Division of Facilities Engineering, whose office

awards and supervises all cont7acts (nationmide) for the construction

of BIA facilities, including. schools and school-related. facilities,'''

.Thomas G. Brandt, Chief of the BIA Navajo Area Property and Supply

Office, which is responsible for ..kacts covering same types of

construction (roads, dams, etc.dbu not buildings), procurement and

contracting (including contracting ;r education), and property manage-

ment and inventorying of BIA land and property, all on the Navajo

Reservation.

Mr. Brandt testified that in the previous year his office's contracts

amounted to about $60 million. 176 Each of these contracts,- as well as

the facilities construction contracts administered by Mr. Dudley's

office, contains what is called a "local preference clause," which

.

reads:

i°

Preference in employment for all pork to be
performed under this contract, cluding ebb-,

contracts thereunder, shall be iven to local
residents, subject to the provisions of clause
21, Equal. Opportunity,, SF 23-A. 177

1176. Testimony of Thomas G. Brandt, p.

177. Under DOI regulations, use of this clause in BIA construction
contracts is mandatory. 41 C.F.R"14-7.602-60(7) (1971). While the
local preference clause is restricted by the eque4 opportunity provision
(clause 21) of Standard Form 23-A (general provisions for construction
contrac*.$)-, the equal opportunity clause is itself subject to the pro-
visions)of clauge 23, which provides for preference to Indians by
employers on or near a reservation. What all this comes down to is a
mandatory preferemce for local residents, coupled with a ban against
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin,
but with an allowance for preference for Indians if the employer happens

- to be on or near a reservation. See Section 701(0)(1) and 703 (i) of
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act oar 1964, 78 Stat. 253=257, 42 U.S.C.
2000e (Supp. 1973), which pertains to Indian tribes as employers and to

*preferential treatment in employment for Indians residing bn or near a

repervation. There apparently is no guarantee, however, that the Indian
preference clause, as difficult as it is to track dawn, will Ten be
included in a contract along with the local preference and EEO clauses.

41.
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,Mt.4Brandt-testified that this provision is intended by the BIA as

6: Navajo preference clause and that it is explained as such in premier

struction conferences with contractors.
178

According to Mt. Dudley,

hpwever,-the BIA contracting officers have n4authority to say'that

local employees hired'under the clause must Indian; "we can only

urge this." 179

In a letter to the Office of Federal Contract CdMliance, the

Dipartment of Labor's Solicitor's Office advised that under Title

VII of the iv!p. Rights Act of 1964,
180

k T4e preference for Indian employment is an
absolute one which may work to the total
exclusion of all non-Indian employees, trainees,
apprenticeA, oritother members of the work forte.
Thelbsolute preference for Indians, rmy,where
Indians ale nom-Indians are boor' members of the
work force on Or near*a reservation, also extend
to promotionsiotransfers, and layoffs, as well as
any other benefi of employment. 181

The BIA. has never sed its concurrence in this interpretation.

It is not surprising, therefore, that employers on the reservation,

whose contracts include the local preference clause,/have refused to

give it more than a literal interpretation.

Asked to comment on reports that contractorstwith wham the BIA

deals are reading this preference literally and hiring local residents

who may be Anglo, in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, Mr. Dudley said no such situation had been brought to his attention. 182

178. Ibid., p. 143.

179. Testimony of Robert A. Dudley, p. 164.

180. Section At of Title VII states: "Nothing contained in this Title
shall apply to'ahy business or enterprise on or near an Indian reservation
with respect to any publicly announced employment practice of such business
or enterprise under which preferential treatment is given to any individual
because he is an Indian living on or near a reservation."

181. Letter fran Ronald M. Green, Acting Associate Solicitor, U.S.
Department of Labor, to Philip Davis, Director, OFCC, August 17, 1973.

182. Testimony of Robert A. Dudley, p. 155.
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He also testified that in 1970, after conferences with representatives

of Arizona Indian tribes, a more ific Indian preference clause was

drafted, but it was never approved bi the Secretary of the Interior.
183

Even that clause, however, as Cbmmissioner Freeman pointed out, "is

considerably less than what the situation requires" and what Title VII

authorizes.
184

An official letter from the BIA in Washington to the Navajo Tribe's

Office of on September 9, 1972, asserted BIA

interest in the opment and use of the Indian preference clause

but added, "we also must be certain that proper authority-exists for

the use of such a clause."
185 Apparent171the BIA is still searching

for this authority, which thle-Department of Labor's Solicitor's Office

has already found under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Further testimony by the BIA contracting officers revealed a complete

lack of initiative in enforcement of Indian employment rights. Mr. Brandt

testified, for example, that he was ultimately responsible for enforcement

of the local preference clause in the $60 million worthobf contracts let

by his office in a single year, but he was not sure in. what form the

Indian employment data reached ,his office, or whether he even had a

reporting system which provided that information.
186

Mr. Brat also testified that, despite the standard equal opportunity

clause in BIA contracts for services and supplies, his office has never

reguired breakdowns on Indian employment from suppliersnot even local

suppliers; he has never made a formal check on their empIoyMent

practices and, in his 5 years as the area's chief contracting officer,

he has never cancelled or threatened to cancel a contract for noncompliance

with the EEO clause.
187

183. Ibid., p. 152.

184. Transcript, p. 161. Seericte 180, above.

185. Letter from Donald F. Asbra, ACting Chief, Division on Contracting
Services, BIA, to BroWning PipestemrOffice of Program Development,
Navajo Nation, Sept. 22, 1972, Exhibit NO. 24, p. 895.

186. Testimony of Thomas G. Brandt, p. 144.

187. Ibid., p. 162.
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Mr. Brandt explained that his office has depended, "to a great

extent, on the tribe to point -out to us the problem areas in the.

contract and in the contractor's operation." He said this has been

necessary because of "the lack of staff and lack of time,'! adding,

"We feel the tribe has a veste0 interest here, and they certainly will

let us kncm, when thing's are not as they should be, and they do." 188

Vice Chairman Horn, suggesting that the BIA was less concerned

about the "people" aspects of its contracts U.:an the piysical aspects,

asked whether the Bureau would wait until a road fell in before investi-

gating a contractor's compliance with mcIterial specifications,. or whether

they would supervise the contract as the work progressed.

Vice Chaii:man Horn. I think what the Commission is
saying is that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has 4n,

affirmative-responsibility, under Feder4 law and
Presidential Executive ordprs, to assure itself that
the people aspect of contracting complies with Federal
policy. And I suspect they sure would do something qT1
the physical aspects of Federal contracting or the
fraud aspect of Federal contracting.

Mr. Brandt. Well, Mr. Horn, in defense of the Bureau,
I would like to say, for one thing, when I as
this job, we were spending aboUt $18 million year.
We are now--in the past fiagal year finished, just
ended, we spent something over. $60 million.

This thing has grown at a tremendous rate, and I think
it's axiomatic- that the administration gets staffed up
last in any growth in organization. 189

;.Mr. Dudley, whose office receives minority employment data collected

by "personal observation," admithat the BIA might be "remiss" in

this regard.
190

He was asked by Commission Staff Director John A.

Boggs whether the site count made by his inspectors is submitted to the

contracting office in a written statement:

188. Ibid., p. 155.

189. Ibid., p, 161.

190. Testimony t.df Robert Dudley, p. 163.
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Mr. Dudley. They mode it in their,iary
which they keep on a d 'ly basis.

Mr. Boggs. But does that ever get to you?

Mk.. Dudley. It comes into our office, and our
contract compliance officer, who reviews it.

Mr. Buggs. And what does he tell you? 'Does he
tell you that things are good, bad, or indifferent?

L
W. Dudley. Actually, he hasn't. But I think that
we, perhaps, are remiss in the sense that 1-`,.e accept
what is--unless someone--you .know, if we have a
complaint from an group that says they are
not complying. If we get 30 percent employment,
we--I guess it's done wrong by accepting it as being
fact. 191

Onsite observations are not conducted acoording to any specific

guidelines, because the BI has not issued any.
192

has the

BSA conducted any conferences of equal employment opportunity officers

to share experiences and formulate guidelines,
193

The judgment

exercised in these site observations, thexefore,lcan hardly be

considered educated judgment.

191. Ibid.
I%

192. Testimony of Modes G. Brandt, p. 165.

193. Ibid.
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EDUCATION

The Navajo Reservation is served by'a multiplicity of school

systems: the three public, school systems in Arizona, New Mexico, and

Utah, the schools run by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and a variety

of private schools. These systems are in noway coordinated, one with

the other, in the positive sense of a unified eddtational system.

&um the Navajo viewpoint, hcwever, all of these sdhools share common

disabilities. Each system is Anglo designed, each continues to be

Anglo administered, and none has any significant cultural identification

with the people it serves. Educational achievement statistics are proof
P

that these schools have done little to improve the educational status of

the Navajo.

The United States GovenmentasSumed responsibility for educating

Navajo childrenJunder the Treaty of 1868. 194 The BIA established

compulsory school attendance for the Navajo. in 1887, and by the early

1900's there were BIA boarding schools in most of the major centers on

the rese
195

rvation. Day schools were established on the reservation in

1930. By 1972, 52,64" of the 57,144 Navajo children between 5 and 18

years were in
196

n school, and yet the median education, achieved by the

adult Navajo remained at a fifth grade level;
197

compared with a

194. Treaty between the United States of America and the Navajo Tribe,
June 1, 1868, 15 Stat. 669, Article VI.

195. 'Navajo Division of Education, "Strengthening Navajo Education"
(June 1973).

AP,

196. BIA, Statistics Concerning Indian Education, Fiscal Year 1972,
Table 1, p. 8 (hereinafter cited as BIA Statistics).

197. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, Subject
Reports, Final Report PC(2)-1F, American Indians, Table 11 at 146
(hereinafter cited as Census, PC(2)-1F).
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national median of
198

i2 grades. While 22;094 Navajo students were

enrolled in BIA sr:6°1s, only 3,284 of that total were in high school

and only 609 graduated fran the 12th grade. 199

Almost 2 days of testimony on education for the: Navajo yielded no

single answer as to why so many Navajo students leave sdhool in the

lower grades. What it did reveal was that the reservation's four

distinct school systems are plagued with numerous problems, and that

their solution is bound to be delayedif not blockedby this very

multiplicity of systems and administrations.

As Navajo Chairman Peter MacDonald pointed out,*the problem presented

by the multiple school systems on the'' reservation is a pervasive one:

It affects the employment of Indian teachers, it 4 ,/-

affects the construction of needed school buildings,
it affects the establishment of a uniform digriculum
that is necessary fOr the Indian culture, bilingual
education and other education that we see as a basic
necessity in order to have an education that is relevant
to the needs of the Navajo people. 200

Since 1972, when it established the Navajo Division of Education,

the tribe has been developing a comprehensive plan for unification of

the BIA school network with the three Slate public School systems. 201

The plan does not call for the tribe to Operate the:reservation schools;

instead the tribe would set uniform standards in suCh areas as teacher

198. Census, Vol. 1, Characteristics of the, Population, Part 1, U.S.
Summary-Section 1*, Table 88, at 386.

199. BIA Statistics, Table 8, p. 24.

200. Testimony of Chairman MacDonald, pp. 13-14.

201. Establishment dethe.Navajo Division of,Eaucation was just one
of many efforts by the tribe to solve educatiOn problems on the
reservation. Before fiscal year-1973, little if any involvement by
the tribe was allowed. Since fiscal years 1973 the tribehas launched
a amber of programs including teacher education, special education,
preschool assistance, planninganadeyelopment, school. administrators
training, adult education_, and the /Research Project. "better from
Dillon Plater°, Director, Navajo Divison of Education, to John A. Buggs,
Staff Director, USCCR, Mar. 17, 1975.
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certification an
202

curriculum content. A key element in this

unification effort is the tribe's hope for designation by the Federal

Government as a Tribal Education Agency (TEA). With that status, the

tribe, like any Stkeeducation agency, would have administrative

. responsibility for coordinating all schools within its boundaries and,

thus, would be better able to unify the four existing school systems. 203

This plan for Navajo authority over all reservation schools was

just one aspect of the common theme throughout the Window Pock hearing:

the desire for self-determination in the tribe's ownlaffairs. In

education, the groundswell developing around that concept became

apparent in the testimony of students, parents, and teaphers, Who

traced many of the schools' problems to the century-old conflict

between the Navajo and Anglo cultures. The rest of this chapter

describes those problems.

Curriculum

Basic-to the Navajo child's Understanding of the education that is

offered is the ability to read and speak English. According to current

Bureau ofjndian Affairs figures, 70 percent of the Navajo children

entering school cannot-function in English at a first grade level:
204

The Supreme Court recently upheld a HEW-interpretainthat Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is violated when school boards do not

develop remedial programs for non - English - speaking children; every

202. Navajo DivOionof EdUcation, Education Programs for the Navajo
Nation, Program 1 (August,1973).

203. See the Commission's recommendations, bel p. 137. All three
Statet have already expressed interest and will gness to cooperate
with the Navajo Division of Education in its coordination efforts.
Interview with Dillon Platero, Director, Navajo Division of Education,
August 9, 1973.

204. Olelephone interview with Faralie Spell, Supervisory Education
Specialist, BIA, Navajo Area Division of Education, April 5, 1974. A
figure of 90 percept, based on a study done 2 or 3 years ago, was given
in testimony by Ms. Spell, p. 361.
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effort must be made to give all children an equal opportunity to learn. 205

One of the topics explored by the Commission was how the various school

systems assist the Navajo child to learn English. Wes the learning

process respect the _child as a Navajo--that is, not merely a child whc),0

is deficient in English, but a child who can already speak one language

and needs to learn another?

One answer to this question was provided by a former Navajo

kindergarten
teacher in the Chinle public school system. Marie Reyner

testified that her` class was at least 90 percent-Navajo and thgt, because

she can speak Navajo, she occasiohally used a few words to help the

children understand and to motivate then. The school administration

criticized ITr*use,of Navajo in class, citing anArizona statute requiring

that "All schools be conducted in the English language."

teacher evaluations stated in October 1972 that she:

206
Ms. Reyner's

...did not use proper channels when she taught
in Navajo in her class. Failed to get clearance
first.

And in February-1973, it was reported that Ms. Reyner:

...has on several occasions actually taught
"Navajo Words" even over the objection of
the sdhool's administration. 207

The Navajo witnesses students, pa eats, and teachers -lwere

unanimous in their support for the concept of bilingual education--

course'Materiald' taught interchangeably in Navajo and Engligh. With

the Navajo Nation's increasing desire for self- determinationbas arte

a renewed sense of identity. This is particularly pronounced among the

Navajo youth. Since the coming of Anglo education to the Navajo

Reservation, the emphasis on learning English has,, lad its effect arm

205. Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974).

206. ARS 15-202 (1970); testimony of Marie Reyner, pp. 441-42.

207. Teacher Evaulaticn, Chinle Public School, Oct. 25, 1972, and
Feb. 22, 1973.
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fluency in Navajo --and on communication between the generations.

According to a student from TUba City, Navajo youth have become so

awkward in their mother tongue that older people'cannotre.gist-lauqhing

ftiom when young people try to speak Navajo.
208

Students from four of the

five public school districts represented at the hearing testified to

the need for more bilingual studies in their schools.
209

Parents also supported their children's wishes to learn in Navajo.

Carol Big, a kitchen manager in a Kayenta (Arizona) public school, who

haihad little formal education herself, stated that none of her

children can speak Navajo. She spoke of her daughter:

I have a very intelligent child, and she thinks
what she's getting there is not enough. She would
like to learn about her own people. She would like
to Maw where she comes from. She would like to
learn to speak Navajo. 210

There are, howeA., few Navajo teachers on the reservation. Owing

to this shortage, many schools on and near the reservation make use

of Navajo teacher aides in the lower grades for the specific purpose of

assisting the children when they cannot understand the English spoken

around them. Although this is useful to the child, it may not be the

best or only answer titi the lingual-social adjustment the child faces.

Nor does it extend beyond the lower primary grades; once the child is

presumed to be able, to function in English, there is no further

assistance from a Navajo-speaking aide. A DNA (legal services) staff

member from San Juan County, Utah, who specialized in education,

described the situation:

208. Testimony of Vanessa Brawl, R. 269.

209. Window Rock, Kayenta, Tuba City, GalIbp,McKinley. No students
testified from the fifth school system, San Juan, but testimony from
=Immunity representatives supported the need for additional bicultural
=course offerings.

210. Carol Big, p. 294.
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The district claims to have a very good bilingual
program. Now, if you consider [having] interpreters
[as] having a bilingual program then I'd say they are
right. But the aides and the tutors do not do much
more than interpret. When a child cannot understand
English then...[ aides] resort to Navajo. 211

Little attention is

Most high schools have one 9i

other subject in the Navajo

to Navajo language in the upper grades.

two Navajo language cIasse*s but teach no

Again, the reason given is the

shortage of trained teachers'who can speak Navajo.
212

1 BIA school system has served the reservation larger than any

other and has as its sole function the education of the Navajo. Yet,

-no courses in the Navajp language are offered in the BIA schools
213

These schools do make extensive use of Navajo teacher aides in the early

grades, but the aides do not teach, they translate.

Despite their long history on the Navajo Reservation, until 5 years

ago the BIA schools stuck to one very traditional form of language

instruction: English as a Second Language (01). This method stresses

the use of English and all courses are taught in English. The Navajo

language is utilized only when the child cannot undPrstand without

translation assistance; no Navajo language skills are developed as

they would be in a bilingual program. Two sets of second, language

learning materials are ncra available to the BIA teacher: the CITE

program is traditional ESL and was developed through the University of

California at Ics'Angeles by Consultants in Teaching Total Education;

NALAP (Navajo Language Arts Program) is a less structured program

developed under the direction of the BIA Navajo Area Division of Ed-.

ucaticn.
214

The BIA points out that, while these programs were developed

under the supervision of not Navajos, input was sought from Navajo

consultants and Navajo parents.

211. Testimony of Jack-Hennessy, p. 250.

212. Testimony of A.C. Woodburn, Superintendent, Gallup-Mainley County
School District, pp. 230-31.

213. Testimony of Faralie Spell, p. 363.

214. Ibid., p. 363.
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While bilingual education has gained substantial support among

the Navajo, the'BIA has shown only cautious interest in trying it.

Experimental bilingual programs have been set up in only 6 of the 60

BIA schools on the reservaticn. * Witnesses from the BIA Navajo Area

Division of Education were askedifthether the BIA intends to expand the

program. They iesponded that such a decision Must be left to the

parepts.
215

In view of the general support expressed at the hearing

for bilingual education, it seems probable that many parents with

children in BIA schools would welcome such an expansion.

The only Navajo teacher on the staff at Gallup-McKinley (New Mexico)

High School spoke of the need for more bilingual education and noted that

the interest,being shoran by students all over the reservation had had a

positive effect on school and canmunity.

...I think we have to give credit to the young
people,...for driving home to us the value of
this language, the beauty of it, the importance
of it, and they are the ones who are the force
behind us working to preserve it. 216

Gallup-McKinley High School students had been trying for more than

a year to initiate support from the local chapters for more bicultural

programming in the Gallup-McKinley County schools. 217 A number of

those chapters have passed supportive resolutions stating in part:

...Bilingual [bicultural.] education; for Navajo
children, is the use of two languages, Navajo and
English, as the medium of instruction in a well
organized program which, encomposses part or all
of the curriculum and includes the study of the
history and culture associated with the mother
tongue...It is the desire of the Navajo people
to encourage bilingual [bicultural] education in

215. Ibid. , p. 363; and testimony of Abraham I. Mc/ter; Acting Assistant
Area Director, BIA Navajo Area Division of Education, p. 372.

216. Testimony of Donna Parra, pp. 228-29.

217. Testimony of Marlene }bskie, p. 220.
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GarlupMbEinley County Schoois to equip Navajo
children to go as far and as fast as their talents

';',and energies might take then. 218

EaniNavajOs feel that much of the traditional teadhpg done by

the family in the home is completely discounted by the Anglo education,

system. A Gallup McKinley COunty Board of Education member who was

also director of the community-controlled sdhoo Farah, NewMexico,

explained how Indian people had Always intimidated into thinking

that the "Amer. Way" is the best way of education. Eerexpressed his

view an the need' for educational experiences to be complementary:

...there must be a toral community education program
so\far as we Navajos are concerned, to point out that
the education that they had -their 4.in Indian education--
is just as good as the education that [others] are
imposing on then. 219

The director of the Indian Cultural, Curriculum Center for:.the Tubafors the

City public schools also had children in those schools. It was her

belief that bilingual education-anaIndian studies would encourage

students to stay in school, develop leadership among those students,

and instill in ther4a desire to help the Navajo peoplip.
220

All but One of the pUblid high schools represented at the hearing

offered at least one course in Navajo studies:.
221

The superintendent of

the Galltp-Maiqley County public schools stated that planning for the

development of bilingual studies was in progress, and added that Navajo

was being offered as,a foreign language elective. Mr. Woodburn explained,

We have not yet got to the point in our,high school
program where we are teaching science and social
studies and the other content fields in Navajo...
These materials, at this point, have not been

218. Resolution of the Local Communities in Gallup - McKinley County
School District, Exhibit NO. 40, p. 1092.

219. Testimony of Abe Plummer, p. 237.

,220. Testimony of Marjorie Thomas, pp. 269-70, 274-75.

221. San Juan, Tuba City, Kayenta, and Window,Rock.
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developed to the extent, nor has our expertise in
teaching these been developed to the point where a
we can do it. 222

Woodburn did not directly address the question of bicultural

prograrrmingwhether it might be possibleto offer a course in Navajo.

studies, such as history or culturealthough Gallup- McKinley High

School had on its staff two Native American teadhersrone of whom was

Navajo.
223

As mentioned above, the lack of qualified teachers is often given

as a reason for not doing.more, faker, in the development of bicultural

studies. Where .there are qualified Navajo teachers on staff,' however,

their ides on curriculum deVeIppment frequenteare not solicited, or

/nay be solicited and then ignored. A kindergarten teacher from the

San Juan Sdhool District testified that she was asked to participate in

aicuiiiculum planning meeting. Part way th±pugh the discussion, the

director of curriculunp announced that he had already,ide a

decision, which proved 4- unrelated toi any of the sugge,ions made

by the partiCipants.
24 !

Witnesses from tbe BIA Navajo Area Division of Education made

frequent ref to the pivotal role parental opinion plays in
:

formulating BIA
:,

tion policy. From their testimony, it um*

there is no such thing as a 'lateral BIA decision on education for

Navajo Reservation.
225

yet, despite the widespread sup0Ort for

bicult al programming expressed at the hearing, BIA schools offer

little the way of bicultural studies for the Navajo child.

222. Testimony of SuperinbaNlent:A.C. Woodburn, p. 234.

223. Testimony of Robert Livingston, p. 220.

224. Testimony of Arlene Dennison, p. 245.

225. Testimony of. Abraham I. Tucker, pp. 353, 356-57, 375-58, 363, 384;
Faralie Spell, pp. 354, 365.
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The Acting Assistant Area Director, BIA

Education, testified that there is a diverg

ajo Area Division of

of opinion among Navajo

pareAt94
226

that many of them are ag it the idea Rf teaching Navajo

language and culture in school. This conclusion, however, seemed to

be based entirely on isolated examples of hearsay, two and three times

xEmwoved. He first cited a report-fram a BIA staff member purporting

to quote parents at a BIA education conference as saying they did pot

want their children to go to school to learn bilingually or biculturally,

but to learn English
227

His second reference was to a school where the

Navajo children were not enrolling in thg bilingual-bicultural classes .

offered, allegedly because the parents in that area are members of a

\religious sect that is "more assimilated than, let's say, the Navajos
228

elsewhere" and do not want their children in those classes. Finally,

he said his wife, a teacher in the Window Rock public schools, was told

by a Navajo teacher there that some of the parents did not like having

a non-Indian teach Navajo culture.
229

It was 1969 when the BIA finally began to evaluate the need for

possible changes in the traditional curriculum offered in BIA schools.

Curriculum committees composed of BIA employees were established for

each academic subject area, including guidance, in each BIA school.

These committees spent the next 2 years determining, with suggestions

from students and advisory school board members, 230 what the needs of

the children were.
231

The actual writing of the guidelines was done

by the BIA Navajo Area Division of Education:

226. Testimony of Abraham I. Tucker, pp. 371-72, 384.

227. Ibid., pp. 371-72, 384.

228. Ibid., p. 384.

229. Ibid.

230. Advisory sdriool boards to BIA schools have only been in existence
on the Navajo Reservation since authorized Ay the tribe in 1969. Testimony
of Mr. Tucker, p. 358.

231. Testimony of Faralie Spell, pp. 354-55.
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t

...in writing the curriculumtguidelinee, in some
instances - --arid guidarv!e was an examplewe felt
that within our own house, we had the necessary
expertise to write the guidance curriculum
guidelines because of the fact that our concept
of guidance is considerably different than that
you get in.college courses... . 232

When asked by Vice Chairman Iforn4Ohether the BIA had any established
goals in mind for the increased adhievement levelcf/Navajo students, and

how long it might take to accomplish such goals, the Acting Assistant

Area Director, BIA. Navajo Area DiAsion:of Education, replied that the

BIA had do time plan, but a philosophy that included goals and a program

to net those goals. While admitting that program evaluation had been

weak, although a systecOmas being worked on, he stressed the point that

the emphasis to dateshad been on pluyLam input.
233- t

Witnesset_from the BIA. Navajo Area Division of Educaticip were not

wholly negativeito the idea of bilingual-bicultural education, but

neither were they-very supportive. Their testimony on curriculum and
0

sdhool administration reveals the BIA resistance.

-- Only 6 of the 60 BIA schools have an experimental
program in bilingual-bicultural programming. 234

-- The BIA claims decisions on curraminust be left
to the parents, ostensibly through the advisory
boards. 235 But these boards have no decisionmaking
authority.

-- The BIA claims that teaching in both Navajo and
English is only one type of bilingual-bicultural
programming and prefers to use methods. 236

-- The agency insists that the use of:Navajo teadfier
aides in the early grades is an adequate form of
bilingual-bicultural programming to net the need. 237

232. Testimony of Faralie Spell, p. 355.

233. Testimony of Abraham I. Tucker, pp. 378-79:

234. Testimony of Faralie Spell, p. 363.

235. Ibid., p. 363; testimony of Abraham I. Tucker, p. 372. See
discussion of advisory school boards, pp. 82-84 below.

236. Testimony of Abraham I. Tucker, p. 371.

237. Ibid.
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Side the use-of Navajo teacher aide -seats to be closely tied to

both ESL and what is described above as a form of bilingual-bicultural

education., it appears that the BIA Navajo Area Division of Education

makes no clear distinction between those two instructional methods.

The tone of the BIA education testimony was neutral--as if the

BIA educational planners were only instruments in the hands of the

Navajo people. The facts however, speak for themselves. While there

may be more input from BIA parents today, whatever progress has been

tlOwie toward parental involvement has been slow. The BIA schools continue

to be run by the BIA, with a predominantly Anglo staff. The overwhelming

majority of those who have decisionmaking authority--school teachers and

administrators--are non-Indian. Those who have no such authority- -

teacher aides and maintenance people--are Navajo.
238

Against this background, the BIA Navajo Area Division of Education

issued a revised draft of its educational goals on October 2, 1973. It

reads, in part:

Educational programs for Navajo children and youth
Should be developed...TO maintain pride in his
heritage, to cherish that certain body of tradition

his people value enough to preserve fran generation
to generation, and to respect the culture and heritage
of others. 239

Textbooks used inPUblic schools often aggravate cultural problems.

StudentyitneSses fran Gallup-McKinley High School` were particularly

concerned about the biased views in textbooks. According to one witness,

the texts used in the history course at Gallup-McKinley were written from

an Anglo point of view, emphasizing Anglo contributions to the develop-

ment of _the United States and omitting the American Indian's side of

238. Ethnic Breakdown of Staff Employed in the 67 BIA-Schools Serving
the Navajo Reservation, Exhibit No. 52, p. 1236.

239. Navajo Area Philosophy and Objectives of Education, Exhibit 54,
p. 1264.
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the story.
240

Asked what steps he had taken to corrOtt this situation,

Superintendent Wbodburn statadithat he had bsRught it to the attention

of the instruction division where some action would be taken. He said

that as a matter of economy the district had not 'eliminated all

textbooks critical of a particular religious or tthnic group, but,

We have instructed-cur teachers to not use that
particular part and, if the students 'ask questions,
point out that this is not the purpose, our purp9se
or the purpose of education, to be4tritical of races
or'people.241

Community-Caltrolled Schools: An Alternative

,As an Alternative to both public and BIAsdhoolsi the Navalio people

have taken some steps toward-local control of the schools. At the time

of the hearing, there were four experimental Navajo-controlled schools

an the reservtticn.
242

Formerly rung by the BIA, each 9f the incorporated

schools had a BIA contract for community operation with 41:A ftlinding.

The emphasis in the contract schools is on making education relevant

to the Navajo child living in a Navajo community. Much of the instruction

is done in Navajo, using a bilingual method of course presentation. The

curriculum is largely bicultural, so that the Navajo students learn about

their history and culture. The Navajo direCtor of Rough Rock Demonstration

School
243

bras asked what the school was meant to demonstrate. She

responded thit community control was being demonstrated--and growing

out of this, a Navajo-related educational experience: Indian

programs, incorporation'Of Navajo culture into the curriculum, inclusion

of parents in the classroom setting, and use of Navajo in the classroom.

240. Testimony of Marlene Hoskie, p. 220.

241. Testimony of A.C. Woodburn, p. 236.

242. Borrego Pass, Rarnah, Rock Point, Rough Rock: referred to "also
as "BIA contract schools," or "demonstration schools."

243. The Rough Rodk School Board, Inc., contracted with the BIA in
1966 to become the first community-controlled sdhool on the Navajo'
Reservation.

t. )
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Parents, students, and teachers fran these schools testified at

the hearing. All expressed strong support for this Navajo-oriented

educ4tion. ..They liked bing consulted on educational planning and
244

being involved in implementation of the plans. One student said

, she felt," lot more oonfortable" at a Navajo-controlled school (Rugh

Rock) than at the previous schools she had attended. 245 While the
,

number of students who run away-fran BIA schools has always been

sit'eable,
246 a Navajo language teacher fran Rock Point said that,

a.

after Rock Point became a community-controlled school, fewer children

ran away.
247

The director of the school at Ramah compared the educational approach

used at his school with other systems on the reservation.

...when we contrast a contract school that the
.414dian people are. running themselves as versus
a pubfic school, a Bureau school, I think in our
case we have been able to identify.the educational
needslof the students,...because we are a small,=
body and...we have really no one to hassle us
excepting the communities that we are working
with...and we have beed able to gear...our
curriculum to meet those particular and very
special needs, curriculum that would not only
speak to developing cognitive skills but also
encourage the student to think of himself
[herself] as a wson. 248

The community-controlled schools are still in the experimental stage.

They haVe not been in business long enough to have their achievements

fully evaluated. They are trying new methods, particularly bilingual

and bicultural programming. The respcne to these methods has been

positive; support 404, come fran students, parents, and the larger

4

244. Testimony concerning canmunity-controlled schools, pp. 345-51.

245; Testimony of Ruth TbdacheeneY,

246. Testimony of Lowell Findley, p. 385.

247. Testimony of Stella Ttinajinnie, p. 348. In the 1972-73 academic
year, 7 out of 318 students ran away from Rock Point School; 1,500 out
of 22,904 students ran away from BIA schools.

248. Testimony of be Plummer, pp: 233-34.
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community. At this point it can at least be said that these schools

have provided an alternative form and style of education in a situation

where new ideas and experimentation have too long been absent.

"The age
Of 2,800 teachers on the reservation, only 188 are Navajos. 249

Of the 32,982 Navajos 25 years and older, by 1970, only 41576 had

'completed high soihocol, and only 325 bad completed college, 250
Of

-the'32 tribal groups tabulated in the 1970 census, the Navajo were

last in median school years completed--5 years. No other group had

less than 8 years, and 25 tribal groups had a median of 10 years or

more.
251

Based on the attainment figures for the over 25 age group, four

out of every five Navajo students will have dropped out of school

before reaching the 12th grade.
252

Given this stark combination of a high dropout rate and low

achievement levels, it is hardly surprising that so few Navajos have

become certified teachers. The shortage of Navajo teachers was

mentioned repeatedly in the course of the hearing. School administrators

want to hire Navajo teachers, students want to be taught by them, and

pets wonder why there are so few. Donna Parra, a Navajo parent and

a teacher at Gallup- McGinley High School, testified that most of the

Indian personnel at the high school worked either in the kitdhen or on

the custodial staff, and more Navajo teadhds were needed:

...when you are working with young people and they
look up to their teachers as models, it is very
important that we have Indian and, specifically

249. Interview with Dillon Plater°, Navajo Division of Education,
Aug, 9, 1973.

250. Census, PC (2)-1F, Table 11, p. 146.

251. rbid., pp. 144-47.

252. Census, PC(2)-1F, Table 11, p. _46.
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in" this area, more Navajcteachers that they can
look up to with a positive view--it is disturbing
that there aren't more. 253

Ms. Parra was asked whether non-Indian teachers receive a thorough

orientation to the Navajo culture so that they are better equipped to

understand their students.

I personally do not feel that our orientation
program for new teachers...is adequate. And
base this on my many observations, teaching and
working with people who have come from other
areas, who are not necessarily insincere.
However, they.do not know enough, I feel, about
the cultpre of our Indian and also our Chicano
youngsters...so that they'can, maybe, do a better
job. 254

r
Gell,up-MaKinley Soho* Sbperintendent Wodburn ornamented that the

carmunittheople had been very, helpful in planning the teacher orientation

program brut veryt added that it was verdifficult to do, an indepth jab in

one Or two sessions. Askedwhether-hethought the program was important

enough to wairant additional budget allocation, he replied:

Yes, sir, I do. H, again, we run into the
economics and if we can get these kinds of things
done, cultural awareness, this sort of thing,
other ways, then I think here is a place that we
can make an impact on the total educational picture. 255

As more Navajo teachers have became certified in the past few

years, ca petition has grown between public and BIA schools to hire

them.--The-i6blic'schools have been at a disadvantage because their

salaries are not as high as those offered by the BIA. During the

hearing, several school administrators mentioned this as a reason why

they had been unable t'6Ee any. Navajo teachers. 256 The starting

salary for any teacher in the BIA system is $12,167, while a new

253. Testimony of Donna Parra, p. 224.

254. Ibid.

255. Testimony of A.C. Woodburn, p. 239.

256. See, e.g., Testimony of A.C. Woodburn, pp. 230-31, and Kern
Severtgai, Superintendent, Kayenta School District, p. 312.
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teacher in the Gallup-McKinley County School District starts at $6,700, 257

described by Superintendent WOodburn as about median for New Mexico. The

Gallup- McKinley teacher can receive salary increments through a combina-

tion,of graduate studies and teaching experience. In order to reach

$12,000 per year, however, that teacher would either have to have a

Ph.D and 10 years' experience (only 5 of which may be outside the Gallup-

McKinley system), or a master's degree and 20 years' experience. 258 At

these salarieS, the Ng/Mexico public, school, is hardly competitive

with the BIA.

The Acting Assistant Area Director, -BIA NavajO Area Division of

EduCation, was asked to comment on the alleged advantage BIA sdhools.

have in being able to pay their teaChe9 more. He referred to an

Arizona public school system in his reply:

We've had teachers come that we hired and if they
go to, like-Chinle, where there is 'a public school
next door, the next day they quit and take a job
over there because the salaries are higher. 259 ---

An. examination of salary scales for:the-Chinle public schools,)

however, failed to substantiate this response. 260

Certification: A Giant Hurdle

As with all public school systems, the certification requirements

for teachers on the Navajo Reservation are dictated by the State

employing the teacher. Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah have each

257. New Mexico public, school salaries are based on a 9 month work
year, while BIA teachers are an duty for 12 months, which accounts
for a fraction of the difference between the two starting salaries.

258. Financial and Ethnic Data, Gallup-McKinley County School District,
Exhibit No. 38, p. 1063.

259. Testimony of Abraham I. Tucker, p. 383.

260. The Chinle public schools offer a starting salary of $7,400 (for
9 months' work). Increments in Arizona are based on a combination of
graduate credits and/or teaching experience. In order to earn. $12,000
per year a Chinle teacher would have to have a master's degree plus 18
hours of graduate credit and 8 years' experience, or a master's degree
and 10 years' experience. While slightly higher than New Mexico salaries,
Arizona public schools cannot compete with BIA schools on the basis of
salary.
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established their own qualifications for certAation, based on the

number Of credits earned in an accredited institution of higher learning.

In an economy well below the national poverty level and with a fifth

`grade median level of education, the road to certification for Navajos

is extremely ,difficult.

While there is no doubt that certification requirements for core

subjects such aplanguages, mathematics, and science should be

maintained, there seems little logic in applying the same academic

standards to certification of teachers of culture-based subjects.

Adherence Ito strict certification requirements in all, dlassroan subjects

an the reservation has frustrated attempts to broaden curriculum to

include study areas relevant to the NaVajo way of life -- Navajo cultural

history, the Navajo language, or crafts such as Silversmithing or sashbelt

weaving. These subjects, in most instances, can best be taught by Navajos who

have the experience and knowledge required- -the silversmith, the

traditional storyteller, the medicine man or woman. None of these is

likely to haVe the requisite edUdational badkground to qualify for

standard certification. It was suggested at the hearing that the States

make allowance for persons with special skills and an ability to convey

these skills in the classroom.
261

problem appears to be an

administrative one, which could be salved to the benefit of both the

States and the students.

The. Navajo Division of Education undertook a teacher certification

program using Title II/
262

funds made available to the tribe for teacher

training. The program operates entirely on the reservation. Navajo

teacher aides who have already earned 60 hours (2 years) of college

credit may participate and continue to work at their jabs while takiNg

classes locally 1 day per week. They attend two summer sessions and

at the end of 2 years are eligible for certification. 263 'Participants

in this program must have their school administrator's permission to

261. Testimony of Marjorie Thomas,- p. 269.

262. Indian Education Act, 20 U.S.C. §887c (Supp. 1973).

263. Staff interview with Dillon Platero, August 9, 1973.
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take 1 day of release time per week to attend classes; and, although

at the time of the hearing this had not been a problem in the public

,schools, there had been complaints that BIA sChools were not being so

generous about granting release time. 264

Asked what the BIA policy on release time for Navajo aides had.-

izeen, TUcker said the primary problem was having enough staff on

hand in the schools to-,meet the students' needs, particularly since

many aides in BIA.sdhoials work in the dormitories. The BIA schools

were, by his report, Short 190 staff positions. Although the BIA was

in favor of the teacher training program, each school had been given

discretionary authority to grant release time on the basis of need. 265

Out of 460 BIA aides, 30 applied for this training program; 19 were

accepted and 15 have been granted release time from BIA schools.
266

GallupMcKinley County School District Superintendent Woodburn

indicated in his testimony that certification continued to be a problem

but that his administration had developed a'salary schedule for teacher

aides based on experience and college hours, and had consistently urged

the Navajo teacher aides to take college classes, either in summer

sessions or at one of the local extension facilities.
267

The Kayenta (Arizona) School District, which had a recent change

in administration, has also revamped its teacher aide program. Kern

Severtson, the new superintendent, testified that the classroom

teaching aides in the Kayenta system work with the students at least

51 percent of the time and should be paid for the work they do.

...we have developed a salary scale which is
identical in concept to that of our certified
staff members, giving an incentive toward more

264. Statement of Marjorie Thomas, Exhibit No. 46, p. 1148.

265. Testimony of Abraham 1. Tucker, pp. 374-75.

266. Data on Training fqr Teacher Aides, Exhibit No. 55, p. 1266.

267. Testimony of A.C. Woodburn, p. 231.
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education andincre experience and tenure in our
district. [The aides] seem to be quite excited
about this and feel more professional about it,
and, I feel, because of this they will do a
better job with the students. 268

Salaries are still a problem, however, especially since the aides

are paid par only the 9 monthsbof the school year. Marjorie Thomas,

director of the Indian Cultural CUrriculum Center in Tuba City, ted

that financial assistance be provided for aides who would like to

continue their education during the summer months in preparation for

teacher certification:

...I hate to see a good aide discburaged by being
laid off for the sumer months and theft maybe -the
or he-hacLa desire to go on into education and,
cannot do it because there's no funds. 269

One other aspect of the certification prOblefi that e tribe has

been wOrking on involves the setting of uniform stan applicable

to all`schools on the reservation.
270

While this goal is not yet

realized, the three Stat2 education agencies have indicated their

willingness to cooperate with the Navajo Division of. Education in its

coordination efforts.
271

Part Involvement

Several witnesses testified that Navajo parents tend not to be

involved in their children's education. Most of the reasons given

related to the Navajo's feeling of being a stranger in the Anglo

educational environment.

A Gallup-McKinley High School student testified that sometimes

the school invites parents to visit. But, since there are no

268. Testimony of Superintendent Kern Severtson, p. 312.

269. Statement of Marjorie Thomas, Exhibit No. 46, p. 1148.

270. Navajo Division of Education, Education Programs for the Navajo
Nation, Program 1 (August 1973).

271. Interviewwnth Dillon Platero, August 9, 1973.

t
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interpreters at the school, Navajo parents who cannot speak Erglish

feel their visit would be useless. 272

Navajo parents have consciously separated themselves froaa schca

system that appears to place little value on their contribution. This

separation was the subject of testimony given by a parent who supported

the change in administration at Window IICCk High 5dbold. 273-8he said

that prior to that dhange:

...the school had became a separate kind of institution
apart from the community so that the community and
Navajo parents in the community did not feeYa part o
the school or did not feel welcome in the school. SO
there was, a tendency an the part of the parents,,altho
they were concerned, not to feel...welomein the school. 274

A member of the Gallup-McKinley schobl board also expresset concern

about the lack of Navajo participation at school locarTmeeting3. Board"

'member Abe Plummer told the Cbriimission that a big part of the problem-

is that Indians have been patronized and made to believe the job will

be done for them. Both public and BIA,sdhools have done this "by

outright denial, through intimidation, condescension or...missionary

zeal,"
275

characterized by Mr. PIummer,as the "we -will- take - care -of-

it -all- attitude" of former school officials. 276 The result that

Navajo parents have-abdicated all responsibility for the school system

to the school personnel. Any change in this routate, Mr. Plummer

suggested, will require a fUndamental first step:

...if we expect parents to participate in educational
meetings, school board meetings...they first have to
know what education is all about...[we must) get our
parents to think education and to understand, education. 277

272. TestiMony of Robert Livingston, p. 221.
4140

273. An all-Navajo sdhool board was elected and subsequently hired
an Indian superi4tendent and assistant superintendent.

274. Testimony of Alberta Tippeconnic, p. 320.

275. Testimony of be Plummer, p. 232.

276. ibid., p. 232.

277. Ibid.

iy I
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Further testimony Showed that the Navajo parent is more willing

to participate when made to feel welcome and when language is not a
so

barrier. The Indian CUltural Curriculum Center director in Tuba City

spoke of her experience in having more parental participation in the

bilingual element*y school class than in any other class in the school.

Again, Marjorie Thomas stressed the need to make the parents feel

important.
4

They need to be recognized as important people.
...I take the time off to show the parent around
whether he or she wants to or not. I just tell
them "Your kid goes to school here. Let's go
see the nurse's office; let's.go to the library;
...I even help them get a free meal and I eat with
than sa they won't feel shy and then I get their
opinion on the school lunch, an the classroom
where the children are, on the teacher, and they
always say that "I wish I was in school now." 278

Parental involvement in the educational process has been strongly

encouraged at the community-controlled schools,'.with positive results.

The push for these schools grew largely out of the degire of Navajo

parents to have a voice in decisions an their children's education.

These schools have a true open door policy. The director of Bough

Rock School testified that parents and community people were encouraged

to visit any time and the result was visitors at the school almost every
279

day. A student from Rough Rock who had previously attended several-

BM schools said that neither visits nor suggestions from parents had

been welcome at the BIA schools, but that Pc,ngh Rock wanted and was

better able to work with parents. 280

When the BIA announced plans to discontinue the elementary school

at Borrego Pass in 1970, local parents asked to take over the sdhool.

At the time of the Window Rock hearing, th.;. six locally elected school

27E% Statement of Marjorie Thomas, Exhibit No. 46, p. 1153.

279. Testimony of EthelouYazzie, p. 347.

280. Testimony of Ruth Todacheeney, p. 346.

u 9
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k

board members were in their second year of administration and were
281

very pleased with the progress Borrego Pass had made.

A Navajo language teacher from Bock Point Sch8o1 noted that parents

not only visited the school, but also participated in teaching some

classes and helped out as house parents in the school dormitory.
282

With the exception of a few communities, the general lack of

Navajo parental involvement in school activities is even more pronounced

in the context of school board membership. There are still many ..-

communities an the reservation where the school boards are controlled

by non-Navajos. The San Juan County School District in Utah is one

example. The northern half of the county is nonreservation area and

the schoo there tend to have a majority of non:Navajo students: Bothjhigh sdhoo s for the district are.located in the northern half. One

has a fairly equal Indian to non-Indian student ratio; the other high

school has only 11 Indian students out of a total of 337. he southern

half of the county is reservation land and has only elementary schools

in which most of the children are Navajo.
.283

Y4h,s administrative and

teaching staffs in the San Juan schools are almost entirely non-Indian.

TWo of the five San 3uan district board members are Nalvajo.
284

4.

Cne of the two, Talley Lameman, told the COmmission he had iNiad without

success to get Navajo parents to participate in board activiaes. His

efforts included talks at chapter meetings to expltain what the school/e
s

281. Testimony of John Barbone, member of Board of Directors for
Borrego Pass carnrnunity-ecntroLled school, p. 349.

282. Testimony of Stella Ttinajidiie, p. 348.

Exhibit No. 42, P. 1106. While these schools are almost entirely
jo, 'are Ute children also attend.

284. According to the 1970 censusabout half the population of San
Juan County is Indian. Census, PC1)-B46, Table 34, p. 72.

4 1
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board is doing and invitations to Navajo parents to attend meetings

in his home.
285

This picture of parental noninimlvment has recently begun to

change. But no change could have cane about without widespread

support from the Navajo community. For the Window Rock community

the catalyst was a student protest over curriculdm and dress codes.

When the students became involved, the parents beam-le involvvq. The

result was election of,an al71Navajo school board. Testifying at the

hearing, the new president of the board explained why he ran:

...we, were trying to get pare4ts to ge'4ore
involved in the school system. We wertatrying
to tell Navajo parents that they had tafalke a
greater role in trying to shape theiids so
that they could be valuable...an asset'to the
Navajo Nation... . 286

But, he added, it will take some time-to dhan4e

has bees going on for last 75 ynars; the process

have its agonies and problems, and it will be very hard

thing that

change'will

work.
287

In

office just a few months, the new board had hired an Indian superintendent

and an 'Indian administrator and had recruited. Indian teachers and community

workers. Of these efforts, Mr. Zah said:

285. Testimony of/4Ulley Lameman, p. 266. Also exproSing concern
about the lack -of ;;parental participation, the San JUan'school

superintendent told the Commission that after each board meeting
he wrote an artic'e which was sent to both the local radio stati
and newspaper, t4 keep the community-infoilmed of actions taken by the
board. He did nA-mention whether any information about school o ation
was sent directly to the,parentS. Testimony of Kenneth I ughan, p 266.

However, a parent who teaches in the San Juan school syst estified that
She never received notice of any school meeting in the mail and had never
heard any announcement about school board meetings aver'the local radio
'station. Testimony of Arlene Dennison, p. 244.

286. Testimony of Peterson Zah, p. 327.

287. Ibid., p. 327.

;It
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I guess what we were really trying to do was bring
the school system closer to the chaff people,
closer to the Navajo people, so that they would
have a le in haw their stool is being run... .,288

A cOmmunity r whowodkeafor the election of the pew board_

was-asked if she cared an all-Indian school board and if

She replied that favored this particular board because all the

members were veil qualified and also were Navajo. She said that non-

Indian board umbers might see a problem where an Indian board wculd

find none, andAt is important that people be award,of this different

way of looking at things.

It's...an Indian way of looking at things; but you
can relate to the thinking of children, you can
relate to the thinking of students. In this way,
yes, I believe thdyit is important that we do
have our sc;hool board all,Indian. 289

Unlike public sChco boards, the boards king with BIA-schools

are purely sort'. It se advisory school were firs't authorized

by the tr* council in 1969. 290 For the Navajo parent, the

difficulty :th these boards is not their membership; since they are

oarposed of Navajos, butdthe fact that the boards lack any decisions king

authority.

As mentioned earlier the BIA professIs to make no decision

concerning the eduCation of Navajo children without the advice and

consent of Navajo parents. Since there is an advisory school ;Lard

for each BIA school, it is reasonable to assume that cparental advice

might be brought to bear through these boards.

',rine question of an advisory school board's authority to hire and

fire school personnel was posed to the Acting Assistant Area Director,

BIA Navajo Area Division of Education. Since BIA school employees

288. Ibid., p. 327.

289. Testimony of Alberta Tippeoonnic, p. 321.

290. Resolution of the Navajo Tribal Council, CAU-87-69 J1969).

4
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come under civil service' regulations, Mr. Tucker explained that personnel

cannot be terminated by an advisory school!board. Pressed on whethet

an advisory,school'board has the authority to hire teachers, Mr. Tucker

responded that .civil service procedures are followed-and qualified

applications are forwarded to the school principal for review. The

principal then consults with the advisory boardll 291
Mt_TUcker

continued:

There's more power in being advisoy than meets
the eye...[the principal will] take the suggestion
of the school board because...they are suggesting
[from among, applicants :.17 qualified[...so,
therefore, there's no viol., ion of any civil service
regulation, and in order make the school boards
feel that they are contribi g to the operation
of the school, [the principal] will accept the
feelings of the school board and choose that
person. 292

Mr. Tucker then confirmed the fact that the boards do not have hiring

authority but stressed again that, in practice, the board's advice is

followed.

An advisory board amber from Tuba City made it clear that in his

view these boards have no authority whatsoever. Asked whether the

boards have enough per to influence curriculum and employment, Herman

NOtris said no. Curriculum prior4oties are set by the BIA and the board

acts as a rubber stamp. 293
job aNc4nts are pre-interviewed and

then the board endorses one of several presented to it. Although the
294endorsee is usnally accepted by the principal of the school, there

4

291. Testimony of Abraham I. 'Dicker, pp. 358-60. NOTe: The tribal
council recently voted to give the BIA advisory school boards "authorit
to direct BIA`tanployees" pursuant to 25 U.S.C. §48 (1970), which allows
tribal direction of BIA employees. Resolution of the Navajo Tribal
Council, (X)-67-73 (1973).

292. Testimony of Abrahln I. Tucker, pp. 359-60.

293. Testimony of Herman Norris, p. 339. W. Norris is also education
coordinator for the Navajo Ttie. See also MA. School Board Handbook,
1969.

ti

p4. Testimony of Carol Howard, p. 337.
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facing education an a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Many Navajo students

feel they have been culturally Shortchanged by an educational System

that takes so little account of the Navajo heritage and ways of life,

and they are taking steps to remedy this.

Within the 1972-73 academic year, four school districts 196 on the

Navajo Reservation experienced this student moveriient firsthand. In three

of the four districts, the students took the initial step to promote

change. In the fourth, Kayenta, the impetus came froM the classified

employees (teacher aides, cooks, and bus-drivers), who went on strike

for better wages and safer working conditions. 'Tie Kayenta students

supported this strike. Teacher aides voiced student concerns about

non- Indian teachers who Showed little interest in the "Navajoness" of

the children, and the students were concerned that sdhooibus conditions

84

is no assurance that this will be so. Mr. Norris noted that the advisory

board handbook states that such boards function only as a recamEndaticn

body to the schools. He said he was elected believing he would have

some voice in school matters, but that the board members had no power.

Be now believes that the advisory boards will have no value untilthey

are given authority similar to that of public school boards. 295

The Navajo Student

The high student dropout rate, the number of runaways from the

BIA boarding schools, and the general disdain for the Anglo system of

education on the reservation all poTht to the conclusion that Navajo

children have been more !eager to escape the System than to cope with

it.

But recently, as Navajos have begun to have a new awareness of

their identity, students have begun to seek changes, rather than

295. Testimony of Berman Norris, pp. 340-42.

296. Tohatchi, Window Rock, Tuba City, and Kayenta.
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were unsafe because the drivers were too tired to drive safely. They

drol)t-Nveral hours each way and were not given-a decent place to rest

during their hours off. 297

The strike forced the resignation of the superintendent of the

Kayenta schools and the election of an all school board, which

appointed a new superintendent in early 1972.
298

- A non- Indian, the

new superintendent agreed with community sentiment that a Navajo

superintendent would be preferable.
299

Administration relations with

staff and community improved, however, and Superintendent Severtson

attempted to broaden the curriculum to include more Navajetudies.
i00

The students at Tbhatdhi High School organized around their concern

for the way Navajo students were treated by the sdhool administration.

A student committee drew up a petition stating their grievances and

presented it to the local ehapters.
301

The chapters supported the

students and requested that the Gallup-McKinley County School Bdard

authorize an investigatiai by a committee from the Tbhatchi community.

The investigation committee presented its'findingsand reaarmendaticrts

to the board and requested that the principal and vice pr.Lncipal be

replaced.
302

Many of the cammittee's findings dealt with the administration's

lack of respect for Navajo students. There was a substantial lade of

information available to the students about administrative policies and

procedures. Tbhatchi had never published a student handbook. The

297. Testimony of Mary Ann Navajo, p. 292.

298. Ibid., pp. 295,-96.

299. Testimony of Kern Severtscei, p. 311. A Navajo, Mr. Tulley Norris,
has been appointed superintendent since the Window Rock hearing.

300. Ibid., p. 30.4.

301. Testimony of Shirley Martin, 1973 graduate of Tbhatchi public
high school, pp. 221-22.

302. Testimony of Harry Yazzie, dormitory manager for Tbhatchi BIA
elementary boarding school, pp. 226-28.
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Navajo students had asked if they could have an Indian club under the

school's sponsorship. Permission was refused. The administration's

reason was that the C1ub had no sponsor, although an assistant counselor

had' told the students he would sponsor them. 103.

Tbhatcti students also took this opportunity to ask for more

bilingual-bicultural prdgramming arid.- fc more Navajo professional'
304

staff--particularly counselors. With a change in administration,

the situation has improv at Tiohtchi and the increased interest shown

by the students and the ity continues to have a:positive effect?. 305

Poor bommunication petween administratian_and students was a factor

common to all of the school situations in which the students took action
1 -

to pram6te chang .It was clear in the Tohatchi situation and was the

long term cause for the demonstrat4ns_in both Tuba City and Windaw

Rock.

Tuba City students were'dissatisfied with a number of administrative,

practices in their high school: Indian students who cut class were

expelled while Anglos who cut were n6t even reprimanded; students were

not permitted .to speak Navajo in ,class; parents were not notified of

sdhool meetings;
4
there were not enough Indian teachers, nor were enough

Navajo studies offered. On thelpniversary of the Navajo "Long Walk"

the students decided to sit-in at the superintendent's office to bring

these problems to the immediate attention of the administration and
307r*

commun ity.

Student action resulted in improvements at Tuba City High School

but not a complete redress of their grievances. While a Navajo studies.

303. Testimony of Shirley Martin, p. 221.

304. Report of Tohatchi High School Investigation Committee to Gallup,
McKinley County School Board, April 9, 1973, It 8. A

305. Testimony of Shirley Martin, p. 222:'
r.

306. 411:pection on Navajo history, above, p. 12.

307. Interview with 'Vanessa Brown, senior at the Tuba City High
Scholl, July 5, 1973. -
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class is now offered, it it only for high school- sektors, and a student

from Tuba City testified that she thought Navajo students should have

an opportunity to learn about theirculture and heritage before -they

reached their senior year. She also said that the administration is

at least trying to consultstudents on some isles now, but she

is,00ncerned that this is only because the administrators are afraid

of another demonat#6tion. 308

Student actiOn'in Window Rook High School developed when a football,4
. -

player was suspended from the team,en the night of a big game because

his hair was too long. Ihe\students responded by requesting to be

heard, on the subject of changing the school dress code. They tried

to bring it up at a school board,meeting, and they also tried to discuss

it with the schooliandpistration. Yipen they heard no response from

either, they walked out of school. They demanded that something be

done about a dress code that prohibit male students from wearing

long hair, students fram a,society who:Re

hair in the traditional "Navajdfknot."

rationale behind prahititing long pants

with severe winters. 309

men have always worn long

They also challenged the

for fethale students in a climate

Taking their lead froth the students, a number of parents in the

Widdqv Rock community beca*:involved in trying to promote positive

change in the Window Bodk school system. One parent Who speaks only

Navajo testified that, whkle she initially disapproved of the student

walkout andisrespectful of school authority, she was finallysticnvinced

that the a0Ministration could not be moved to dipcuss school.Problems

by any ordinary She, therefore, went to a chapter meeting

and spoke, as s1 had before, about difficulties her children

3087 Testimony of Vanessa Brown, pp. 268, 273.

309. Testimony of Verna-Btsitty, p. 318,

44
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had encountered in Anglo schools and of her support for Navajo students

trying to improve their schools. 310

Becauie the school board was largely reggonsible for school policY,

many community members wanted to see a change in board Alemberahip and

worked to accampliSh that goal. Within 3 months of the studen t walkout

an election was held and the old board replaced with five new meMbers,

all of them.Indian. The dress code ws changed, a Navajo studies

prog-reart was instituted, and t1 board worked hard to reolluitnotonly

an Indian superintendent bat as many Indian teacher d as possible.

Commissioner Ruiz asked whether the all-Indian school board had

had any difficulty working with the State department of education:or

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, all of which are Anglo controlled. A

parent who worked for its election responded that the board had had a

very difficult time with some of the county and State officials, but

that these officials had to learn to listen to people who are qualified

to speak, eve if they happen to be Navajo. She spoke for herself and

A for all Navajos when she expressed haw important it is that non-Indians

learn to understand her people:

....tolalow that we are eqUa1 in education but also
equal in the right to. make our,own mistakes, the
right to make wrong decisions, 'the right to be
average. 311

FUnding Indian Education

The United States Government has a unique obligation to provide

for the education of Navajo children. That obligation is based bn the

Treaty ofii8684-,,Which states in part:

In oxd9r to insure,the civilization of the In4ans
en teific into this treaty, the necessity of eddcation
is admitted...andthg United States agrees that, for
every thirty cKildren...a house shall be provided, and

310. Testimony of Ms. Slinkey, pp. 319, 320.

311. Testimony of Alberta Tippeconnic, p. 322.

4a. _
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a teacher competent to teach thelementary branches
of _an English educatiicift shall be furnihed...

. 312

The Obligation has been reinforde!d by2Ederal legislation that prOvide

fundi_specificallY for the education of Indian children, whether they '.
..

. ,

attend BIA or public schools. :\

t, The 60 BIA schools on the Navajo.Reservatian are federally

maintained. Funds are channeled through BIA headquarters 313 to the

Navajo Area Agency, which has, administrative responsibp.ity-forball
d

BIA schools within, its furisdiciton. While BIA schoolmay benefit

from other Federal education support, tuchas.Title I-funds, 314 these

schools do not receive State and locaImonie.4.
. /

The public schools Navajo students attend are entitled to. receive

Federal aid under a variety,of laws intended to give the Indian child

an

disbursed through four progr : Johnson-O*ley, Impact Aid,'Title Iam:S71

equal opportunity to learn e greatest part of this aid is

of the Elementary and Secondary Bduca4on Act, of 1965, and Title IV of

the BduCation Amendments of 191p.
/

Johnson O'Malley

The Johnson -- O'Malley Act ok_1934 (J04) provides benefits for Indians
only.. In 12-lines of aMbiguo0 text this ast4uthorizes the Secretary

of the Interior to contract with any State: so:hooi, or private agency

for the "education, medical attentiorf, agricultural assistance and

social welfare, including relief of distress, of Indians." 315 While

Ehe wording indicates broad coverage, in practice, Jam funds are toed

by BIA to finance the education of Indian children in the public school
system 316

312. 1Yeaty between the U.S. Government and the Navajo Indians, June 1,
1868, 15 Stat. 669, Article VI.

313. 25 U.S.C. §13, 295 (1970)

314. The Elementaryand'Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), 20
U.S.C. §241a et seq. (Supp. 1973). .

315. 25.U.S.C. §952 (1970).
I

316. 25 C.F.R. Part 33 (1973).-

0100
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..-
Accordirxf to t the.Pederal reguipttion7, the BIA Mniinistes the

v). e p .. .

llo am r31:3gf-_70,- ' ,.. ,
t f .

r 4
t *'.f.0 financial. needs of school '

J' a districts rela to the 'presence of large blocks 1 a

. .,

,
Of nontaxable - vaned property in-the distpct
and relatively large nurbers of Indian children...
which local funds are 'inadeuate to meet. 317

JA effect, the Federal Government is ptying"the Stites to educate' Indian

children by substituting JCM tf-ifirisl forlState and local property taxes.

These taxes Cannoehe oollecthd from Navajos because they live on t,he

reservaticnx vthich .s taxzzolt Federal land. ..,

,... " Until 1958 the XVI was the only source of financial support ..

for the education of InClian children irethe public school systany and

as such was used to meet general operating expenses. In that year,.

Congrels made other 'in lieu of taxes" monies 318 available for general

support of Indian children in public schools. Although this appears

to be dual funding, the intent was to limit the use of J04 for general
expenses to situations iri which a\distriet's funding needs could be net

in no Other ways --as when a distriA, is it such financial straits iihat

schools will be tforced to cloy unless JCM dollars are made available.

The 1957 BIA regulations clearly state that JCM funds may*ba use

far_ general Operating expendes only 'is a*supplenent to all other funding

319 Despite yie city of the regulations, BIA has made no
320

sources.
-attempt to enforce thi restriction on the reservaticn.

_ qbe unwritten intent of the restriction was toiallcm Jai ii, to
321

-be spent, whenever possilple,mspecial programs for' Indian

1.

*317. 25 133.4(b) (105.3).

318: 72 Stat. ma, now 20 U.S.C. 1237 (1970). See note 341, infra

pc *97.

319. 25 C.F.R. 131,4(c) (1973). This restriction is even more stringent
in the recently revised JCM regulations, 39 Fed. Reg. 30114 at Part 33.2

(c) (1974).

320. Testincnyof Myron Jones, Director, .t Education Training

Institute, A4uqperque, New.,Mexioo, 3j4 -15.

321. See House Comm. on Education and Labor, H.R. Rep. No. 1532, 85th

COng., 2d Sess. 3.
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Since this intent is not mentioned in either the pip, regulations or

the BIA. manual, there is no way fb enforce it. Special program funding

seems to operate as something of a lax gentlemen's agreement between the

RIA. and States receiving Jqm allocati;ons--an agreement BIA has no actual

authority to enforce. th

MUdh criticism has been leveled at districts thot do not use their

JCNimoney for special Indian,programming, but such criticism has

fallen on deaf ears for the obvious reason that special programming

is in no way required by either the State or the BIA. Where special

programming is nominally in effect:it is difficult to evaluate because

there are-no guidelines.

The BIA regulations governing JOM fUnd distribution require that

each State submit, for BIA approval, ,a plan outlining. fund allocation

among its school districts. 3
At this point an the process BIA;

through its authority Ito approve or disapprove the State plan, could

exercise some guidance by establishing spin programming requirements

that a local schOol district must meet to quaiifY15or Jam assistance.

A reading of the State plans for Arizona and New Mexico sir:Fr&

little comparability between the two and indicates that BIA has no

uniform policy on special prOgrammingefor Navajo students, The New

Mexico plan states that JOM funds ale tcA, be used "to meet the special

and unique needs of eligible Indian children." 324 This means that all

general operating expenses and minimum standard requirements will be

net out of other funding sources and that JOM dollars will be spent

only on special programming for Indian students.
r

322. For detailed discuSSIon of problems related to Federal aid to
Indian education, see enerall NAACP Legal,Defense and Education
Fund, Inc., An Even Chande(1471); C41ter for Law and Education,
Harvard University, No. 7, Inequality in Education; Hearings on Policy,
Organization, Administration end New Legislation Concerning the American
Indians Before the Suboomm. on Indian Education of the Senate Comm. on
Labor and Public Welfare, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1 & 2 (1969).

323. 25 C.F.R. §33.5(a)(1973)
that a plan te submitted by the

324. Proposed New Mexico State
Programming of Johnson-O'Malley

The 1974 revised regulations require
contractor,

Plan for the Administration and
Funds at 1 (1972), Exhibit No. 34.
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The Arizona plan emphasizes the- straight financial reed ofa sdhobl

district and allows iCM fundkto be used to cover general operating
er

expenses where ihe cost of educating the eligible Indian children is

greater than the.district!s reve maes. 325 Although the plan states

t itkspecial program provisions axe intended to.develop."school

programs responsive to .the needs of Indian children," its warding

\ limits special prograMming to spedkal servicep,which,are defined as:

...the cost of school lunches willtsrlleither

.family nor the sdhool district or
the cost. It is recognized, t the cost of
brovitding special `teachers, un transportation,
or other school employees may be paid froth this
fund. 326

1
Both State plans requird that schooldistrict6.,make an effort tcp,

meettheir costs first out\of all other revenues, including tax :

reVenues, before they can become eligible for Jag funds. This require-.

ment iA based cc the theory that JCM funds Should nct be empemdedvdve,

other dollars are available.
.

ive figures fa JOMprograms in Arizona and New Mexico were

presented at- the hearing bar the director oe'the Indian Education Training

, Institute, Dr. Myith Jones, Who testified that all New Mexico districts

with Navajo students receive JCMfunding.. According to the Institute's

research one New Mexico sdhool district had a budget surplus, not.

Counting JOM, for.5 consecutive years, which by JUne 1972 totalled

$2.4 million.' It had,' accordingly, the lowest tax levy in the State.

This same district, despite its surplus and despite its minimal tax

levy, had receiVed461140irgiw/th Bureau approval for each of those

5 yea:'rs, 327 pp to the time of the hearing.:

In contrast to New Mexico, there were three districts in Arizona

with Navajo students that received no JOH funding. Arizona requires

325. Arizona JohnSonO'Malley Plan at 2 (1969), Exhibit No. 34.

326, Arizona Johnson. - O'Malley Plan at 3, EXhibit Na.

327. Testimony of Dr. Myron Jones,pp. 213, 214-15.

0 0103-
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that in order tee eligible for JCM funds, a districtinustineet the

current State tax average. Theseidistricts were unable to do so and

were, therefore, ineligible: Ahile some Arizona districts get no JCM

money, others spend it in a manner reflecting the lan; out of

the $3.8 million in JCM funds gi to Axi only - -400 was spent

tit 8special programming for Indian ts.

Dr. Janes placed much of the ibility for inappropriate use

-of 'MK funds cn the BIA. Be testified that to the best of his knowledge

the Navajo Area Office at Window Rock had never assigned even one

individual to moat& Federal aid to:public education, although some

$8 million in Johnson - O'Malley aid is channeled through that office.
329

Dr. Jcnes alsp_charged that-the Navajo Area Office is particularly'

remiss wheri 0mpared)with other era.offices, which:

with one-cluarter,the funds that exist in this
aree...have-delegateestaffs.of.up to five
people... o monitor, oversee, and develop
programs...for Federal funds. in public, schools. 330

4

The JCM regulations had been in effect, with.but change, since they

were issued by the'BIA'in 1958. In the past few'years-, however, Federal

aid to Indian education has come under clOse scrutiny, 331:
leading to a

'BIA decision td revise its JCIA regulati46. After at least 2 years of

.
work, the popposed revisions were published

Using the comments and suggestions submitted

revisions, the BIA published finally revised

1974.
333

for ccoment"Jenuary 2, 1974. 332

in response to the proposed

Jam regulations on August 21,

328. Ibid., p. 213, 215.

329. ItStimony of Dr. Myrl'on Jones, p. 213.

330. Ibid., p. '216.

331. See note 322, above, p. 91.

332 39 Fed. Reg. 1776 (1974).

333. 39 Fed. Reg. 30114 (1974).
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The need to revise the JOM regulations became obvious with tassages

of theNtlIndian Education Act 334 in 1972. FUnds,provided under the act

are administered brOi the Office of Education, and it was imMediately

recognized that coordination between that office and the BIA,yzas

necessary to avoid duplicailon. Dr. Jones commented in his.teVamony

on the regulation writing,phase'of this Coordination:

A year ago when the Indian Educatiad.Actlgas passed,

the Office of Management and EUdget requested the
Bureau of Inian Affairsgto create nerdregulations

for John.-WMalley.thatwould dovetail with pending
regulations for the Indian Education Act. Nowt one-

year later, the regulations for the Indian Education,

Act have been written, published, and are in effect

and the changes in Nreau regulations are
still in the talking stage. 335

The finally revised JCM regulations addrPsSthe probldmof special

programming and Indian participation in the funding procrips. Under the

new regulations priority will be given.. -to exp6nditures for_gPecial

programming, +and a State plan trust give prefeience to special programming

overApperaticilal Raiding. Use of jC6Irrtiey.for operational funding will

alspjmmuchmarezestricted than it now is by limiting pat use to

districts or schools with at least 70 percent Indian,enrollment. Indian

education committees selected try the Indian community served are an

`innovation in the regulations; they will be given absolute approval

authority over the special prograftming aspects of JIM applications

fron their disqicts. These committees ma-A alSo choose.to assume

mcnitoring and evaluation responsibility for the spending of special

program funds. 336

334. 20 U.S.C."5?4laa-ff, 880b-3a, 1119a, 1121a and 1121f-h (Sum1973). .

335. -Testimony of Dr. Myron Jones, p. 215.

336. Telephone interView with BrioeLay, Chief, Division of Education

Assistance, BIA, May 17, 1974. See 32 Fed. Reg. 30114-6 (1974). NOTE:

The recently passed Indian EducailEin Assistance Act (further amolcfETT

the Johnson-O'Malley-Act of 1934) is even more stringent in. its

(ocrltinbed)
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Mich of the duplicative administration inyolved in JOMfundig,7-

has been significantly reduced in the past few years. -Until 1973,

JOM funds for Arizona went through the BIA Phoenix AreaCdfficeta the

Statedepartnent of education,:whileNewMexicO's qmfurlasreached

State through the-aajciArea Office in Window Rock. Sarttuan

Co6nty, which aovers..all of the Utah portion of the-reservation,'

received its JCM dollars directly iron the Navajo Area Office, with

no State, involvement. In June 1973, the BIA:st6amlinedstAe funding

process by-giving the Navajo.Area Office responsibility eOr letting

both the New Mexico and Arizona keil oontraCts; however, monitoring.

-responsibilities were still. divided between the Phoenix and Window-
.

Rock offices.

pn October 24, 1973, the Navajo Tribal Council pissed a resolution

directing the Navajo Tribe to replace the States of Arizona and Ne;

Mexico, and San Juan-Cotinty, Utah, as the party contracting with the

BIA for pll 3CM funding, progra,iming, and monitoring on the reservation.

The Navaijo Tribal.Division Of Education now has,,monitoring responsibilities

for the JOM programs in all/three States. 337 *

Tribal assumption of responsibility. for JOM programming is a first
steprtcward Navajo control of education on the reservation. It has

seen perhaps more easily-accomplished structurally because of the special'

relationship.betw6n the progra4 admin.istrator (the BIA( and the- program

recipients (the Navajo). Other Federal programs providing support for

(N.'336'continued)

requirements for parental approval of programs for Indian students in
sdhool; where a school board does not have an Indian majority,

Indian parents "shall elect a local committee from among their number...
3 [which) shall have the authority to approve or disapprov programs to

be conducted under" JOM contract. This act also required that money
spent under lquch oiontracts !'shall be prorated to cover the participation
of only the lbdian students.:' Pub. L. 93-638,.§202 (Jan. 4,. 1975).

337. Resolution No. CO-64-73, Requesting the Bureau of Indi Affairs
to Contract the Johnson-O'Malley Funds for Navajo Children Public
Schools in the States of Arizona, New Mexico; and Utah to the Navajo
Tribe;' Class "C" Resolution, No BIA Action Required (1973), Exhibit
No. 62, p. 1338.

( 1 () 6
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/

Indian education a4.e neither primarily Indianoriehted por BIA

administered.. Ivavajo control of the administration of 'other Federal

funds used by public schools on the reservation, Nerefore, will require

more than anlgreement'between the ilavajo'Tribe and the BIA.

(10

Impact Md

The tmo Impact Aid laws-4bbliC Law 874 38 and Public LaW7.4815339--/

were passed by Congress.in 1950 to provide Federal financial-assistance

to caipensate public school systems for the loss tkpait. of their tax
base when Federal installations were established in the school district.

P. L. 815 provides funds` -far school ticn, but approKiaticns-

have been limited since 1%67.. Freon 1967 to 1970, there wasno.815 fund-

ing of Indian sdhooi construction because of aTimangressionally-imposed

priority orifundfallocation that placed sdhools' an military bases and

sdhools bitty natural disasters ahead of Indian sChools. In 1970,

Congresses gave InNian'schocas "equal. priority"-for 815 funding, but

kplgripp;ianshave been SO limited tha little money has been available

for Indian, school construction. 340

P. L0,874, tundt provide` general cperating expenses toschool

districts. in lieu oftaxes,'WhicbCwould be c ollected from district

resiaenispht for-.Federal lands within the school district.

A1t4ough Indian reservations have always been consiiered Federal

land, Indians were originrly excluded fran coverage Under P. L. -874

at the request of the S s because of fearthati-schdol diltricts

would lose JaM funds if hey received 874 funds. In 195E Congress

338. 20 U.S.C. §236-241 (1950)`

339. 20 U.S.C. §631 et seq. (1950).

340., The newly pabsed Indian Education Assispande Act authorizes the

appropriatidn of $35 million per year for the next 3 years for school

construction (including site accuisitiowand renovation of facilities)

on or near Indian reservations., Pub. L. 93-638, ddi'(Jan. 4, 1975).

t
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..
passed amending legislation

341
tnat permitted dual J1OM and 874 funding- -

874 too provide general oprating funda in lieu of taxes and JOK to support

special programming for Indian students.

In'spite of the intention that Jan funds be spent for special programs,

little attempt has been made to enforce-that intention on the Navajo

Beservaticn. In fact, many school districts use both JOMand:874 funds

fort.he same purpose: to support general operating expenses for the

'school district.

MUch has been made of the argument that th9 lOcation of 'Federal:

Indian land within a school district decreases the amount of revenue

available for thit district's budget--that somehow the district't ,
J.

poorer for the nontaxable status of reservaticn 1.&1d. P*Cletailed look

at the funding formula for 874 monies, however,"belies this argument.

-4. L. 874 funding is based on the average daily attendance of

eligible Indian students multiplied by a dollar figure,'which is arrived

at by awing hag much is spent per child throughout the school

district. 342 It would appear from this formula that a district is

reimbursed an a dollar for dollar basis, according to.what is spent on

each child However, Niditional lkiguage in 16'. L. 874 establishes a

minintri per student rate of not less than (1) half of the statewide per

pupil expenditure, or (2) half.the national per pupil expenditure, not

t 343o exceed the total State per pupil expenditure. Thus, a school

district with a per pupil cost lower.than either of the two minimum

levels will receive more 8114 reimbursement per "Federal" student than

it collects per non-"Federal" student through local revenue.
r.

In his testimony Dr. Jones addressed the mistaken belief that

/districts are handicapped by having to support Navajo students.

341. 'Pub. Law 85-620 (1958) amending 20 U.S.C. 5238 (1950).

34t. f238(c)(1) (1970).

343., 20 UtS.C. 5238(dt-1970).

1)1,(Y8
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One of the great myths of public school education
for Indians .has been that samehowsomehow Indian
studentipor the presence of Indian land, creates
a burden for a scboql district and for taxpayers.
In.fact the opposite is tiue.. There is no school
district within either. New MeRico Arizona where
the district does not make more from Public Law
874 suppcmting Indian students than from comparable
1=1-taxes-An fact, thg presence of Indian land
and the numbers of Indian students are essential
to the financial functicning of the school district. 344

Administered by the Office of Education, 874 program. funds go

directly to the school districts applying for then. There is no State

involvdment and practically no restriction on how these funds,are spent..

Under the legislation, the Commissioner of Eduction has no power to

demand, that the mangy granted be spent on special programs or curriculum

changes to benefit Indian students and, consequently, no monitoring

control exists. If, in fact, a district is receiving mcre dollars per

Indian pupil than it is for non-Indians, it might be asbsdidaether

Indian students are receiving their fair share of the dollars they

bring into their district. ti

Title I

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1985 has been the

major Federal aid program to recognize the special needs of economically

and educationally deprived schoolchildren. 345: Title I 346 provides

financial assistance so that local school distiicts can offer

supplemental educational services to students whose famiily income

is below the poverty level ($4,000 per year for fiscal year 1973). 347

344. Testimony of,Dr. Myron Jones, p. 211.

345. 20 U.S.C. 5241a et seq. (1970).

346. Id.

347. 20 U.S.C. §241c(c) (1970).

( 1 1 9 cs
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4
Since:the:Median family income for the Navajo Tribe was only

$4,608 348. in1976, and 60 percent of the tribe (56,426 people) 349

had incomes below the poverty level, any"public school on or near the

reservation is likely to qualify for Title I assistance.

BIA schools_ receive funds under a special prthision of the Title I

legislation. 350
By agreement betwtor the Office of Education and the

Department of the Interior, Title I allocations are channeled thrOugh

Interior directly to each BIA school making application.

The Office of Education, which administers Title I funds, allofates

lump sums to State departments of education. The States, in turn, and .;

programs proposed by local distriet's for educationally disadvantaged

Children. The prograMs must confOrm to regulations established by

the Office of Education. 351 Title Ilfunds are nc* to be used to

omner general operating expenses of a sdh6oi district. 35 The major

requirements to be net by a district are identification of eligible

tudents' (Navajo) needs, a program to meet those special needs, and

an evaluation system to measure the program's effectiveness.

Mile the district is supposed to miitor, its own proyLam, eadh..

State-also has monitoring, auditing,'and evaluation respodsibility-for

the Title I prograMs. Finally, thefOffi6e of Education, because it

71st!

report to Congress on the effectiveness of this program, does its

own evaluation, although there is rarely more than one staff person in

any regional office assigned to this taSk.

348. demos, PC(2) -1F, Table 14 at 176.

349. Census, PC(2)-1F, Table 11 at 146. NOTE: Census gives a total
Navajo population of 96,743; the Navajo Tribe gives a figure of 120,000.
Using the triballcount, 72,000 Navajos had incomes below the poverty
level.

350.

351.

352.

20 U.S.C.

45 C.F.R.

45 CtF.R.

§241c (1970),

§116.1 et seq. (1973).

§116.17(g) (1973).

ill 0
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The problems are built in. States.apd districts that want Title

I funding are disinclined to be very critical of their own Title I

programs. The Office of Education has a limited staff capability

for monitoring an a nationwide basis. The abuses of purpose in this

program have been documented again and again 353--not only in relation

to Indian children but in sdhool districts across the Natioa. The

Navajos have perhaps an easier argument to make because so many of the

public schools they attend have an almost 100 percent Navajo student

body. It is not difficult, therefore, to document whether Title I funds

are being spent in these schools to meet "special Indian needs." One

of the major studies of misuse of Federal funds for Indian education,

using eight States with large Indian populations (including theme Navajo

area) as a data base, came to this conclusion: .

Where Indian.thildren attend school, Title I is
spent on the wrong children, in the wrong schools,
on programs whiCh are not supplemental and which
do not net the special needs of Indian children. 354

This conclusion'is,supported by the finding in a case
355 recenty

decided in New Mexico., The Gallup-McKinley County School District was

charged with violation of both Title I and JOM regulations by a group

of plaintiffs who were mainly parents of Navajo schoolchildren. The

Federal district court found that the school district was spending a

disproportionate amount of local money for Physical improvements in

the predwinantly non-Indian Gallup schools, while not spending enough

,cn outlying schools in McKinley County that are predominantly Indian.

The school district had also misused the Title I and JOMfunds

in other areas: for the school nurse program; for student counselors;

for-administrative personnel; and for audiovisual programs. In short,

353. Bee note 322 supra, P. 91.

354. NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc., An Even Chance

(1971).

355. Natcnabah v. Board of Education of theGalluprMcKinley County
'School District, 355 F. Sup. 716 (D. N.M. 1973) (hereinafter cited

as Natonabah).
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Title I monies were being used to benefit the general school population,

rather than. to provide educational.programming for the Indian children

wham Title I is meant to benefit.

Asked what had been done by the Gallup-McKinley County Board of

Education to correct the violations found by the'court, Superintendent

Woodburn replied that equipTent purchased with Title funds for

placement in ineligible schools had been removed. 356 *He also noted

that the district was ordered to submit to the court A plan for

correction of the violations. The first plan submitted was rejected.

A second plan was submitted in early 1974 and finally approved by the

court on July 26, 1974. TheGallup-McKinley Boaid of Education is now

under court order to implement the corrective measures outlined in the

approved plan.

Misuse of Title I funds was referred to in same detail by Jack

Hennessy, a witness from the San Juan County schools. Bit recital

of abuses was similar to those foundin Gallup-McKinley County. The

southern half of the county is on the Navajo Reservation and the schools

are predominantly Indian attended; most Students in the northern half

are Anglo. Mt. Hennessy stated that not only are there qualitative

differences between the schools in the northern and southern portions,

but that the physical differences are glaring. 357

Even where the school district makes sane attempt to provide

SameWhat similar physical equipment, Title I pays for the equipment

in the south, while it is purchased out of general funds in the north.

At issue are such things as audiovisual equipment, sports equipment,

cabinets, and butcher -paper dispensers. 358

356. TePtimany of A.C. Woodburn, p. 230.

357. Statement of Jack Hennessy, Utah education specialist for DNA,
submitted as supplement to oral testimony, Exhibit No. 66.

358. Ibid.
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Salaries for librarians and

funds in the south; in the north

funds. In the*north, health and

102

music t4achers are paid with Title I
V

these salaries are met out of general

physical education are paid for out

of gensral funds; in the south, T tle I pays-for these services, which

can hardly be defined as special programs even if'Indians are the

recipients. 359

The Title I regulations are clear in their intent that: parents of

students eligible for benefits under the act should be kept informed

about, and asked to contribute to, the program planning and application

process.
'360 Each school district applying for Title I funding is

required to have a parent advisory council whose members are to be

representative of thp target population.

Although the lette;of the law is observed, and all districts

receiving Title I money do have parent advisory councils, their member-

ship does not always reflect community opinion. Mr. Hennessy testified

that the ,an Man district parents' committee was Indian, but he fely

that, because the committee chairman and vice chairman are school f
district employees, the camnlittee is dominated by the sch861 district.

361

Again, the problem of Indian participation is a difficbatone. While

the schools and the aid program: remain in the control of non-fnqians it

will be hard to convince thetNavajos that their suggestions and ideas

will be With Navajo control. of tbese programs and institutions

will come an increased interest on the part of the individual Navajo tqw0111

participate and voice an opinion.

Title IV

A recent Federal program to aid Indian students is' the Indian

Education Acct of 1972 (Title IV of the Education Amendments 9f 1972,

359: Ibid.

360. 45 C.F.R. §116.17(o) (1973).

361. Exhibit No. 66. 7
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t

known in its drafting stages as' the Eennly-Mion4ale bill).
362

Title'

IV provides Federal aid directly to local school districts and to tribal
r.

educational institutions for meeting the "special educational needs" of

Indian children and adults and for training teachers to aid in Indian

education.
363

But, unlike the programs discussed above, this act

makes specific provisions for Indian community participation in the

planning, operation, and evaluation of Title IV programs. It also

gets up a separate division in the Office of Education to Supervise

this and other Indian education programs, with the aid of pan adyisory

council made up of Indians from across the United States. 364

Title IV money is supposed to be spent on two types of projects:

one for planning and developing new educational programs to net Indian

students'. special needs, and the other for establishing and maintaining

permanent programs for Indian education, including the aaquisition of

equipment and facilities. 365

A local school district must evaluate its programs annually, set:

up controls to ensure that Title IV grants not used to supplant

available local and State funds, and provide for accounting and fiscal

controls over expenditures.
366

Same-oftheSe controls are similar to those written into Title I,

P. L. 874, and JONI statutes and regulations. Fiscal and accounting

controls, however, are new. But the most significant difference

between Title IV and previous Indian education legislation is that

Title IV requires that local programs be developed in open consultation

with the parents and teachers of the Children eligible for Title IV,

assistance. A committee selected by thecdimunity, of which half must

362. Pub. L. 92-318,-20 U.S.C. §S241aa -ff, 880b -3a, 887c, 1119a and
1221f-h (Supp. 1973).

363. Id.

364. 20 U.S.C. §§12212, g (Supp. 1973).

365. 20 U.S.C. §241cc (Supp. 1973).

366. 20 U.S.C. §241dd(a) (4) -(6) (Supp. 1973).
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)

be.parents of participating ptudents, has absolute atithoritto approve

or aisapprove the local program. 367, In theory, then, the program is

subject o considerable local control.

'the Indian Education Act also provides for establishment of pilot

programs to improve education for Ihdian schoolchildren, including

projects to train teachers in the skills needed to meet their special

needs.
368 The Commissioner of Education mdly not approve any money fart

a pilot am unless satisfied that the parents, teachers, and other/

re7esenta 'of the community have given final approval to the

plrugLam and will have adequate opportunity to take part in its

operation and evaluation. 369

Title IV also encourages improvement in Indian adult education.

9 It provides funds for testing the viability of litOracy programs and

high schoa\equivalency teachingmethais currently in use, 3704as well

as money to assess toe extent of adult illiteracy and the lack of high

school education in the Indian community. 371

Despite census data indicating, hat the Navajo adult has a low

educational achievement leVel (as measured by the number of qades

completed), 372 prior to 1972, none of the Federal aid to Indian

education programs specifically included funds for adult education.

ApproxiTately $18 million was appropriated for Title IV in fiscal

year 1973, 'and $30 million each for fiscalyears 1974 and 1975, 373

butino use<1 assessment of Title IV's effectiveness has yet been made.

367. 20 U.S.C. 324141(b (Supp. 1Z73).

368. 20 U.S.C. 3887c (Supp. 1973).

369. 20 U.S.C. f8p1c(f) (Sufp. 1973).

370. 20 U.S.C. §1211a (Supp. V73).

371. 20 U.S.C. 51211a(a)(4) (Supp. 1972).
-/

372k Oil those 25 years or of , less than 19 percent had campleted

highs school in 1970. Census, (2)-1F, Table 11, p. 146.

I

373. Letter fram T.H. Bell, U.S. Commissioner of Education, to Jam
A. Buggs, Staff Director, USCCR, Feb. 27, 1975.

11.
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Title IV contains some features-that Should prevent abuses such

as those that occurred under Title I and'JOM. Besides requiring Indian

participation in projects at the local level,. Title IV provides

for Indian parti ipation at the top level within the Office of Educatial.

An Office of Education-was established to administer the act.

This office is ended by a Deputy Commissioner of Education, selected

from a list of names submitted by the National 2 4ppory Council on

Education.
374

The Council created by this legislation consists of 15 presidential

appointees who must be Indian or Alaskan natives and representatives of

the entire Native American commu
375

nity. OThe*council has responsibility

for advising the Commissioner an the administrlti6n of Title IV programs,
ota

including the establishment of regulations, review of funding, evaluation

of all Indian education projects, and submission of annual reports to

Congress.
i76

It will `be the Commistioner's responsibility, aided b1J,'the Council

on Indian' Education, to assure that the Indian community has a genuine

role in formulating, supervising, and evaluating Title, IV programs at
37/

the local levels.

374. 20 U.S.C.
Tlingit/Sioux,

375. 20 U.S.C.

376. Id.

4

21f (5444 1973). Dr. William G. Demmert, Jr., a
appointed Deputy Cannfs.ianer of Education.

§1221g (Stipp. 1973).

377. The Office of Education concurs with the conclusion in the report
that there exists a needlor better'coordination of Federal programs
which provide 4ducational services to Indian people and for tight
monitoring controls on such programs. In an effort to alleviate
problem the Office of Indian Education, USOE, is in the prOcess of
defining long and short range goals which include a clarification of
adninistrative responsibilities between and.the Bureau df Indian
Affairs, and the development of a cqmprehensive educational plan that
will provide a better delivery of services under existing authorities
(Pub. L. 874, 815, Title I, Title IV, JONI) to Indian people. Letter
from T.H. Bell, UPS. Commissioner of Education, to jOhn A.,Buggs,
Staff Director, Feb. 27. 1975.
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5, HEALTH CARE

"TO provide the people served by
the Navajo Indian Health Service
with the highest quality health
services possible within avail-
able resources..." .

--Goal & the Navajo Area IHS

"A, number of tragic events have
occurred simply because we have
not had thepursing personnel
to adequately staff the hospital...
We have documented about three
cases where'infants...have died
because "there vats nobody to take

care of them."

--Dr. Taylor McKenzie, IHS
Surgeon 378

The average. life expectancy among the Navajo is 63.2 years, about

4 7 years less than the general U.S. population. 79 The infant mortality

rate among the tribe is more than double the U.S. rate; 390.and for

infants 1 through 11 months of age who return to their hone environment

after hospital birth,the death rate is.about three times that of infants
381in the general pcOblation. Poor nutrition, lock ofloasic sanitary

facilities, the effects ofpcverty, cultural clash,-geographic isolation,

unemployment; and lack of education are the obvious foundations for these

bleak statistics. But another factor, well documented at.the Window

Rock hearing, is that throughout the Navajos life, fran the very hOfil*

of birth, the health care delivered under law by the Federal ,Government

is not only inadequate, it is unsafe.

378. Testimony of Dr. McKenzie, p. 192.

379: See Table 4, p. 166.

380. men.

381. Navajo Ten Year Plan, Exhibit No. 4, p. 518.

(.2
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. This conclusion is not the criticism of outside observers. It is

the frank admission of the people who deliver those health services--

the doctors, nurses, and administrators of the Indian Health Service

(IHS) for the Navajo Area. At the hearing a panel of IHS personnel

described from firsthand experience the. frustrations- -and the deadly

dangers-jof ari inadequ4te health care program.

An Inadequate Staff

The IHS operates six hospitals in the Navajo Area. 382 Alijare

critically'understaffed. The areawide ratio of IHS hospital staff to

patients averages 1.6 to 1,
383

as opposed to a national acceptable

average of 2.8t to 1. 384 Many American hospitals have a ratio of

threeataff members to each patient. 385 The Navajo facilities, in

short, fail by almost 50 percent to meet national standards for adequate

patient care. That failure in itself, in several instances, has been

the documented cause of needless.loss of life--including that of a

1

382. By treaty, statute, and administrative regulation, reservation
Indians are entitled to free, comprehensive medical care. The Indian
Health Service (IHS) was establishkd July, 1, 1955, when responsibility
for the maintenance and operation of hospital and health` facilities for
Indians, and far the conservation of Indian health, was transferred
from the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, to the
U.S. Public.Health Service, which operates under the supervision of
the Secretary of Health', ELcatian,and Welfare. 42 U.S.C. §2001(a)
1Supp. 1973). Three IHS hospitals are on the reservation, in 3h rock,
Tuba City, and Ft. Defiance; the others are in Gallup and Crownpo t
New Mexico, and Winslow, Arizona. The IHS also operates nine h lth
centers, eight school health centers, and 18 health clinics in he
remote areas of the reservation.

383. Testimony of Dr. George Bock, Medical Director of Navajo Area IHS,
p. 197.

384. This is the 1973 average for non - Federal, short term, general, and
mother special (e.g., orthopedic and children's) hospitals (profit and
nonprofit). American Hospital Association, Hospital Statistics (1974
poo, p. 20k

385. Testimony of Dnz Bock, p: 197.

lig
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healthy newborn baby who choked to death on his milk in an unattended

nursery.
386

At Shiprock, which is typical of the IHS hospitals, a 1969 study

showed that90 nurses were needed for proper staffing. 387
Despite

this documented need; in fiscal year 1974 thellospital still had only

56 nursing positions. Director Of Nurses Beverly Smith!:told the

Cammission that, as a result of this shortage,Ittle nursing staff

feeltAt is "giving inadequate care,not even safe care. ".388

Ms. Smith cited as an example the obstetrics unit, which has 12 beds

for women who have delivered babies, 12 bassinets, and four isolettes

for premature infants. Each 8-hour shift on that unfit typically

consists of two nurses--a registered nurse assigned to the new mothers

and a licensed practical nurse (LPN) assigned tio the nursery.
389

National standards state that, for a high ,risk or premature baby,

the nurse to baby ratio should be 1 to 1. 3" According to Ms. Smith,

"our ratio his-been as high as one LPN to 18 babies, 8 of them being

prematures.
391

Even worse, the b4bies at Shiprock very frequently

are left unattended.
392

When there is a delivery,the one LPN in the

obstetrics -nit mist assist in the delivery roam, leaving the newborn
.

and premature nursery unstaffed. Ms. Smith told the Cdrmission that

this is just one eXample of situations occurring in all the units because

there are inadequacies in.all. 393

386. Testimony of Dr. Taylor McKenzie, p.:192.

387. Testimony of Beverly Smith, pp. 190-91. The study was conducted
by the Commission on Administrative Services ix' Hospitals (C..P.SH), whose
standards for hospital staffing are accepted /nationally.

388. Ibid., p. 191.

389. Ibid., pp. 191-92.

390. American Academy of Pediatricians, Standards- -and Recammendations
for Hospital Care of Newborn Infants (Rev. 1974), p.

391. Testimdly of Beverly Smith, p. +191.

392.' Ibid., p. 192.

393. Add.

I. 2 0
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. Dr. Taylor McKenzie, Chief of Surgery at the::Shiprodk Indian
4;

Hospital, had mare to say about the serious ess,cf the situation there.
394
.

h2Three babies, he. testified, are known'to e died in the unit due to

inadequate monitoring. Oneof'these infants, lying on its back with a

bottle propel up to its mouth, aspiratedthat is, inhaled the liquid --
/

and died befo it was noticed. BedaUse of the shortage,oflpersonnelk'

babies are fed with a bottle propped in their mouths and left alone.

In another case, a patient with a fractured skull was receiving,,

fluid intravenously on a stretcher in a hospital hallway. unattended;

he fell to the'floor, pulling the intravenous setup with him. His

death, as a result of this accident, Dr. McKenzie testified, was

directly attributable to inadequate nursing coverage.
396

It was also,

Wadded, "inexcusable." 397

The nursing shortage is not limited to the Shiprock Hospital. The

seudy cal pleted in 1,969 covered all sic Navajo Area 1J15 hospitals and

showed a total deficit of 273 nurses. 398''

Dr. George Bodk, Medical Director-of the Navajo Area IHS at the

time-of the Window Rock bearing, explained to the Ctnmission that for

'a time fHS staffing tried i O keep pace with the growing ntiMbers of

Navajos seeking hospital care, When the IHS first took overthe area

'from the BIA in 1955; staffing was "unbelievably terrible," with a mere

436 employees, compared with the current personnel figure of about

1,500.
399

At that time, the staff included only 7 doctors and 1

dentist, eared with today's total of 108 doctors and 46 dentists.
400

394. Dr. McKenzie is the only Navajo physician on the reservation. Only
one other Navajo is known to have 'Completed medical school.

395. Testimony ?of Dr. McKenzie, p. 192.

396. Ibid.,'p. 192.

1

397. Ibid.

398. Testimony of Dr. BOok, p. 193.

399. Ibid., p. 198.

400. Ibid.



In the last few years,,"staffing has plateaued off, but the increase

in outpatients and admissions has gone up."
401

The current staff, according to the panel, has tried to stem the

developing crisis at considerable personalsacrifice. Dr. Bock told

the Cannissicn:

we have nurses that work two shifts. We
have physicians that work 18 hours a day. We have
many of our professionals that put in almost a
16- to 18-hour-day every day to meet this deficit. 402

The "frustrating part," Dr. Bock continued, is that trained people

are available to augment the overburdened staff, but the IHS budget has

proved an insurmountable obstacle. 403

The Budget: Too `Small and TooRigid

The IHS itself has trained an abundance of people to rill medical

and\paramedical positions, but the Navajo Area budget hat consistently

failed to provide the slots--the allocations for hiring more pEfsdhnel.

As described by Dr. Bock, who was responsible far submitting the Navajo

Area's annual budget requests to Washington, the result has been

inefficiency as well as frustration.

For example, Dr. Bock told the Commission that, in 1972, 15 Indian

medics completed 2 years of training. "We were supposed to get 15 new

positions in our budget tido these people. We did not get these

positions so we had to hire with vacated positipnp, lapsed

positions that we had±n th area." 404

In his fiscal year 1974 budieti Dr. Bock had documented the need

for 166 new positions in hospitals and 179:5 in field health. He told

the, Commission, "We got none of them." 405

401.

402. Ibid.

403. Ibid., p. 199.

404. Ibid.

405. Ibid.

122
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IHS budget requests are addressed to the Health Services Administration

of the Department ofHealth, Education, and liWare in Washington. In

fiscal year 1973, Congrest, "in its knowledge of our problem," as

Dr. Bock put iti.added $2.208 million to the IHS budget, but the

President's Office of Management and Budget refused to allocate the
ti

funds until June 13, a few days are the end of that fiscal year.

Since the apprOpriation was na ing, the money was not available

for the next year" base.
406

In the meantime, as Ship: 's Director of Nursing told the Catinission,

trained nurse's aides and LPN'sthe type of.personnel needed for such jobs

as monitoring.premature babies--were waiting to be hired.
407

countdawn on the fiscal year in Washington was a countdown of life on

the Navajo Reservation.

Dr.. Bock told the Commission he appealed to HEW about six times a

year for more help for the Navajo Area.
408 Only once in his 11 years

an the reservation, he testified, had an HSA,administrator ever visited

the area and that was -.the then current administrator, Harold Buzzell.

And he was very impressed with the program and made
a ccmmitment that his first priority would be to
get us .the kinds of support that we need. And as

I say, this was a new experielpe.for us. 409

In the "supporting data that accampanied-his fiscal year 1974.

budget request, Di... Bock painted out that, despite an inpatient and

admissiOn workload equaling 24 percent of total IHS figures, and a

hospital outpatient workload equaling 23 percent, the'Navajo Area

receives only 14 percent of IHS resources for direct patient care.
410

406. Ibid. The:Navajo Area has suffered a shortfall of some ,$1 million
in fttglag budget over the last 3-year period.

407. Testimonyct Beverly Smith, p. 200.

408. Testimony of Dr. Bock, p. 200.

409.. Ibid., p. 202. Assistant Secretary for Health, Dr. Charles Edwards,
later visited the Navajo Reservation on Jan. 8-9, 1974.

410. Navajo rea Indian Health Serkrice, Information and Data Supporting
F.Y. 1974 Indian Health Service Budget, December 1101V, p. 5 (hereinafter
.cited as FY 1974 Budget Request).

(1 1 2 3
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Aside from this, however, the irony of the Navajo Area's budgdt

problems is that HEW'stigid maintenance of inadequate staff position

ceilings and the executive branch's impounding of appropriated funds

have caused waste and inefficiency in most of the other budget categories,

incl.' ding utilization of beds, expenditure of contract medical care X
funds, and training programs.

Training: But No Jabs

The Navajo Area training programs graduate two social worker

associates every 1 to 2 years, as well as nutrition, laboratory, X-ray,'
411and other technicians and community health medics. Dr. Bock, in

his last budget request before the Window Rock hearing, suggested that

future training funds might be better, allocated by providing positions

for the people who have already been trained:

All of these programs train Indian people in health
professions, but if positions are not going to be
available to hire these people upon completion of
training, then other steps should be taken to assure
then of positions or decrease the volume of people
being tra' . . . In addition, the Navajo [tribal]
Health Au ity with its $5,000,000, 5-year grant
to train an people in health careers, will
pramote ticmal pressure on IHS to supply jobs
. . . . Can we then use the funds for training
programs to provide additional positions; and
-allow the Navajo Health Authority and other
agencies to provide the training? 412

In the Navajo Area alone, Dr. Bock estimatedfunds in excess of $200,000

could be transfered to the operating program fran training programs. 413

Beds, Space, and Equipment

Because of the shortage of nursing position's allocated by the IHS

budget, the Shiprock Hospital found it necessar to close down 12 adult

411. FY 1974 Budget Request, p. 5.

412. -Ibid.

413. Ibid.

U124
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beds to reduce the nurse-patient ratio. the reduction meant

better care for hospital patients, it%also meant that fewer Navajo

patients could get care. Since the hospital practices what is called

"acute care medicine," removing the 12 beds, as Dr. McKenzie put it,

meant the IHS had "removed effectively the ability to take care of 12

more acutely ill patients."
414

At the Gallup Indian Medical Center, where a higher level of

\ks expertise in certain medical fields is available, 26 beds had to be

closed down because of inadequate supportive staff for safe care. At

the Ft. Defiance Hospital,,34 beds were closed fOr the same reason,

while the Winslow Hospital was forced to give up 10.
415

Eliminating the beds Obviously had noE eliminated the need or the

demand for hospital care. At the 75-bed ShiproOk facility, there have

been as many as 10 to 12 patients lying in the hall, either to beds or

on stretchers
416

When beds are closed down, patients who would ordinarily be treated

in an IHS hospital are sent elsewhere, for Care paid for at greater cost
417

out of the IHS contract medical care authorization. As Dr. Bock

explained the situation:

If we had supporting staff with the bed capacity
we now have, we could be providing care in our
own facilities which we are now obligated to go
out and buy. And we buy that at two to three
times what it costs us in our facilities to
provide it. 418

414. Testimony of Dr. McKenzie, pp. "192-93.

415. Testimony of 1 Bock, pp. 195-96.

416. Testimony of Gerald Conley, AdMinistra
p. 195.

417. The IHS has a limited budget for medical
reason or another it cannot directly provide.
(app. 1973).

Shiprock IHS Hospital;

services which for one
42 U.S.C. 20001(b)

418. 'Testimony of Dr. Bock, p. 196.
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Even where there is a demonstrated, pressing need, the Area

Director may not use contract 'cal care money to fund staff positions. 419

Again the inflexibility of the udget is restrictive.

Besides personnel shortages, the Navajo Area suffers fran an acute

Shortage of laboratory and other technical equipment. Shiprock Hospital

AdministratOiGeld Conley described the shortages at that facility:

For miample, the National Radiological Society
recommends [a maximum of] 5,000 procedures per
technician per year. At Shiprock, we have one
machine, X -ray machine, and two technicians
doing 15,000 procedures a year, which is three
times what the National Society recommends. 420

As4a result, people who came to the hospital for X-rays "wait long hours;

they become disgusted; they leave . . ." without being X-rayed. And this,

Mr. Conley added, creates more problemS. 421

The Shiprock Hospital laboratory is short on space, staff, and

equipment- Mr. Conley testified, for example:

. . .we're authorized four laboratory technicians
to perform some 123,000 procedures a year, which
if you break that down per technician and by day,
it's an astronomical number.

. . . the National Laboratory Technologists
Association recommends 850 to 1,000 procedures
a month per technician. So here again, without
adequate equipment and with the tremerdoks demand
by the medical staff we are forced to send some
13,000 to 15,000 procedures out to contract
laboratories because we don't have the equipment
or the staff to do it, and neither do we have
the roan to perform these. 422

The laboratory is one area where quantity can easily take its toll

on quality. The shortages, Mr. Conley told the Commission, are a very`

important factor:

419. Ibid.

420. Testimony of Gerald. Conley, p. 193.

421. Ibid., pp. 193-94.

422. Ibid., p. 194.
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. . it does lower the quality becautoten ycu
work a laboratory techniatuickalftwo.or three
thousand procedures a month, that person is more
apt to make a mistake in a procedure than if we

had adequate staff and equipment to lr the
number of procedures dawn to the national
recommended number, 850 to 1,000. 421

Because of thi shortage Hof equipment and personnel, and the limits

on both overtime and contract medical care funds, the Shiprock Hospital

in FY 1973 had to restrict both the kinds and number of ?dab procedures

staff physicians were permitted to order.
424

As a result, according

cto Dr. McKenzie:

. . . the doctors felt that there were times
whertpatients who required extremely necessary
laboratory procedures, that with this restriction,
that they were not able to conduct the *proper
kind of diagnostic workup that the patient
required. 425

On the outpatient side, the shortages are equally' serious and, to the

tient, all themereapparent. The Shiprock Hospital Administrator

efiedthat the facility is handling 60,000 outpatient visits per

year, with only five examining rooms. As Mr. Galley summed it up:

We` need more examining rocms. We need more roan
for X-ray. We need additional roan for educational
purposes . . . . We need additional waiting roan
area. 426

Census Errers: Part of the Problem

Obstification for more Navajo Area clinics, hospital space, staff,

etc., must be based on population figures; and on this subject there

is a major kcalict between the U.S. Bureau of the Census and independent

census takers.

423. Ibid.

424. Testimony of Dr. McKenzie, p. 195.

425. Ibid.

426. Testimony of Gerald Conley, p. 194.



Mr. Conley testified that in 1970 the Census Bureau issued a

population figure of 22,000 for the Shiprock Service Unit. 427

The tribal government challenged this figure, as well as the total

Census figures for on- and off-reservation Navajos.

In the Shiprock area, three separate counts sound 6,000'to 10,000

more Navajos than the Census Bureau. 428'
Census Bureau figures are

one part of the data that IHS headquarters uses to deternne the size

of a facility; this deficiency in the Census figures, Mr. Conicley

testified, is one reason why the Shiprock Hospital is not large

enough for the region's needs. 429

HEW is not the only Federal agency using,Census data as guidelines

for allocations. Because of the Census undercount, the tribe must

continually justify its fair Alocation of everything from dental

chairs to revenue sharing funds. 430

The Context of Navajo Health

Health care on the Navajo Reservation is not an isolated problem

that might be solved on a solely-medical/ plane. The probtiam of Indian

health, as the Area's Medical Director pointed out, exists in the

tote context of an impoverished, underdeveloped society:

427. Ibid.cp. 209.

428. TOstimmy of Gerald Conley, p. 209.

429. Ibid.

I430. See, enerall , Transcript, pp., 209-10. The tribe successfully
Challeng, , or example, the 1970 population figure (89,086) that was
used to determine the revenue sharing allocations for the Navajo Tribe
for entitlement periods 1-3, 4, and 5. With the assistance of the BIA,
the Office of Revenue Sharing 'determined that the approximate 45-ril 1,
1970, population was 119,070.- Letter from Arthur L. Office of
Revenue Sharing, to the Navajo Tribal Council Chairman, . 26, 1975.
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There's no dO.Ubt that the economic level of a
country or a natiori,tlike the Navajo Nation, is

directly related to the health of that nation,
and that when we . . . give ja mother] good
instructions as to haw to feed her child and how
to prepare formula and how to store the formula,

when that mother goes home to a Kogan where there
is no electricity, no refrigerationdirrnuming
water and a possible contmninttalwater supply,

it makes it difficult because of the

economic to have the effect you
cculd.have with the health delivery system.°

So until the economic improvqment takes place
the impact of the health. system is going to bL
impaired. 431

Poverty on the vast Nava(o Reservation means a land where diphtheria,

a disease preventable by innoculation, is still endemic.
432

It means

the need to refer people to clinics 70 or more miles fran their homes,

difficulty irearranging transportati

and long waiting times for appointmen

severe nutritional deficiencies caus

diseases common in developing nations of the world but shameful and

unnecessary in the midst of.a land of affluence and industry. And

this, as Dr. Bock concluded, should not be. 435

a lack of qualVied followup,
433

It means Children with

marasmus and kwashiorkor --
434

431.' Testimony of'Dr. Bock, p. 268.

432. FY 1974 biudget Requeslc,.p. 100.

433. Ibid., pp. 113-14.

434. Testimony of Dr, Bock, p. 208.

435. Ibid.
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TABLE 4

HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE INDICATORS:

NAVAJO ANI U.S. 1970

Infant death rate, per 1000 live b'

Incidence of certain infectious diseases,
per 100,000 population.

Tuberculosis.
Rheumatic fever

Navajo U.S.

42.3 20.7

270 19
90 1.6

Hepatitis 1,120 223

Life expectancy at birth (years) 63.2 70.5

Hospital beds per 1,000 population 4.4 7.8

Physicians per 100,000 population 92 163

SOURCE: Navajo Area Office, U.S. Public Health Serviok__

ReprintediEranNamajo Ten Year Plan, Exhibit No. 4, p. 517.
,
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Office of Navajo Labor Relations, for example, an effort to

deal with the reservation's Itaineriii4 unemployment, was

approved by the tribdcounicil in early 1972; the BIA did not

sanction it until more than 1 year later. testimony indicated

that such delays are the rule rather than the exception, and the

time lag has an adverse 'impact on progress as Well as morale.

Because of the dual entitlement of reservatiop Indians, the

Navajo are entitled to all the services and benefits accruing to

American citizens by virtue of their citizenship, as well as the

special'entitlements flawing fr!am treaty obligations and special

laws enacted to benefit:Indians. In spite of the'dual entitlement

principle, the tribe is often it off fram benefits and services

Available to other citizens because of an inconsistent Federal

policy toward Indian tribes as equivalent units of local government.

One example is thetribe'e-experience with the .Federal Highway

Administration OW, which could be of assistance in bringing,

the reservation's ratio of paved roads to square miles up to par

with surrounding areas. The tribe was refused MIKA assistance

because the statutes creating that and other key agencies do not

include tribal governments among the types of local governments

with which thoge agencies can do business. The tribal.government,

therefore, while it fuhctions like a local government in providing

necessary services to its constituents, does.not have access to

Federal agencies funding specific programs. An even clearer example

of the nonrecognition of the tribal government is the imposition

of Federal excise tax on autanobiles purchased by ,the tribal police.

State and county governments are not "burdened with this tax.

Expert testimony at the hearing supported the conclusion,that

there can be no significant economic development for the Navajo Nation

until the political questions surrbunding the tribe's legal status

are resolved.

01:82
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Etoncmic Developmept
#

The problem with'econanic development is that the tribe

is almost starting from scratch. Per- gpita incame,on the

reservation is about 900, or one-fou4 the total U.S. figure.

Development thus far has operated primarily in aneacolonial

context, with 'outside developers primarily interested in mineral

.exploitation. The reservation has valuable energy resources

in oil, natural gas, coal, and uranium. Strip m4ning is now

conducted under leases that failed Ito mention the method of

\t/
coal extraction or to guarantee adequate restoration of the

land to natural contours. The tribe is concerned about the

fairness of future mineral exploitation leases, in view of ,,

the relatively small size of its reserves. There is considerable

distrust of large companies seeking to do business on the

reservation, based in large part on the past failures of such

companies provide employment and other benefits to the tribe.

Testimany-Aferred to one incident in which a gas company allegedly

represented that 900 Navajos would be employed at each of three pro-

posed gasification plants, whereas the plants actually would employ

a total of 900 employees each, which is not to say.that any part-

icular number would be Navajos. Other statements were allegedly

made to the effect that water to be diverted form the Sin Juan River

for plant use would also be available to the local cammunity for

nagnoommercial farm and household uses, when actually the company had

not secured the water rights and had not planned to provide for non-

commercial use. Responsibility for ascertaining what rights and

is are being guaranteed to the tribe under such a contract

should iie with the BIA, which should make a coMplete and comprehensive

report to the local chapter house before it is asked to vote its

approval. r

Members of the tribe believe that 50-50 partnership arrange-

ments with major firms fIr development of oil and gas reserves on

the reservation might help to avoid same of the abuses of outside

(1123
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exploitation. But believe that lobbying efforts witHin

the Department of the,Interior defeated at least one ,such effort

in the past and may endanger future partnership proposals.

Besides its shortage of technical and managerial expertise,

the reservation is lacking in other development factors that

would help the tribe to take greater control aver industrial develop-

ment. Antrigrthese deficiencies are extremely poor transportation

facilities ,(shortagg of paved roads, ix) major rail shipping depot, -

air transport limited to 'small charter services), a lack of skilled

labor, an inoomplete irrigation sysLm, and, most crippling of all,

an extreme scarcity of investment capital. t
Because the tribe does not control the institutions for develop-

ment on the reservation, capital that could be generated is instead

drained off; there is an absence,'that is, of any multiplier effect.

According to expert testimony, there has been no significant effort

in the history of Federal Indian ,affairs policy to plan-and provide

systematically the necessary capitalization for both resource and

human development meshed witithe tribe's own resources (mostly fram

land, leases and mineral royalties) . The Federal Government has

chosen to run a relief economy rather thab\a"development economy..

-1Navajos have difficulty obtaining credit for business develop-

ment. Since tribal lands are held n trust by the Federal Government,

the land a Navajo lives on cannot be used as collateral for a

private bank loan. Neither will the banks recognize personal property

as collateral. The special institutions that exist to help fill

such credit and investment capital gaps--the Small Business Adminis-

tration, the Economic Development Administration, and the Navajo

Revolving Credit Fund, for example--have only a fraction of the

capital needed and,in sane instances are not structured-to render

required services. SBA regulations and paliCies are not adapted to

serving Indian applicants, and the miribrity enterprise program

apparently was not planned to include Indians. SBA's community

(J134
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development program has alaoifailed to relate to Navajo needs;

the praTramcaters only to profit-oriented business, while tribal

culture encourages nonprofit cooperatives. Only one group of

NaFajos has meta mil of the program's requirements. Their
-

application was for-a $350,000 loan to st-t a commercial laundry

facility'in TUba'city, in tie western part of the reservation.

SBA, hoWeveriignated a guarantee from the BIA that this laundry

would_get a BIA contract for 3 years, something BIN said it was

unable to give. SBA claims it did everything it-could to try

to get the business started,but received little cooperation from

the BIA. *IA counters that it lacks authority to guarantee any

contract forlyears, adding, without any apparent evidence, that

to have done so anyway would have put dnother Indian laundry, same

200 miles away, out of business: The Ccmmission fauna no logical

reason, why these two agencies couldpothavewarked out same common

grounkof agreement on which this project might have been funded.
Another obstacle to dm/business starts is the involved pro-

%

cedure for obtaining a lease on the reservation. Thb process includes

same 20 seeps that may take from 1 to 5 years tocomplete.

Emplayment

The Navajo Tribe has made a major effort in the last 3 years

to reduce its unemployment rate gam the 65 percent figure of 1971.

(In 1974, reservation Unemployment was 40 pencent.) That.effort,

for the most part; has been without BIA assistance and sometimes

against its opposition. 'DIA contracts may not even contain the

words "Indian preference" but may speak instead of "local preference,"

a term under which employi-rs have enjoyed broad leeway, despite

BIA assurances twat the :intent" of the'clause is for Indian

preference and is explained as such to contractors. While other

aspects of these dintracteare monitored and enforced, the BIA

makes no valid effort to monitor or enforce the employment pro-

visions. BIA officials.testified that a shortage of staff forced

1 `I5
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them to rely on the tribe to discover and report con act violations.

Yet, the Bureau delayed more than a year in approving Office

of Navajo Labor Relations that, among other things, monitor

employment complaints.

The chief BIA contracting officer for the' Navajo area was

not sure how Indian employment data readied his office,. or whether'

the office even had such a reportincosystem. Despite the standard

equal employment opportunity clause in BIA contracts for services

and supplioas, the contracting office has never required break-

downs an Indian employment from suppliers, has nor made a formal

check an their employment'practices,and bps never cancelled or

threatened to cancel a contract for nopcompliance with the EEO

clause. The BIA has never issued any'speciiic guidelines for

conducting onsite observations, nor has it ever held a conference

of EEO officers to share experiences or formulate guidelines.

Tribal efforts to get stronger Navajo preference provisions

inserted in approximately 100 contracts and leases with large employers

an and near the reservation have ranged frdm persuasive bargaining

to at least one major EECC complaint. The tribe finds the al-

ternative of going to court with contractors who violate the preference

clause impractical for financial reasons. The corporations doing

bUsiness on the reservation include same of the richest in the

country, with resources adequate for the longest litigation. Since

the BIA must approve all of the tribe's contracts and leases, it

would seen to bear sane responsibility for securing enforcement.

But no contractor has been sued by the Government for violation of

a contract's employment provisions.

Overall, the Commission found the BIA's response to the Navajo

unemployment problem has ranged frantobstructionist-to, at best,

insufficient to'cliange the status quo. Where the BIA should be

exercising a leadership role, as in the wording of own oantr

with private employers, the Commission found it instead in last

Place, with the weakest employment provisions of all. Where the

1)136
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BIA should be demonstrating that the full authority of the

FederalGovenroent stands behind enforcement of the Navajo

preference clause in tribal contracts, instead it closes its

eyes to even the possibility of violations. The BIA, in short,

has created and maintains an elaborate machinery that intrudes

on almost every aspect of Navajo life but is incompetentor

unwilling--to enforce Navajo rights.

Education

Most Navajo children attend schools on or near the Navajo

Reservation. In the past few years more students have been

staying in school longer, but the proportion graduating from

high who& remains well below that for other groups.

Education on the Navajo Reservation is provided through

multiple. delivery systems: the three separate public school systems

of Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah; BIA-cperatedschcols; and some

privatevhools. The Commission found no evidence that these systems

have made any attempt to coordinate their educational efforts. Such
,
lack of coordination negatively affects Navajo education from

beginning to end: There are no uniform standards for teacher cer-

tification; salaries are disparate; no unifortic4curriculum has been

deireloped; and no single authority is responsible for monitoring

the millions of dollars in Federal aid spent for the education of

Indian students on the Navajo Reservation.

Regardless of the school system they are in, Navajo students

find theneelves in an environment controlled and dominated by non-

Indians. Mast of the teachers and administrators in reservation

schoole are Anglo. Public school boards of education are dominated

by non-Indians and those few Indians who do serve wield little

authority. Parent advisory boards are the BIA school equivalent of

aboard of education; while these are all Indian, their function is

only advisory and they are essentially powerless.

Navajos, in fact, have been excluded from the decisionmaking

process in these school systems. The result has been a variety of

( 1 1 N 7
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educational' policies unrelated to the Navajo community. The

Navajo language mind culture have been largely ignored in the

curricUltri offered to NIvajo students. Although an occasional

course in the Navajo language is offered, there is little push

to develop bilingual education and same schools still re-

primand students and teachers for speaking Navajo. Nor has bi-

cultural education had much support from non-Indian educational

planners on the reservation. Insensitivity to Navajo culture is re-

vealed dramatically in the preservation by many schools of a dress

code requiring male students to keep their hair short, effectively

.preventing them fran wearing the traditional "Navajo knot."

Navajos have little opportunity to receive teacher training

on the reservation. The lack of Navajo teachers in reservation

schools was cited frequently as a primary reason for the Navajo

student's passive interest in school. While it is clear that more

Navajo and Indian teachers need to be recruited, clearer still is

the need for revised certification requirements for teachers in

such subjects as Navajo history and culture, traditional crafts,

and the Navajo language, areas of learning that bear little relation

to academic degrees.

Transportation on the reservation is bad; the population is

widely scattered and the roads are both few and poor. Students

travel many miles by bus or are boarded at BIA schools. A few

community -cantrolled schools have been started and may prOvide an

answer to both distance and boarding schools. Television as a

vehicle for more localized education is in the developmental stages.

Adult education programs have so far been Limited in size and in

scope. Imagination and innovative technology are needed to solve

sane of the unique educational problems presented by the Navajo

Reservation.

Two basic findings relate to all of the Commission's

specific recommendations for improvement in Navajo education:,

1. The language, history, and culture of Navajos are not

I) 1 3
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--,inoorporated as integral parts, of the,educational

Process. \\ ,

2. Navajos are not fully representeein decisionmaking

positions that determine and influence educational

policies and practices.

Health Care

Health care on the reservation is not only inadequate, it is

unsafe. Patients'are left Unattended; doctors'are limited in the

kinds and numbers of diagnostic tests they can request; laboratories

are cramped, unequipped, understaffed, and overworked4vand

mistaked, serious mistakes, are carmOn. All six IHS hospitals in

the Navajo area are critically understaffed. While the average

national ratio of hospital staff to patients is 2.8 to 1, the

IHS hospitals is 1.6 staff members to each patient. Thdbe staff

shortages have been the documented cause of needless loss of life

in several instances. FOr high risk or premature babies, the

reommended nurse to patient ratio is 1 to 1, but in a typical IHS

Navajo halatal that ratio has been as lopsided as one nurse to

18'babies, 8 of than premature. At Ship rock IHS Hospital, where

newborns are frequently left unattended, three infants are known

to have died as a result of inadequate monitoring. Because of budget

limitations, the hospitals have had no choice but to close down beds

to avoid more such incidents. But, even before the beds were closed,

the hospifalq were already too small to meet the needs of the re-

servation population, badly undercounted in the census on which the

IBS relies for its need estimates.

The Area Medical Director is not free to make necessary

adjustments in a too tight budget. The Director can only suggest

(and in the past has done so as often as six times a year) that

sane of the money' used to train people for nonexistent staff positions

might more practically be used to provide positions for people

f19
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already trained, and that some of the money for expensive, outside

contract medical care might be better used providing nurses and

aides to attend available beds, so they will not have to be closed

down in order to avoid."aocidents" such as a healthy baby

choking to death wh9e unattended.

The injustice cOmitted on the Navajo people by the Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and We.lfare,..tbe IHS parent agency,

is one of both nonfeasance and misfeasance--of not doing what is

necessary and of doing inadequately what it does at all. As a

result, the IHS has failed to measure up'to its own professed goal:

"to provide. . the highest quality health services possible within

available resources" because substantial portions'of those

resources have been wasted through inefficiency and misadministraticn

at the highest level. The Office of Management and Budget, by

impounding congressionally-appropriated funds for reservation

health care, has shown a callous disregard for the dire needs of the

poorest of hmerica's poor. Finally, it must be recognized that

heath problems of the Navajo Reservation cannot be solved on a

solely medical plane. Health care, nutrition, and sanitation are

an integral part of economic development and must be improved

simultaneously and in condpnction with improvement of the

education 'and livelihood of the Navajo people.

140
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7. RETTINDATIONS

I. ACTICN NEEDED TO IMPROVE THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE NAVAJO TRIBE:

1. Congress should enact legislation recognizing the Navajo

Tribal Obunoil as a governing body for the purpose of Federal tax

classification under the internal Revenue Code, as well as to qualify

the tribe for grants and loam avAilable directly fran Federal agencies

that are currentlyrrestricted by the warding of their enabling statutes

fran dealing with tribal 9overnments on Indian reservations.

'Although the Navajo tribal government maintains an elected council

and provides necessary services for the reservation population, signifi-

cant Federal laws, including the Internal Revenue Code, fpil to give it

the same rights and privileges as State and county governinents. The

tribe's purchase of police cars, for example, is not exa4ort fran the

Federal excise tax. The Federal Highway Administration is not empowered

under its enabling legislation to*transact business with the tribal

council. FHWA can only do business with State and county governments.

Instead of,the,lengthy and duplicative process of amending each relevant

statute, one piece,of appropriate legislation could remedy this problem.

2. The process by which virtually every significant proposal

approved by the Navajo Tribal Council must be further approved by the

BIA should be amended and streamlined into a system similar to the

presidential veto, with fewer categories of resolutions requiring BIA

antnapproval, with a provision for automatic approval when the Bureau

to

II. ACTIONNEEDED TO HASTEN ECCNCMIC DEVELOPMENT ON THE NAVAJO RESERVATION:

1.' Congress should enact legislation creating:a program of develop-

ment aid sufficient to support essential services to the reservation

population until such time as tribal revenues are adequate to maintain

both an infrastructure and reasonable development investment.
4.4
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RevenUes currently received by the tribe from oil leases and

royalties are largely absorbed by administrative costs - -the day to

day expenses of running a government and meeting basic welfare needs

on the reservation. Less than 4 peroent of the tribe's budget revenue
4

of $16.9 million is investment Capital. Expert testimony pointed out

the need far Federal subsidiiation of administrative costs to allow

the tribe to use its own revenue for investment development.

2. A,Federal program shoUid be established under which the tribe

would have access to the best technical expertise available within any

branch or agency of the Federal Government for assistance in pAanning

and decisionmaking aspects of development. This program migltake

the form of paid leaves of absence .or special. projects of up to'l year,

during which experts in fields designated by the tribal coundil would

conduct studies and make reports for the council an matters '-kelated to

economic development.

Testimony at the Window Rock hearing. revealed tlVat the tribe has

not had adequate, impartial technical advice in negotiating contracts

with outside corporations. The burden of ascertaining what benefits *

local residents would receive from projects such as gasification plants

proposed for their areas has fallen on individual members of those

communities who might have the. time and resources for. investigiating

the proposals. Neither has the tribal council had access

of development expertise that could contribute to long range

toward the time when mineral resources on the feservation are likely to

be depleted. The Commission considers it imperative that long range

planning assistance be provided and that the tribe have unbiased answers

to such questions as the adequacy of royalties,. the extent and methods

of mineral extraction, and the extent of environmental alteration

involved in a proposed projectioefore being called upon to give its

approval.

3. Congress, in view of its 1962 commitment to fund the Navajo

Irrigation Project, should with the assistance of the tribe establish

a reasonable timetable for fulfillment of that commitment.

type
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Nearly one-third of all Navajo families spend sane time in stock 7
raising and working small farms, but, with only a few excepticjs, these

agricultural incomes provide only bare subsistence. More than half

(55 percent) of the 25,000 square miles of Navajo land area is classified

as desert that sugports,scattered herds of livestock. Nearly two-fifths

(37 percent) is steppe, a semi-arid land also used for grazing, and about

8 is forest and mountain country used for lumber production and

wi attractive potential for recreational use. Because of the lack of

dams, canals, and irrigation systems, the tribe has never ben able to

make full use of its rights to water an and bordering on the reservation.

Congress authori;ed the Navajo Irrigation Project in 1962, but faring

has been grossly inadequate. The tribe has estimated that, to complete

the project by 1986, $150 million in funding is needed through 1982.

Its completion would bring 110,000 acres into irrigated ageicultural

production.

4. The Federal Government, through the Federal Highway Administration,

cooperate with the tribal council in formulating timetablei for

paved,roads cammemsuraimwith the reservation's ecoilomi'and

social needs.

Although the reservation has both natural and human resources,

many other elements are lacking that affect its attractiveness to

investment capital.* A manufacturer's accessrto markets, for example,

is an important consideration in plant location. Transportation

facilities on the reservation are severely limited. Roads generally

have been built only to link_ the various government facilities--schools

hospitals, and offices. Only 1,370 mileg of roads are paved. 'his is

little more than one-third of the ratio of paved roads to square miles

in the rural areas of the States surrounding the Navajo Reservation.

Other modes of transportation Dare even more limited.

5. The Department of the Interior should adopt a policy in favor

of joint enterprises--on a 50-50 basisbetween the tribe and corporations

wishing to conduct business on the reservation.
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The tribe attempted in the 1950's to develop its uranium resources

along partnership lines with &major corporation, but the project was

never approved by the Department of the Interior. There is concern

among the tribe that in competitive fields, such as the oil and gas

industries, considerable ltbicym4 goes on in the Department to dis-

courage joint ventures with the tribe. .Nemertheless, the tribal

council is still pOrsuing this course in hopes of securing a more

equitable share of profits, a larger percentage of the labor force,
4

more job training4 andmore desirable utilization of resources.

6. (a) The Small Business Administraticrleculd establish an

Indian desk and the Equal OEportunity Loan Program should be recon-

structed to deal with credit ptcdblems peculiar to reservation Indians.

The Small Business Administration's loan programs are ill-suited

to serve the Navajo Nation. 'One SBA program that has completely failed

ff

the tribe is the community development program,' which is limited to

profit-oriented. businesses, while the culture of the Navajo is More

supportive of nonprofit, cooperative ventures. That program should

be amerided te'allow participation by self-sustaining, nonprofit Navajo

businesses.

(b) The Bureau of Indian Affairs should establish a coordinating

committee to formulate and coordinate programs and policies among agencies

doing business with the Navajo Tribe,-including the SBA and any other

Federal agency that is now or may in the future ;be empowered tO'beal

directly with the tribe.

The need for such a i, body is demonstrated by the

situation that develtadvAlen group of Navajos suooesdalin meeting

all the requirements for a local development company loan under the

communiy digyeIopment program of SBA. SBA conditioned the loan on the

BIA's agreement to enter a/31ear contract with the proposed Navajo

business. The BIA refused and the loahwasirejected. The Commission

found both agencies at fault and recommends thatasuch problems ble dealt

with in the future by a body set up to find ways of overcoming interagency

barriers and of fully utilizing all Government programs that might con-

tribute to economic development.

fr
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7, The Navajo Revolving Credit Fund Should be augmented by an

adequate Federal subsidy and itSfprogri.ms rodtinely advertised across

the reservation.

The Navajo Revolving Credit Fund was establiShed.in the late 1940's

with tribal funds and an initial loan of $700,000 from the BIA'sRevolv--

ing Credit Fund. As of June 30, 1973, BIA participation had been

reduced to $25Q,0(% and the tribe's investment had grown to nearly

$2 million. -Retained earnings in the program ampunted.to $429,906,

making a total,investment of $2;668,257,. ,The major problem with the
)

tribal credit program is simply that i lacks sufficient funds to support

significant small bus's development.

ACTION NEEDED TO INCREASE EMPIthMENT AMONG THE NAVAJOS:

1.- The Bureau of IndiLa Affairs should issue an unequivocal state-

ment of its intent to enforce up to 100. percent Navajo preference in

t Federal contractors on and near the reservation, in

accordance, with the opinion issued by the Department of Labor Solicitor's

Office.

(a) Guidelines should be developed and published for the

,attainment bf Navajo preference and for the training and upgrading of

Navajo employees under Federal contracts.

(b) A revised and more precisely. worded clause delineating

tleseiNavajo preference requirements should be included in all future

Government contracts.

(c) The BIA should also establish a reliable monitoring system

and hire an adequate Navajo enforcement Staff to ensure compliance with

the Navajo preference clause and the guidelines for training and upgrading.

The Department of Labor Solicitof's Office in August 1973 issued

its opinion that, ,under Title VII of the Civil, Rights Act of 1964, the

preference for m can employment is an absolute one that may work.to

he total exclusion of all non7Tridian employees, trainees, etc. The

BIA has never concurred.with this interpretation. BIA contracts covering
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construction and procurement include a clausq calling for preference

for "local residents." According to Navajo Area BIA officials, BIA

contracting fficers have no authority to require that, whenever possible,

144
local employ hired under the clause-must be Indian; The Navajo Area

BIA office responsible for $60 million in Pederal contracts in the -year

preceding the Window Rock hearing had never required breakdowns on

Indian employment from contractors, had never made a formal check on

employment practices, and had never cancelled or even threatened to

cancel a contract for noncompliance with its employment provisions.
N

The excuse offered far .this neglect was ck of staff and lack of time.
...,

Where it was claimed that onsite ob tion was cone by BIA officials,

it was also admitted that the ed was simply "personal observation"

without any guidelines or system fat-reporting findings.,

2. The Secretary of the Interior should put the full strength of

that office behind tribal efforts to renegotiate inadequate preferential

employment provisions of existing leases and contracts between the tribe

outside rises to reflect the -- t (of Labor inion as to

full compliance under Title VII of the Civil-Rights Act of 1964.

The Office of Navajo Labor Relations has drawn.up a new and more

precisely worded preference'tlause, as well as guidelines for training

and upgrading of Navajo employees. These guidelines have been approved

by the Solicitor's Office of the Department of Labor as being in accord

with Title VII and are now included along wih the preference provisions

in new coniracts and leases of the tribe.

About 100 leases are#already outstanding, however, that contain the

original Navajo preference clause, to which many employers have given no

more than a literal interpretation. Sane of the leases are for 50 to

90 years. Since the tribe lacks the resources for forcing compliance

with the intent of the original clause through litigation, the Office

of Navajo-Labor Relations has/been seeking to renegotiate these contract
A

provisions with willing employers. In one situation, in which an

investigation was conducted by the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission, an employer agreed L. renegotiation after being requested

1) 1 4 0
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to do so "in a very forceful manner" by the Secretary of the Interior.

The Commission believes the Secetary should take the initiative in

this matter and urge renegotiation of the preference clause in all

existing contracts and leases-on the reservation.

.3. National unions involved in hiring on projects located on or

near the reservation should be affirmAively encouraged by the Department

of the Interior to make every effort to facilitate implementation of the

Navajo preference requirement.

Hiring for several major construction projects on the reservation

has been done, in accordance with union contracts, at hiring halls off

the reservation, and sometimes at great distances from the project sites.

Male an agreement has been worked out whereby Navajos can keep in

contact with hiring halls in Phoenix and Flagstaff, Arizona, by mail,

there are still problems caused by distance and the lack of transportation.

The Department of the Interior should fully support the efforts of the

Office of Navajo Labor Relations to alleviate these problems. Unless

the unions make their hiring hall procedures more convenient for the

reservation Indians, Navajos will continue to be hampered in realizing

their full rights under the Navajo preference requirement.

4. The Navajo Tribe.should.create and the EEOC should fund a tribal

that would have 'urisdiction over ,laints*of t discrimi-

nation on the reservation. This agency should be granted authority

that

municipal agency in order for EEOC to defer complaints to the agency.

EMpIoyment discrimination is clearly ,a problem on the reservation.

One way such problems have traditionally been handled elsewhere is by

local human relations commissions or other agencies of that nature with

power to investigate, conciliate, and provide sanctions. EEOC has the

authority to promote and fund such agencies. The tribe itself does not

have sufficient funds to establish and staff suchan agency.
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IV. ACTION NEEDED TO IMPROVE NAVAJOCUCATICN:

AdMinistration

' 1. Congress should designate the Navajo Tribe as a Tribal

Education Agency.

Fifty-two thousand students, 'almost all of them Navajo,-attend

schoOl on the reservation. Yet &e. COmmission found a consistent lack

of Navajo participation in the educational process--few Navajo teachers,

fewer Navajo administrators, and no tribal role in coordination of the

various systems that deliver education to the Navajo Reservation.

Designation as a Tribal Education Agency Oftg0 will all the

tribe to represent its constituency from a position of authority

oommensuratewith that of State education agencies. Such designation

is particularly important to the tribe in its dealings with State

education agencies, and in its relationship to the Federal Government.

As a TEA,lthe tribe will be able to coordinate expenditure and monitoring

of Feder monies such as Johnson-O'Malley and PitieI funds for the

reservation as a whole, thus avoiding the present separatist process of

treating those parts of, the States falling within the reservation's

bogies as three unrelated units.--and the BIA system as a fourth unit.
16

TEA could be instrumental in establishing uniform standards for

teacher certification and curriculum content for all schools on the

reservation. Amore long range gpal, already being studied by the

Navajo Tribal DivisAl of Educatibn, is the unification of the BIA

school network, with the three State public school systems. The TEA

would be responsible for carrying forward this unification effort.

Most important, the TEA would, for the first time, provide the

Navajo people with a specific structure for affecting the educational

programs of all schools on the reservation. The proposed agency would

be able to work with its counterparts in surrounding States to consider

more carefully the concerns of Navajo children policies are

established for the common good of all studentsWir) those States:

o1 8
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2. REW and the BIA must coordinate the expenditure and monitoring

of those funds under their supervision that are used to aid. Indian

education.

Four Federal funding sources currently provide aid for the education

of Indialfchildren: P.L. 874 funds, allocated.on a per student basis,

in lieu of taxes;Johnson-CAMalley funds allocated per Indian student,

nominally to meet special Indian education needs; Title I monies,

granted perlstudent on the basis of economic and educational deprivation;

and Title IV funds, granted per Indian child to meet the special educational

needs of Indiam children.

The funding process for each of these allocations is independent of

all the others; there is no cross-referencing of amount, purpose, or

accomplishment for these expenditures. The responsibility for coordinating

these aid programs lies with the supervising agency. Guidelines pramul-

gated_bg these agencies Should detail a procedure that will guarantee that

these f not be duplicative and that they be spent for their intended

purposes.

The *ecently passed Indian Education Assistance Act directs the

Secretary of the Interior to prepare for Congress, in consultation with

the Secretary Of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,-an

analysis of JOM programming as it dovetails with other Indian education

funding. Title I and Title IV are included in the list set out in the

act for analysis;,874 funds are not mentioned. Such an analysis is a

first step in the coordination process, but it should be comprehensive,

taking into account all of the programs that provide assistance to

Indian education, and should lead to a continuing program of inter-

agency cooperation in this area. This will require both preplanning

and much more monitoring than has so far been evident in connection

with these programs.

Designation of the tribe as a Tribal Education Agency, as described

above, would help to coordinate funding goals, but the process of

coordinating all phases of the fUndingland program process must start at

(l1 9
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the Federal agency level and must include Navajos as planners, adminis-

trators, and monitors of all programs involving aid to Indian education.

3. Navajos must be fully represented in the decisionmaking positions

that determine and influence educational-policies and practices affecting

Navajo children.

This recommendltion is addressed to the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

State boards of education, local boards of education, and those Federal

agencies responsible for funding programs that require locally selected

advisory boards.

In this Commission's Southwest Indian Report, released in May 1973,

it was recommended that the BIA amend its.JOhnson70'Malley regulations

to provide that representatives of the Indian community control the use

Of JONI funds. Since that time, amended regulations have been issued by

the BIA (39 Fed. Reg. 1776, January 14, 1974) And thereafter revised

(39 Fed. Reg. 30114, August 21, 1974). The revised regulations reflect

a commitment to increased parental participation and control in the

development of supplemental education programs for Indian children. It

will now be the responsibility of the BIA to ensUre that such increased

parental participation-occurS in a meaningful way.

For the most part, however, Navajos continue to be underrepresented

at all levels of decisionmaking that directly affect the education which

Navajo children do and will receive. While same Navajos may be elected

or appointed to local boards of education, they continue to be out

numbered and outvoted by their non-Indian ciounte;parts. There is also

a logistical problem of cost and availability of travel to and from

school and advisory board meetings; Indian parents and community members

are not always aware that transportation money is available under same,

of the Federal aid to education programs.

It was amply documented at the Window Rock hearing that few Navajos

have the incentive to participate as school board or advisory committee

members when their opinions and suggestions are so often discounted.

ti 1 5
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This situation has led to an absence of Navajos among the ranks of those

elected to State and local boards of education.

Although the tribal council has recently voted to give the BIA

advisory school boards sane authority over BIA school personnel, the

PIA, itself, has been slow in initiating increased Navajo involvement

in RIA education decisions. There are few Navajos in administrative-

positions in BIA schools; nor are there many Navajos in the professional

ranks of the BIA Navajo Area Division of Education.

Curriculum

1. State departments of education in Arizona, New Mexico, and

Utah should establish relEaasts'aimed at assuri that the individual

interests, language,

consideration in the curriculum and instructional materials used

1.2942.schodistricts.Thesertsshouldincludethefol

(a) Curriculum and instructional materials must incorporate

the history, language, and culture of Navajos.

(b) Restrictions on the use or speaking of the Navajo language

in the classroom or on school grounds must be eliminated.

(c) Mechanisms must be established to facilitate participation

of Navajo pupils, parents, and community members in development of

curriculum and instructional materials.

School districts with substantial numbers of Navajo-speaking

parents must provide for translation of school board and advisory

committee meetings so as to facilitate full participation of all

parents in discussions and decisions.

(0 Schools and school districts with substantial numbers of

children of Navajo-speaking parents must devise same workable method of,

or substitute for, sending written notices home to those parents.

(f) School districts must establish numerical goals and time-

tables for securing equitable Navajo representation in staff positions

involving the selection and implementation of curriculum.

1 5 1
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(g) Textbooks must present accurate and unbiased portrayals

of American Indians.

2. State deEanstnts of education should establish numerical
goals anetabledtinorsecur-tablersentationofava'os
(a) in staff positions involving the selection and development of

curriculum and,(b) on State textbook committees.

3. maStalislteturesshouldenactlislationr'districts
to establish bilingual education or other curricular approaches designed

to teach Di lish -.e skills to non-D students while

incorporating into the curriculum the student's native language, culture,
and history. Federal agencies should condition Indian education grants
on the provision of such programs.

Teachers

1. Steps must be taken by the Federal and State governments and by
.teacher education institutions working with the Navajo Tribe to eliminate
the shorta e of Indian teachers in reservation schools.

(a) Teacher education institutions in the Southwest must

actively recruit Indian trainees.

(b) Teacher training must be made available on the reservation
and must have the flexibility to incorporate and build fran the trainee's

already acquired academic and life skills.

(c) Teacher certification requirementsshould be made uniform
and should be expanded to cover those traditional areas of expertise

not related to academic degree requirements.

2. *Teacher education institutions in the Southwest should provide

special training for those students who intend to teach in a Navajo

...1._.ioannurThitrshouldbeorientaaardromoti:
(a) An understanding and appreciation of the history, language,

and culture of Navajos.

(b) The ability to facilitate the fullest posSible development

of Navajo students' potential.

(c) Skills in interacting_nositively with Navajo students and
adults.

0152
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3. School districts on or adjacent to the Navajo Reservation should

update teaching skills of their current instructional staff by providing

in-service training that incorporates the factors specified in

recommendation 2.

4. State departments of education should require those districts

where the primary language of the students is not English to provide

teachers who speak the students' language and understandltheir cultural

bad/4round.

Alternative Delivery Systems

1. The Bureau of Indian Affairs should continue to support the

community-controlled schools presentlz in operation and should, with

full for consultation and a eement with Indian tribal overnment

assist other communities in designing their own locally-controlled'

school operations. In all cases the design and contracting of additional

locally-controlled schools should be consistent with the overall

educational Elan(s) approved by tribal government.

As,pointed out earlier in this report, cammunity-controlled schools

area recent development on the reservation and have not been in existence

long enough fqr an assessment to be made of the .academic achievement of

their students. The response from Navajo parents and students, and fran

the staff in these schools, has been altogether positive. It is because

of this response that .the Commission,feels that the concept should be

encouraged. While danuunity-contreided schools in their present formative

stages may not be the absolute answer to Navajo educational needs, they

are clearly one positive alternative to a variety of systems which have

been demonstrably unsuccessful. However, plans for additional contract-

ing of schools should be developed with the full participation of the

Navajo Division of Education and should be consistent with the tribe's

approved comprehensive education program.

2. Federal funding should be provided for experimentation with the

use of educational, television on the reservation.
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Great distances and bad roads make the delivery of any kind of

education a problem on the Navajo Reservation. The possibilities for

using talevisial as a teaching device in this context are limited only

by funding and imagination.

3. Federal and State education agencies, working with the Navajo

Tribe, should expand adult education opportunities on the reservation

and ensure that provision of educational services for the adult population

is made an integral part of reservationwide educational programming. -

The Commission found that very little adult education is offered

through the traditional educational channels on the reservation. Many

Navajos %marl welcome the opportunity to continue their education and

special consideration must be given to their needs.

V. ACTION NEEDED PO IMPROVE NAVAJO HEALTH CARE:

1. Congress Should appropriate sufficient funds for the Indian

Health Service to bring the standard for Navajo health care up to par

tha% of

The figures on the poor status of Navajo health on the reservation

demand the conclusion that the meager funds allotted the Navajo Area

IHS are inadequate to meet the need or to satisfy the Federal commitment

under statute and treaty o provide comprehensive medical care to

reservation Indians. When Congress in fiscal year 1973 added $2.208

million 'to the IHS budget, an economy-minded administration impounded

the funds.

2. (a) The Indian Health Service should increase allowable flexi-

bility

discrepancies between predicted and actual needs.

(b) IHS area directors should be permitted to use up to 20

percent of contract medical care funds for other budget items, such

as staff positions in IHS facilities.

Epidemics and other unforeseen problems often cause great els-
,

crepancies between needs projected in the Navajo Area IHS budget requests

t)1 5 ti
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and the needs that actually materialize. The Commission found that the

Current 5 percent allowable flexibility between same budget items is

unrealistic. By the same token, it is inefficient to close dawn

hospital beds for lack of funds to staff nursing positions, with the

result that patients are channeled to more expensive, non-IHS facilities

for treatmera:Feia for out of contract medical care funds, a budget

item currently lacking any flexibility at all. Laboratory tests and

other services now contracted out because of insufficient staff and

equipment similarly increase waste and inefficiency in the area budget.

And that waste takes its toll in lives and general health among the

Navajo people.

3. For the use of Federak agencies which rely on Bureau of the

Census figures to determine papulat:iaz needs in a particular area of

the reservation:

(a) Census data should be run fram Census t. -s for each

enumeration district of the reservation.

(b) TAIBIA. head count of school children should ,be broken

at222nEljkl.2.151.
(c) Based on the data fram these two pieces of information,

an extrapolated count for each area of the reservation should be

developed.

Census undercounts on the teservaticn were well rated in the

Window Rock hearing. The tribe does rot have sufficient funds to finance

an independent census far each area of the reservation where a suspected

discrepancy might result in a deficient Federal program or a hospital

too small for local needs.
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